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SUMMARY 
If th 800,000 a es of man-made coniferous forest 
in Australia are to be managed efficiently, inventories 
ar needed to provide i nformation about present yield 
and about past g owth from which c onfident forecasts of 
future growth and yi eld can be made. The basis of any 
such in entory is the method of estimating stand volume 
which should be simple, f ast and c heap to apply, and 
should give reliable esults. 
After a brief review of the main methods used to 
estimate stand volume, i t is suggested in this thesis 
that the best method is a volume tariff system, 
parti ul ar l y if a c ess to the system is through readily 
d fined and measured stand variables . Such tariff 
syst m a e a lre a d y commonly used in Australia. I n 
vi w of the p oposed e p a nsion of the planting 
p og a mme, it is likely that more will be c ompiled. 
For this compilat ion to be satisfactory, the 
rationale 0 tari f systems should be understood and is 
the efor e a mined intensively in this thesis. The 
volum lin (ta iff) of a stand at a ny time is shown to 
d p nd on th r l ationship between height and basal area 
a nd h ight u v ) nd between form fa tor and basal 
a e nd that h nges in these relationship with time 
d t rmin the me h nics of th tariff ystem. Consequently, 
th s nt o 1 natur of the tand h ight ur e and of the 
volum lOne h ve b n n estigat d . 
A n w rn for the 1 owen radiata pine 
for t, Au trali n 1 Territory, is p sented . In 
th's sy rn , th g ss'on c o fi i n 
ix 
tari ( h e the linea elationship between stem vo l ume 
under b rk o m g ound to 4" d.u . b. a nd tre basal area 
over bark) fo a stand is p edicted through stand top 
height (the ave age of the heights of the tallest 30 
trees per acre) as in many other tariff systems . 
However, the egre sion constant a l of the tariff is 
predicted through the predi ted value of b l , a new 
concept. The a ess to the system is thus through stand 
top height alone . To estimate stand volume from a 
nomOnated tariff, only the values of number of trees 
and stand basal area are required. Therefore the method 
i simple, fast and cheap . The error of estimate of the 
ystem and likely errors in applying it are such that 
the system should meet all practical requirements for 
reliability in management inventory. 
sy tern are discussed . 
Extensions of the 
The tariff systems of other workers, particularly 
in Austr lia, are reviewed. The structure of a tariff 
syst m is onside d to be governed by the relationship 
b twe n a l and b l and va iou systems are explained in 
terms of a propo ed general relation hip between these 
two constants. It is suggested that in compi l ing a 
arif y tern h n ture of this relationship should be 
dete min d a th logical basis for the system; and, if 
this is done fo syst m o e ing a range of 
en i orunent 1 and sOl i ultural conditions, the nature 
o th in lu nc whi h fec the relationship and so 
d n h s t m m y borne pparent . 
Th m in study h s been made with radiata pin 
b ' u it fo m 70 p nt of the pre en coniferou 
on n Aust Ii and th Os proportio n is 
l ik l y to ncr s. How the theory of the stud y 
should b ppli abl to ny onif ou spe ies in e n-
x 
aged stands and possibly to y oung even-aged stands of 
euc alypt sp cies with g owth habits similar to conifers. 
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Chap ter 1 
TRODUCTIO 
The main feature of the indigenous forest resource 
of Australia is the defi ien y of soft easily-worked 
wood which is chara teristic of most coniferous 
spe ies . Though there were some conifers ( ' soft-
woods') of ex ellent quality in Australia there were 
never extensive a eas of them as in the northern 
hemisphere and they were quickly exploited. 
From the latter part of last century, when trials 
began in outh Australia in a search for suitable 
spe ies for afforestation, forestry authorities in 
Australia have developed a policy of redressing this 
imbalance by establishing plantations of coniferous 
spe ies as quickly as the supply of funds and the 
a ailability of land allowed them. Various industrial 
organisations dependent on softwoods were also 
stimulated to establish plantations to ensure the 
survival of thei industries . As a resu l t of the efforts 
of governm nt and p ivate forestry organisations, the e 
are at p es nt (1968) in Australia about 800,000 acres 
of man-m de ven-ag d fo ests of coniferous species 
about thr -quarters of which are government owned , 
about on -quart private l y owned. Pertin nt statisti s 
fro m th For try and T" mber Bureau ( 1967) are 
Area of oniferous I2lantation March 1 967 
Own r hip Ar a ~ 
Publi 563 , 000 a re 75 
Pri a 191 , 100 " ~ 
75L~,1 00 " 100 
2 
About two-thirds of this area are of Pinus radiata, the 
standa d trade name fo which is radiata pine 
(Standards Asso iation, 1965), as shown by the 
following sta~isti s from the Forestry and Timber 
Bureau (1966) 
Areas of coniferous plantation March 1966 (acres) 
Pinus radiata Other conifers Total 
Gove nment owned 342,135 184,143 526,278 
Privately owned 139,071 36,328 175,399 
481,206 220,471 701,677 
Fielding (1957) has outlined the history of radiata 
pine as an exoti in Australia . To meet the demand for 
softwood whi h could not be met from the indigenous 
forest, it be arne the ustom to import it. This 
import trade has gradually developed until now 
imported wood and wood products form about a third of 
the supply and their value is of the order of 200 
million dollar . t has been estimated (Forestry and 
Timber Bu eau, 1963) that 'if the present per capi ta 
consumption of forest produ ts is maintained and the 
u rent Australian fores~ry programme is not increased, 
the import bill ne essary to maintain the position of 
wood in Aus alian indu try, based on present costs, 
wou ld b 280 million dollars annua lly by 1975, and 
b twe n 422 and 664 million dollars annually by the 
y a 2000'. Th Commonwealth governmen has decided 
th t this is too mu h to spend on imported wood and 
th t it r present far too large a proportion to rely 
on f om outs·de upply. he need to find a solution 
o this nd r lat d probl ms in planning future 
suppl i s of timb r, di u s d by Ja ob ( 1966) , wa 
on 0 h m in influ n es in th stabl · shment of the 
Au t Ii n or str oun il in 1964 by the ommonwea lth 
3 
and State governments and at its first meeting the 
Coun il l ag eed that one of the earliest priorities in 
Australian forestry must be the establishment of a 
considerable softwood resource' (Jacobs, 1965). 
As a result of its deliberations, the Council made 
certain recommendations to the governments which then 
established agreements between the Commonwealth and 
States by the 0 twood orestry Agreements Act 1967 
( ommonwealth of Australia, 1967) concerning a policy 
for futur afforestation in the country. Assuming the 
pe capita consumption of wood remained at something 
like the present amount, it was considered that a 
softwood resource of the order of three million acres 
could me t the demand by the end of the century. The 
cost of the necessary extended plantation programme was 
estimated at between four and six million dollars 
annually to supply raw materials for industries with an 
import eplacement potential of more than 400 million 
dollars annually. Having ascertained this area could 
b mad a ailable without reducing the 30-35 million 
acres of a cessible , productive, reserved native broad-
leaved fore t which it con iders the limit of this 
r source out of 500-600 million acres meeting the F.A.O. 
int rnationa l definition of 'forest l and ', the Council 
r omm nd d an annu 1 oftwood planting programme of 
75 ,000 cre the annual ate at the time (1965) being 
bout 40,000 a r s. The Government a cepted this 
comm ndation and the main items of the Act are a 
p ogr mm of nnual planting for each tate for 1967 
(40,500 s) 0 1971 (5 ,500 a r which is the 
Ii t ' d n annual average plant"ng rate 0 
75,000 nd m h ni m or finan ing this 
prog mm rom Common 1 h funds. 
4 
By world s~anda ds, parti ularly northern 
he misphere standards, he growth rates of coniferous 
spe ies being planted in Aust alia are fast and the 
physi al and e onomi rotations are short. Generally, 
the main pu pose 0 the plantations is for wood 
production. For rna i mum y ield of wood of good quality, 
management must be i ntensive . In many man-made forests 
in Aust alia, the manager has been hard pressed for 
suffi ient information about the forest to apply 
appropriate dlrection and ontrol. In some cases 
establlshment has outstripped even an extensive kind of 
management be ause of a shortage of men, funds 1 methods 
and te hniques, and incentive for the kind of continuous 
inventory needed for effe tive management - an 
inventory whi c h produces reliable information at al l 
times about the present yield and about past growth 
from whi h forecasts of future yield can be made with 
suffi ient onfidence for forward planning by industry. 
The basis of any such continuous inventory system 
is the method by which the volume of woo d in the stand 
is estimated . 
f the annual planting rate target of 75,000 acres 
can be chieved - and the oftwood Forestry Agreements 
Act was fo mulated on this a sumption - there wi l l be 
pi n ed in the ne thirty years nearly three times 
th tot 1 a ea e tablished to the present. Even if 
his proposal is optimisti nd cannot be met because 
of hortage of und and labou , international u n re t , 
nd 0 on, nd a e of onl 50 , 000 a re is ma in tained, 
th in the ne t h i rt year wi ll sti ll be 
d oub l th pre en h p rob l e m 0 p rovi d i n g 
e fi i nt i nv n 0 y wil l be p re sing a nd the d e ma nd 
f o u i bl meth ods 0 im ting stand vo l u me wi l l 
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be strong e en assuming the use of land similar to that 
at present. 
However, there is very indi ati on that the 
proposed expansion of planting wi ll involve 
establishing plantations in localities and on sites 
different from those used cu rently and so considerable 
research will be needed into the most suitable treatmen t 
and length of rotation for each parti ular purpose of 
produ tion for the various species over the range of 
10 ali ties and sites. For this kind of research, not 
only is reliab le determination of stand vo lume 
essential but a great number of es timates are needed in 
a short time . F urther, the pattern of production may 
have to change quickly to keep p ace with the quickly 
changing market demands which may be anticipated in 
the presen t technological revolution. ilvicultural 
treatm nts mus be sufficiently f lexible to be altered 
to meet changing demand . To define those treatments, 
a considerable range of experimental trials of each 
spe ies under different silvicultural regimes will be 
ne essary and when a regime has been changed a check 
will be needed to ensu e that the anticipated effects 
do ev ntuate . 
impl~, rapid, heap and reliable methods of sand 
es h VV'.~r,On 
olumetmust be ai lable for private plantation owners 
a w 11 s go e nment forestry authorities. The 
propo als for h e t nded plantation programme 
envi ge an impo ant ont ibution from pri ate 
inv stm nt hi h is being en ou aged in various ways. 
Th e government of i ori and ew outh Wales 
al ad h ve ch m or pro iding loans to farmers 
for s blishing pl ions (Fo est and Timber 
Bu u, 1967) and oth tates ar in estigating the 
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i mp l e mentation of similar schemes . An examination of 
taxation and death duty requi ements in conne tion with 
p ivate forest estates is also under way with a view to 
easing them and redu ing their complexity. T he present 
laws have been clarified by the Forestry and Timber 
Bureau ( 1967) with the idea that ' the savings realised 
by adopting 0 rect procedures may well provide an 
incentive for fo est owne s to grow more timber , to 
prote t it bette and to utilise it more wisely '. With 
these incentives , the area under private ownership as 
a pe entage of the total estate may increase. 
Private owners o f small estates may not have as ready 
ac ess to expertise on inventory as government fores t 
servi ces have and simple, rapid, c heap , reliable 
methods o f estim ting stand volume should therefore be 
readily available to such owners , and to the private 
fo estry consultants whose services they will seek , if 
management 0 his important part of the plantation 
estate is to be fficient. 
he p ovision 0 methods by whi h tand volume 
an b estimated qui kl y and reliably over a wide 
ange of and d nsiti s or management inventory and 
silvi ultural se rch in even-aged stands of conifer 
is th r for on of th most urgent mensuration 
r qui in u tr Ii • F ore t B anch , Department 
of th n erior (196 ), o e ample , h s found that 
ev n five y cy I of complete m a u ement of 
s mp l "ng uni s though d ir bl f o the management 
inv ntory 0 h 30 , 00 of radiata p i ne in the 
Aust Ii n C pi al rrito y h s in o l ved programme 
00 d m nding of tim nd money and this wi ll be 
hang d to th m u m n of one-fifth of th unit 
ch Y Whi l e thi is n onomic solut"on it wi l l 
pose a statisti al problem. The original programme 
might be maintained ir a aste 9 heaper but equally 
reliable method 0 estimating stand volume were 
available. 
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The consideration or such a method is the subject 
or this study. 
8 
Chapter 2 
METHOD OF EVE -AGED 
PREFACE 
There has been an organised interest in the 
measurement of forests for two hundred years in western 
Europe. In that time, nume ous methods of estimating 
stand volume have been proposed , tested and adopted. 
Until about 1930, inte est in mensuration in 
Australian forestry was almost limited to the 
measurement of logs. With an increased tempo of 
establishment of plantations of native and exotic 
onifers and a more favourable opportunity for care of 
the native broad-leaved forest , which came at about that 
time , interest developed in the estimation of the 
volume of t nding crops. Inevitably, the search for 
suitable methods for this took Australian foresters 
to western Europe . The development of forestry there , 
allied to the national characteristic of what Greeley 
( 1953) has alled ' the distinctive German talents for 
research , organisation and systematisation ', had made 
Germany forestry a natural source to which countries 
whe e fo st y wa newly developing as a social 
org nisation , su h a 
shou l d tu n for id as . 
orth America and Australia , 
everal qualifications to the 
direct transl ion of th methods of w stern Europe to 
Australi w n c ss ry . 
On h a to do with the lative growth rates of 
coni in the o pla s , e otics l ike radiata pine 
growing in Aus a l ia t 1 ast t ic the ate at which 
n ativ oni f rs l ike orwa spruc and cot pine grow 
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in western Europe. his affects the time when 
measuremen t mus start9 the f requen y of measurement, 
and the speed with whi h the data has to be processed 
to be of use to manage men t both to forecast and 
regulate yield and to allow change in silviculture if 
some undesirable effect is evident. Faster growing 
cops demand faste info mation co llection, information 
pro essing 9 and de ision making. They allow less time 
to amend de isions. 
Another qualifi ation arises from the reluctance 
of foreste s in weste n Europe to show an interest in 
the on ep s and me thods of mathematical statisti s 
until re ently. Bei ng un oncerned with sampling 
methods, even to the extent of what can only be 
rega ded as an irrational resistance to them such as 
exemplified by Knuchel ( 1953 p.86) in his statement 
'data ollected from sample-plots or sample strips are 
not enough to ascertain ac urately the increment and 
in rement flu tuations of a forest ' , foresters in 
west rn Euro p wer not particularly interes te d in 
judging methods by th ir reliability under conditions 
of s mpling. n Australia, by contrast , the 
geogr phi al tent of the forest e tat~ the small 
st f and funds a ailable for measurement, and the 
--rec pt ' vi y of Au ali n s ientists to the surge of 
intere t in t tisti al methods in Gr at Britain and 
o th Arne i om abou he 1930s , made foresters 
mu h mo int r s d in mpling for quantitati e 
s im nd mo e on e n d about ampling e rors and 
likely t fect th m. 
A furth r qu Ii i tion \va that we t rn 
u op n 0 es e e e d ling with crop s of wood of 
a mu h high r valu h n th t of Au tralian fore t rops 
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and showed limited on e n for the a tual ost of 
measurement be ause, whatever it was, it was not likely 
to be great elatively. xaggerating this was the 
greater inte est in s1lviculture than in economic 
aspects of production in western urope, and if a 
certain kind of mea u ement was essential for 
silvi ultural purposes then its cost relative to 
e onomics of produ tion was of lesser moment. There 
has been greater con ern in Australia that the present 
or anti ipated revenue of a forest area, within some 
sensibly defined reg10nal boundaries, should support its 
own measu ement programme. 
The methods used in Aust alia , then, have been 
drawn from weste n Europe with some modifications to 
suit 10 al requirements and onditions. Future 
modifi ations to the present methods, or new developments, 
will p obably take much mo e advantage of modern 
m thods of data 01 e tion, processing, banking and 
re trieval . The method whi h is the main subject of 
this study is in l ine wi h this possibility. 
The methooobei ng used for estimating the volume 
of ev n- ged onife ous tand have been dis ussed in 
detai l elsewh re (Carron, 1968) and t he dis ussion here 
will be restri ted to what is necessary for background 
to the study. 
h on y sampl m hod in use now is a 
emnant 0 a numb 0 m hods de elop d in wes ern 
u op for as he e imat s 0 an app 0 ima e kind 
w w n d qui y. Th · s is he m an 
volum method in hi h a t e of' he st nd is 
nomin d subj tiv ly 0 obj i el a h ing a 
olum qu 1 nt to th ithm ti ge of the 
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volumes 0 the trees of the stand , the number of 
indOvidual tees in the stand is counted, and the 
ave age vo lume multiplied by this number. F or the 
method to give reasonable esults the variation in 
volume from t ee to t ee has to be fairly limited so 
its use is estri ted to even-aged oniferous stands. 
A number of te hni ques were developed to improve 
the esults f om the method without departing too far 
from ltS essential simpli ity. One was to divide the 
stand into strata on the basis of diameter, basal area, 
tree f equ n y or the like, to apply the mean volume 
tree concept to ea h group independently, and then 
combine the results. This wa the basis of a very large 
numbe of g oup me thods whi h had a relatively long 
vogue in e tai n parts of Europe, were used in some 
othe ountries under the influence of western Europe 
until fai l y recently, but have now been dis arded. 
The arithmeti mean olume tree method was used 
in the esources inventory of the radiata pine 
plantations of the Australian Capital Territory as 
outlined by on (1955) and Cromer and Brown ( 1956). 
TREE 
T e volum tab l statements of the expe ted 
volume of 
g owing on 
a e u ed mo 
vo lum h 
stim t the 
t e s m. 
th sp , 
D 
ree stem of pa ti ular dimensions or 
s a nd of a pa ti ular kjnd, have been and 
th n a ny othe method to estimate stand 
pu pose 0 tr olume abl is to 
volum of s nding (rathe than a felled) 
pending on number of facto s su h s 
its growth h bi t , he structure of the 
st nd, th kind of olum 0 b estim ted , the 
equ ed eli bilit 0 stimate, the ea 0 whi h 
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the es imate is to be refer ed either directly or 
indirectly , so stem volume is related in various ways 
to one or mo e indep ndent variable s which are then 
me asured as a reference for tree volume. The 
relationship of vo l ume to the independent variables 
may be establishe d graphically or by cal cu l ation of 
equations xpressing a particul ar regression. The 
independent variables should be such that volume is 
highly orrelated with them, singly or in combination , 
so that the estimates are as precise as possible, and 
for purposes of application they must be readi l y 
identifiable and e li ab l y measurab le on standing trees. 
In p esent practi e , the variables are chosen from an 
expr ssion of size over bark at breast heigh t , an 
expression of height such as total height or height t o 
a limi t identified through some prescription of 
me . c h ant bili ty , an expression of shape or taper , and 
a n e pression of bark thickness if the vo l u me to be 
estimated is under-bark volume. 
T ee volume tab les with one independe n t variable 
Basal area , the oss- ectional area at breast 
height (4ft Jin . from the g ound) , has been found to be 
the mos onv nient single v ariable to which stem 
volume n b 
whi h bas 1 
lat d and 0 di a me ter or gi rth , from 
a is deriv d , is the ind ep ndent 
ar i bl usu lly hosen for uch bone way ' vo l ume 
t bles. 
Th relationship b tween stem volum and diame ter 
t b st h ight ove ba k ( d .b .h.o.b.) for the trees 
of an tand at any a g is usually a wel l -
defin d u vi lin la on hip . The derivati on of 
this ur from a s mpl of a stand , a nd predi ting fro m 
it th volum of t h popul ion 0 he tand, known a 
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the volume curve m thod has been in use in western 
Eu op fo about one hundred a nd fifty years . The 
pattern of growth of the trees of an even-aged stand 
is usually such that the e is a consequent pattern in 
the volum urves of a particular stand at various ages. 
The system of volume urves generated by a stand over 
its life may be called a ariff system, each curve being 
called a tariff. Under certain circumstances, the 
curvilinear relationship between stem vo lume and 
d.b.h.o.b. is such that the relationship between volume 
and basal area is a linea one. The derivation of 
this linear relationship from a sample of a stand and 
predi ting from it the volumes of the popu l ation of 
th st nd is known as the volume line method and has 
be n s u ied and used for about seventy years . If the 
circumstances are such that the linear relationship 
holds at uc e sive ges, the system of volume lines 
gen rat d by a stand is also cal led a tariff system and 
ea h volume ine alled a tariff . 
The pattern of growth of a stand of uneven-aged 
structure is different to that of a stand of even-aged 
structure and there is no analogous tariff system. 
Howev r , under certain ircumstances there may be a 
simpl elation hip betw en stem volume and diameter 
o b s 1 area from which volum can be estimated 
satisfa to ily, thi reI tion hip also bing called a 
t riff. 
th i cums n e hi h 1 ad a imple 
1 tionship b twe n volum and d.b.h.o . b. or basal 
ar 0 h 0 t nd do not pertain , 0 if 
h pr di on of t m volum from su h elationship 
is not suffi iently reliable, an alternative is to 
establish a relationship between stem volume and two 
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independent variables. The two most commonly chosen, 
being the most convenient to measure, are d.b.h.o.b. 
and height. 
ree stems of the same basal area and height 
might be expe ted to vary in volume only to the extent 
that they varied in shape and taper (a combination 
expressed by the term ' form factor') and, in the case 
of under-bark volume, as they otherwise varied in bark 
thickness. One thinks intuitively of a volume table 
based on basal a ea and height as a series of values 
which increase with an increase in basal area for a 
particular height, and which increase with an increase 
in height for a particular basal area, the kind and 
regularity of the pattern of the increases de p ending on 
the way form factor is related to basal area and height. 
If fo m fa tor were constant over the range of basal 
area and height, for example, there would be a linear 
relationship between volume and basal area for a 
particular height and th regression constants and 
o ffi i nts of the volum -basal area relationshi p s would 
bear a linear elation to height. For any other 
relationship of form fa to with basal area and height, 
th r lationships of volum with basal area for height , 
and with h ight fo ba 1 area , would be of some other 
kind. 
Th re two probl ms in compi l ing such ' two way ' 
tr volum tabl s. The fir t is to identify the 
pa t rn 0 iation of form fa tor over basal area 
and h ight. The s ond i h n to x p r ss the 
r lationship of volum with basal ar a and h ight in 
th simpl s t , most ffi i nt way fo purposes of 
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predi tion. In practice, compilers usually try to 
solve the two problems simultaneously by seeking the 
best fit of some relationship of volume on basal area 
and height for a set of data by graphical me thods or 
by the ca l culation of appropriate equations satisfying 
a criterion of best fit such as 'least squares'. These 
methods have been d1s ussed in detail elsewhere (Carron, 
1968) . 
T he method by which a two way table is used to 
determine stand volume is determined mainly by the size 
and structure of the stand and the reliability of 
estimate equired. If there are few trees 9 or the 
variation in height amongst trees of the same basal 
area is considerable as is commonl y the case in uneven 
aged stands, usually the height is measured and the 
stem volume estimated of each tree individually. If 
there are so ma ny trees that this procedure would be 
uneconomic, or if the variation in height amongst trees 
of the same basal area is limited as is commonl y the 
case in even-aged stands , the usua l practice is to 
compile a stand height curve (page 29) from sample 
tr es, read from it heigh ts equivalent to the central 
values of classes of diameter in a frequency tab le of 
the stand , read from the volume tab le the volume 
corresponding to that d.b.h.o.b. and height for each 
d.b.h.o . b. lass, mul tiply this volume by the frequency 
of th lass, and sum these products. 
At pres nt, taking into account all pecies in a ll 
parts of the world, m hods involving t wo way tree 
volum ab le are u ed mo r commonly for stand volum 
timation th n n other m thode 
Tree volume tables with more than two independent 
variables 
It has been c le a to fore sters for a long time 
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that the estimate of stem volume from a two way vo lume 
tab le might be i mproved by incorporating an expression 
of stem shape or taper as a further independent 
variable . What has not been lear is how shape or taper 
might be p acti ably and adequate l y expressed, and how 
it might best be incorporated into the re l ationshi p of 
stem volume with stem variables. An enormous a moun t of 
wo k has gone into this question without an effective 
answer. The main p oblem is the lack of satisfactory 
correlation of variation in stem shape and taper with 
fa tors whi h might be expected to influence this 
variation su h as expressions of stocking, densi ty , 
crown height or crown intensity. 
Mo d rn attemp ts at using expressions of taper as 
independent variab les in the estimate of stem volume 
seem to have gone towa d the use of a simple, practical 
me asu e of taper of the stem elatively c lose to the 
ground, such as the ratio or difference of two diame ters , 
with whi h va iation in volume is usually c orrelated a nd 
away from the stem p ofi l equation appro ach which was 
so popula in the northern hemisphere in the first 
forty yea s of this ntu y. As a result , modern 
volum t bles whi h inc lud a me asu e of taper as a n 
independ nt variabl ar used for estima t ing stand 
volume indi ct l through individual tree vo lume 
rath r th n dir ct l y hrough generalisations about taper 
of th st nd. 0 e ample, the o lum s of sample trees 
for th olum lin m hod ar estimated f om such a 
volum s t h 1 olum Tabl for Pi nu s 
radiat om M I n ty nd L wis , 1955) used in the , 
pr s nt stud y , athe h a n me sured by a d rect me hod . 
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STA D VOLUME TABLES 
To foreste s of western Europe seeking a simple 
method of estimating stand volume such as the 
arithmeti mean volume tree method, the use of a stand 
form factor had mu h appeal . omewhat analgous to a 
tree fo m fa tor, stand form factor is an abstract 
value which is used to reduce the product of stand 
basal area and stand height to stand volume. Being a 
refle tion of an 'average' shape and rate of taper of 
the trees of a stand , it has to be determined through 
correlations established between stand form factors and 
indexes of stand struc ture and stand density. 
Along with an interest in two way tree volume 
tables , foresters inevitably developed an interest in 
the relationship between stand volume and stand 
variables su h as stand basal area and stand mean height 
o stand op height (an pression of the heights of the 
talle trees in the stand) and, as might be expected 
by the analogy between the two, found the relationship 
to b som thing of the same kind. 
Th type of stand volume table which gives most 
s ope for development and is of particular practical 
v lue is one in which the dependen variable is volume 
p r unit basal r This s ems to be correlated 
st ongly and simpl y wi h xpres ions of stand height 
su has and top he ght which re l ates it to site 
qu Ii y through gee 
h nd p nd n ari bles of ' normal' yield 
1 si qu Ii y nd ag . he e timat s 0 s and 
volum rom su h yi ld ble re he efo e r ther 
b 0 dly based on sp f ssumption of and density. 
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For dens· ties othe than that assumed in the compi l ation 
o f the table , orrections have to be made . The 
estimates are usually more efficient if an expression 
of stand density is inc luded as a s e parate independent 
variable in a variable density yield table such as 
one for radiata pine c ompiled by Carron (1967). If 
volume per unit basal area an be simply related to 
stand top height, this elationship provides an 
effective basis for such a variable density yield table 
if stand top height can be taken to express the site 
qual ity-age interaction. 
There are various reasons for believing that from 
most points of view, the most satisfactory method of 
estimating the volumes of even-aged coniferous stands 
i by tariff sys em , parti ularly if access to the 
system (the method by which a particular tariff is 
nominated for a parti ular stand at a particular time) 
is through a readily defined and measured stand 
variable uch as stand top height which has been shown 
to b very efficient for this purpose . 
As well a providing an estimate of the vo l ume 
of a stand , th method shoul d be such that an estimate 
of · ndiv·dual m volum can be obtained if desired. 
Th's is only possibl with tree vo l u me tables , not 
w· h sample tr 
tabl s . 
methods , stand volum tab l es or yield 
For ny of the e vo l u m table method to be 
pp l · d , a st nd ble h s 0 be o mpi l ed by measuring 
th d i m ter 0 e y t e , or Is an estimate o f the 
st n b sal has to b m d by s ome other method 
su h s ngle-coun nd also a ount mad o f he total 
number of trees in the stand. However , beyond this , 
all that needs to be measured for the app lication of 
a tariff system is the access variable such as the 
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heights of some of the tallest trees . F or volume tables 
with diameter and height as independent variables, either 
the height of every tree has to be measured or the 
heights of sample trees h ave to be measured and from them 
a stand height urve has to be ompiled. F or volume 
tables with an expression of shape or taper as a further 
independent variable, this informa ion has to be 
obt a ined for every tree 0 a sample. 
Because so few measurements are needed to apply a 
tariff system, it is faster and cheaper than any other 
volume table method • 
All tree volume tables have to be compiled from 
measurements of volume of individual trees in the 
first instance . However , in compiling a tariff system , 
developing the me a ns of access to it , and applying the 
tariff system to the stand, a greater insight into the 
growth pattern of the stand may be obtained than in 
the m re compilation of a two independent variable 
volume tab le on an empirical best-fi basis. This 
insigh m y even sugg st ways whereby the stands an be 
m nipul ate d a ifically to produc trees of particular 
size. Again , i he a ess 0 the tariff system is a 
t nd viable , su h a s the height of the tallest 
t s, whi h re 1 s the in era tion of age and site 
qu lity , th n th t i f system may be more compatible 
with th g owth patt n of the stand than an e mpirical l y 
ompi l d v ri ble volum table wi h two independent 
va ·ables . 
th s is through a stand variable such as 
top height , ther 's lik ly to b a onsis ency in the 
vo l u m s ' m t s dur ' ng he l ife of the st nd . f 
measurement is redu ed to a minimum, such as the 
me asurement of stand top height , the op portunity for 
bias within and a mongs t observers is reduced t o a 
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minimum. A desirable maximum preci sion of estimate can 
be arranged in the compil ation of the system and 
conditions can be nominated whereby various levels of 
precision can be obtained in the application of the 
system to a stand. 
The extent t o which a tariff can be nominated for 
estimates of volume of thinnings depends on the method 
and type of thinning. Often considerable time and 
money may be saved if the volumes of thinnings can be 
estimated on a tree basis by a tariff rather than by 
measuremen t of individual logs from the thinnings, 
and tariffs have been particularly promo ted for this 
purpose . 
2 1 
hapter J 
THE PRESE T STUDY 
THE STUDY 
Because tariff s y stems are used so extensively in 
Australia at present, and for the reasons given in 
Chap e 2 whi h suggest they are the most satisfactory 
means of estimating stand volume, the e is every 
likelihood they will be used increasingly. From the 
li e atu e, it seems they have usually been compiled 
empir ' ally and the rationale of tariff systems is 
in ompl tely und rstood. If the compi l ation of tariff 
systems for the lik ly range of stand conditions in 
th xtend d planting programme in Australia is to 
pro d on a rational basis, their rational e shoul d be 
inv stigated . This can best be done by looking at the 
pr mis s on whi h an individual tariff is based; and at 
the ' me h ni s' of tariff systems. 
A ta if o present purposes, is the relationship 
be w n s em volum and basal area for the trees of an 
ven- ged stand. The olume of th tre stem (V) can 
b g rd d s a fun tion of (i) an e pression of its 
tional area o mewh re along its length, for 
ampl th ba 1 a a ( ), th cros -se tional area at 
4 ' J" o m h g und; (ii) an exp es ion of its 1 ngth , 
for mpl tot 1 h gh (H) ; and (iii) an expression 
0 h P 0 ount or the a that its cross-
se ion 1 v rie a l ong its le n gth , f o r e a mpl e 
t m 0 m ) . olume a n b e pressed as th 
produ t of th s v i b l s v · z. B . H. F . T he refore , 
th e l ti o n hi p b tw n olum nd b a l area fo 
re o a st nd a n t m wi ll d ep end o n th 
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relationship between height and basal area , and the 
relationship between form factor and basal area. The 
changes with time in these relationships of height and 
form factor with basal area will also determine the 
change with time of the volume-basal area relationship 
and so will de e mine the mechanics of the tariff system. 
ConsequentlY9 the essential nature of the stand height 
urve and of the volume line were investigated. 
A tariff system was compiled for the Kowen radiata 
pine forest in the Australian Capital Territory by 
Crome and Car on (1957) . This has given satisfactory 
estima t es of volume of the main cro p for management 
inventory and has been used in developing several other 
concepts ( Ca ron, 1964; Carron and J acobs, 1964). 
Howeve , it was ompiled from measurement on one 
oc asion only and the trends implied by the equations 
est blish d to des ribe the relationships between the 
s atisti s of the tariff system and the parameters of 
the stand la ked the validity which can only be given 
by th a tual development of stands. The stands have 
sin b en emeasured so it has been possible to compile 
a n w sys em, and in so doing to examine the general 
ration le of tariff systems through an analysis of 
their compilat on by other workers. 
The study the efore consists of a consideration of 
h 1 m nts of ta iffS and the inter-relationship s of 
st nd v ri bl s on whi h they are based - the stand 
he ght urve ( h pt r 4) and the olume line (Chap ter 
) ; a ti al ev ew of the ta iffS compiled by other 
work rs , par i ul ly n Australi a (Chapter 6) ; the 
ompil tion of a a iff sys m fO the Kowen forest 
nd method of pply ' ng it in pra ti e (Chapter 7); 
and on ' der tion of om aspe ts of the rational e of 
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tariff systems in the light of relationship s developed 
i n this ompi1ation ( hapter 8). 
THE SPECIES 
The study has been restricted t o radiata pine. 
As men tioned earlier, about two-thirds of the present 
plantation a ea n this c ountry is of this species. 
ew outh Wales 0 estry ommission has advanced 
reasons (Pa 1 iamen t of . S . W., 1 967) why most of the 
new planting in that tate will consist of radiata 
pine. in e the same arguments probably apply in outh 
Austra1i , icto ia and Tasmania , the proportion of 
radiata pine to al l othe coniferous species combine d 
is 1ike1 to increase and it wi ll be by far the mos t 
i mportant spe ies in Australian p l antation managemen t . 
everthe1e ss , the theory of the investigation is 
1 ik 1y to apply to any conife r ous species, simi l a r t o 
adi ta p · ne in growth habits, in even-age d stands in 
Austr 1i or elsewhere. It is also l i k e l y to apply t o 
v n- ged tands of young eucal ypt with a habit 
simi 1 a o that of conifers. 
THE DA A 
Th d at presented in the s t udy are mainl y fro m 
about 1,000 a es of the Kowen for st , in the north-
a te n p rt 0 th Aust l · an apita1 Territory, near 
. w. ) nd 11 e d in thi thesis ' the Qu nbey n ( 
s udy The 1 0 1ity , wi th omp rative1y poor 
sh 110w oil d e10p d om sh 1e, nd a n average 
a nnu 1 infa11 0 jus 0 er 20 inches , is a marginal 
. t r d a pine nd suffers 'de a d top' in drought 
ond · tion (Johnson, 19 64). he mai n h a a t eristi of 
th ond · on s h dea h of th 1 ading shoot 
fo low d by the d h f the tre the ond ition is 
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severe. Mor e often the t ee survives and a bud fro m 
the topmost 1 ving whor develops as a le a d er o r a side 
bran h takes over this ole. Depending on how much of 
the tree to p dies, how long the tree takes to recover, 
and how often the condition occurs, so the difference 
between actual tree height and the height which the 
tre e wou l d have attained may be so small that lit t le 
error is in urred in ignoring it; or so large that it 
considerably affe ts estimates of volume and the 
development of relationships involving tree height. 
n 1954, a resource inventory of the study area 
was a ried out by students of the Australian Forestry 
choo l (Carron , 1955) . In 1955 and 1956 , fifty ' yie ld 
plots ' ( arron , 1956) were established as a stratified 
random sample of the area , using site index areas within 
age classes as strata , ea h being approximately 0.2 
with ectangula dimensions of two chains by one 
hain , the e act area of each being determined by 
surve method . ach unit was identified as , for 
e a mple Y. P . 35/60 / 1, being yie ld plots established 
within th area of ite inde 60 in Compartment 35 
When the plots w re established, each tree was 
given an identi ying number. The bole diameter of each 
tr was me asure d at permanently marked points 4 '3 " , 5 ' 
and 1 5 ' from the ground , bark thickness was me asure d 
t 5 ' nd 15 ', nd tr height was measured. From 
th s m u em nt , under b rk vo lume rom ground to 4" 
er und r b k w timat d for each tree by 
o the n r 1 olume Tab l e for Pinus 
rom r , Mc nty e , L wis, 1 55) . Detai l e d 
p w n or thes and ub equent 
m su m nt to nsu uniformi'ty , in th hope th 
plots would s v mo d 1 fo comple ten ss and 
ons t n 0 m u ment . 
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A tariff system was compil e d for the are a (Cromer 
and Carro n , 1957) from the d ata of the first me asurement 
of the p l ots. 
Most of the plo ts were remeasured completely in 
the summe r of 1958 and a gain in the summer of 19 62. 
In 19 65 , only diameter at breast height and total 
height of each tree were measured f o r management 
inventory purp oses which did not al low volume to be 
estimated from the Ge neral Vo l ume Tab le. Though volume 
could have been estimated from a tree volume table 
omp i led for the area in 1954 ( Carron, 1955) and the 
dat a used in the present study, this may have introduced 
a bias so that the 1965 measurements have not been 
included. orne of the plots have been me asured in 
instructional exercises and where the data was 
approp riate these have been included in the study. 
The data have been subjected to close scrutiny in 
office and field to remove errors in measurements and 
ca l ulations. In the ear l y part of the analysis it 
be a rne apparent that the effect of dead to p on some of 
the sit s had been so bad that some measurements cou ld 
justifiabl y be excluded as providing unreasonable 
variation and cons qu ntly several plots ha e been 
cluded. om plots have been c l ear felled in 
ma nag ment operations. 
Th d ata used in th study are summarised in Tab le 
1. F or ty- ix p lo t ar represente d with 135 me asurements , 
ch me u ement repres nting the e timati on of volume 
of v y individu 1 tree from the G neral olume Tab le, 
th r bing a total of p p 0 imately 8,750 individual 
t volum estimat s . Th frequen y of m asurement by 
plots s a follow : -
~, A .~(P~f1U 5 r a d- i a l a ). Da s lc data oC yi e ld plot s a nd 
v a l.ues of" volt.Uuc eredictcd Cram t.he tariff Sy~tCD1. 
Plot .\0. Y e ar Age ~ 0 1. 1 ~nt · II t . llnt 1"01' 'i. 111 Ikloh '0. of " 111 \ y LJ evl.a t. e or 
( Year JlJeas. lU e as. - a 1 + b 1 +a 2 - b 2 It t . b.1OU / P lo t 
t 1 C(~ ~ (cu. r t.) (a c tual) y rrolll Y 
pI td . ) (Years) ( J't) ( sq. l' t.) ( »q. It) / plot. (cu . rt) (cu . rt) 
11::,1' 
lA·50 1958 JO · 5 2·72 J1. 90 l:Iu . 69 J · 92 1:19 ·7JJ 29·JJ 40(J 9 )' 2 . 8u J1. 53 810 1:127 - 17 
1927 
lA.60 1955 27 · 5 0.88 JO·59 93·00 1:1.25 1:l9 . 908 29 · 95 JJ(32) 2 . 8t> J1. 5J 850 887 - 37 
192 7 1958 JO·5 1. 52 J2.1 1:l 102.54 11.16 91:l 1.057 JJ.8J 32 (31) J.41 34.58 1060 1060 0 
1962 J4.5 5 .40 J7 . 64 114.85 1 5 · b7 107 1. 297 41.50 32 4.04 J7. 6 J 1432 IJ90 + 42 
lA . 70 1955 27 . 5 2 ·7b J3 ·75 97 .J4 1:l ·52 94 . 1:1 14 31. 77 39(J8) 3·16 JJ.22 9J2 96 4 - 32 
1927 1958 JO·5 3·JO J 6 . 85 100 .4 4 4. 64 104 · 950 JII. 20 36 3·8J J 6 . u l 1114 1141 - 27 
1960 J2·5 J . Ol 3G.75 109 · 6J 10.42 lO b 1.022 37·20 J6(J2) J·97 J7 .29 1244 1259 - 15 
1962 J4·5 2 . 80 37·99 111·50 G. 74 109 1.128 40. 6 1 3b 4.20 38.Jl 1404 1442 - JI:l 
2A·70 1958 29·5 1. 41 JJ . 6 1 102 . 1:l9 3·b5 l OG 1.116 J7 ·!:!3 J4 J · 97 J7 . 29 1276 122J + 53 
192 8 1965 3G· 5 4.79 43.46 114. 95 9 ·12 113 1. G40 Jt) .11 22 4· 51 J9.66 13J2 1464 - 132 
3. 60 1955 26 .5 2 · 92 27 .34 79·30 7·06 75 .546 27 . 1:l4 51(4 8 ) 2 .14 26 .78 6 J 6 6 12 + 24 
1928 1958 29 ·5 2 .42 2!:!·7~ 85 .18 8 . 29 1:l0 .654 21:l .14 43(41) 2 ·J7 28. 48 699 705 + 6 
A.50 1955 26.5 1. 29 23·1t> 70 .4 7 3·1:l0 69 .41:l5 11:l.43 31:l(J4) 1. 88 24. 75 J84 J7 8 6 
1921:l 195 1:l 2~ · 5 2.22 27 .15 7b.72 4.95 75 · 56tl 21.01 37(3J) 2 .1 4 26 · 78 48J 488 5 
4A. 60 1955 2b .5 3 . 34 2tl.2b 67 .09 7·99 7b . 6tl9 24.1J J5 2 .18 27 .1 2 578 565 + IJ 
1928 195 tl 29 · 5 2 .70 29 · l:lb 7).74 5 ·39 1:l3 . tl32 2tl . JO J4 2 · 52 29 .49 749 75J 4 
1962 J3·5 3 . 1:l 4 30.49 1:l1:l . 80 5 ·70 90 1.102 J1. 97 29 2 · 91 J1.87 9J 4 86J + 71 
6·70 1955 26.5 2.1:l7 34.21 99 ·56 1:l ·51 98 . 799 3tl.J7 4 8 ~4 G ~ J.41 J4.5 8 116 ) 1174 - 11 
192 1:1 1958 29 · 5 J·36 3tl .14 110 . 60 1).47 108 . 934 40.16 43 42 4.1 2 )7· 97 1347 1387 40 
1902 3) · 5 5 . 82 41.0 2 117. 81 13· 55 113 1. 25) 32·57 20 4.51 J9.66 1174 1184 - 10 
8 · 70 1955 19 · 5 3·70 29 ·01:l 81.2) 8 .00 76 . 646 JJ·55 52 2 .18 27 . 12 796 784 + 12 
19J5 1958 22 · 5 2·71 )0.74 90 .05 9.24 86 · 79) J().49 46 2 . b8 30·51 990 997 + 7 
8 . 80 1955 19·5 2.13 26 . 99 82 .43 1:l .44 80 . 68 ) ) 8 . 95 57(55~ 2 ·37 28. 48 974 9JO + 4 
1935 1958 22 ·5 2 . 82 j1.8~ 94 .~ tl 11.17 89 . 827 39 . 10 48 (46 3 : ~~ Jl·53 1114 112 tl + 14 1902 26.5 5.43 6. 1 106 . 9 14.50 101 1.10 6 . 6 J3 35·60 1167 1129 + 3" 
. 60 1955 19·5 1. 92 2).40 67·53 5.24 G3 .1147 23.24 52 (50) 1. 66 22·71 441 444 3 
1935 1958 22 · 5 2.20 26.74 78 .22 6 . 6G 74 · 582 2b .17 45(35) 2.09 26 .44 597 000 + J 
1962 26 . 5 1. 76 28.29 89. 11 9 · 01 8 ) . 66 7 311. 1) 45 2.52 29 ·49 89 ) 886 7 
1963 28 .0 2. 65 30·71 92.86 10. 24 87 . 8)1:1 Jl . 8 ) 38 2 . 74 JO.85 877 877 0 
14.60 1955 18·5 1. 88 2) . 22 61 · 99 2.85 6) ·339 22 .7) b7 1. 66 22 · 71 405 402 + 3 
1936 1958 21. 5 1.99 25·79 70.27 )·32 71 . 444 24 . 88 56 1. 96 25 .42 52) 530 7 
1962 25·5 1. 68 25 .74 78 .02 4.70 78 .610 27.46 45 2.27 27 . 80 66 1 6 )1 + 30 
14.70 1955 18.5 2.)2 24 . 21 64 . 02 ) . )8 62 ·37) 22 .78 6 1~ 58~ 1. 6 ) 22·37 410 40 9 1 
1936 1958 21. 5 2.06 26 . 40 77·11 5 · 27 7J . 472 24 . 10 51 50 2.05 26. 10 52 4 5Jl 7 
!\J 
1962 25·5 1. 71 26.52 82 .25 5.12 81 .605 26 .01 4J 2 .4 2 28 . 81 645 616 
+ 2Q 0\ 
V 0.1. • ~ .i n L· JJ t. ~ l. n e To.., ~ I ('dn U;:aob No . o r 0. 1 1,1 Y 
y Uc v ia l. C of 
Pl at J' o . A Ut..' ( c u. I t) ( ac tual) ( l~c;'"ar" "'va ~. -.:..1.1 + b 1 +.:1 2 -bZ II t. bclOb / p1oL trees Y 1 rom )-p~ cd. ) ( Y <'" r", ) ( t L ) (sq. C l) (""'1 ' I l) plot (cu. \' l) 
II J 
15A · 70 1955 18.5 2.01 25 ·)5 btl . tlO ).14 bS · )57 2 2 .1b b2 ( 59 ) 1. 7) 2) · J9 411 4J7 - 2u 
19)b 1951:> 21. 5 2.04 2b . 06 7)·51 )·1:15 72 .474 24.68 52 2 .00 25·76 5)1 5)7 6 
19u2 25 · 5 ).05 Jl.0b 1:17.17 5·)5 85 . 644 26.42 41 2 . 6) )0.17 689 696 7 
15A.I:I0 1955 18 · 5 1. 91 26.80 71. 98 2·5J 7) . 540 27 . 50 52 2.05 26.10 (1) b)9 - 26 
19)0 1958 21. 5 2.49 28.78 81.90 4 . 65 80 · 712 28 . 89 4)(42) 2 · )7 28.48 751 756 ;> 
1961 25·0 0 · 95 29·uO 94 . 58 7.12 92 .854 )1.62 )7 J.O) )2.54 916 908 + 8 
1965 29 · 0 ) . 61 )5·u) 108.74 10.1) 105 1.021 )7 · 75 )7 ) . 90 )6·95 1250 1211 + )9 
16.60 1955 HL5 1. 90 20·98 59 · 95 4 . 0) 58 .586 24.02 4l( J5 ~ 1.50 21 . 02 44) 42b + 17 
19)6 1958 21.5 2 . 19 24 . 2) 67 ·)8 4.9) u7 . 716 27·9) )9()2 1.81 24 . 07 601 591 + 10 
1962 25 · 5 2 .4 ) 20.20 81. 57 8.41 1:)0 . 982 29.46 )0 2 ·)7 28 .48 768 699 + 69 
lu . 80 1955 18.5 1. 97 27·21 78.55 6 . 8) 74 .u64 22.61 )b 2.09 26 .44 522 544 - 22 
19J6 1958 21.5 2.78 )1.49 92 · 55 9 · 22 88 . 809 29·94 )7 2 . 80 )1.19 8)0 8)9 9 
1962 25 · 5 5.74 )7· J5 104.60 12·72 99 1.101 )1.94 29 ).48 )4.92 1014 1026 - 1 2 
1965 28 . 5 6 .59 4).57 114.2) 1).09 110 1.282 J7·17 29 4.27 )8.65 1)12 1428 -116 
158 · 70 1955 17·5 1.77 2).27 67 .14 )·79 64 .4)0 25·80 60( 58 ~ 1. 70 2) . 05 49) 494 1 
19)7 1958 21.5 2 .17 26 . 60 81 . 2) 7 · 86 74 .560 29 .14 52 (48 2.09 26.44 062 662 0 
1962 24 . 5 4.18 )2.20 95.89 10.70 90 .810 29 . 94 )6 2.91 )1.87 849 814 + )5 
196 5 27.5 102.74 9·57 100 .972 )5 
17·70 1955 17·5 1. 64 2) . 85 69 . )7 )·71 66 ·)55 24.92 69(65) 1.77 2).7J 469 482 - 1) 
19J7 1958 20 · 5 2 . 10 27 .28 77 .26 4·56 76 .459 25·69 56 2. 18 27 ·1 2 575 58) 8 
1962 24·5 2 .1 5 29.)7 94 .19 8 .15 88 . 60) Jl·99 5)(52 ) 2 . 80 )1.19 849 826 + 2) 
18.80.1 1955 17· 5 1. 75 25 ·77 70·70 2.)) 72 .42) 21 .1 5 50~49 ~ 2.00 25 · 76 445 458 - IJ 19J7 1958 20 ·5 2 . 27 28 . 9 1 80 .)) ).96 80 . 508 25 ·4 2 50 49 2·)7 28 . 48 605 62 1 - 16 
1962 24.5 1.09 )2.0) 96.98 5·49 96 .608 )1. )7 50 J . 28 J) · 90 899 91 4 - 15 
18.80 .. 2 1955 17 · 5 1.)0 24.74 7).11 ).)) 74 .514 2) . 1) 45 2 . 09 26.44 517 514 + J 
19)7 1958 20 . 5 2.59 )0.95 88 . 46 6.26 86 . 672 25·55 )8 2.68 JO·51 678 692 - III 
1962 24.5 ).87 )5 · 08 101 · 52 8 . 06 100 .861 )2.74 )8 )·55 )5·26 101 9 1001 + H I 
196 4 27·0 ).04 )5·9) 110 · 50 11. 52 107 .964 )2 . 77 )4 4.04 )7·6) 1096 1074 + 22 
1965 27·5 4.98 42. 65 114. )4 11. 60 108 .9)5 29.9) )2 4.12 J7·97 1005 111 7 +112 
19·70 1955 17 · 5 2.04 26 . 62 70 . 4 8 ).28 70 ·J91 2).84 6 1 1.92 25·09 481 5 10 - 29 
19J7 1958 20 . 5 2.16 28.10 77 . 66 ). 88 78 . 46) 28 .2) 6 1 2.27 27 . 80 6 40 661 - 15 
20.60 1955 17·5 1. 48 19.18 5 4 · 56 2.)) 54 . 289 17·45 59(49) 1.)9 19 . 66 261 248 + 1) 
19)7 1958 20·5 1. 6) 21.40 62 .01 ) . 92 58 .)82 18.)4 48()9) 1.50 21 .02 )lJ 214 1 
21·70 1955 16.5 2 . 07 21·90 57 . 74 ).48 58 . )89 26 . 81 69 1.50 21.02 460 444 + 16 
19)8 1958 19·5 2 . 12 25 · 64 77.46 9.19 71 ·568 22·70 40 1.96 25.42 499 497 2 
1962 2) · 5 4 . 42 )0.15 9).69 1)·90 82 ·757 )0.97 40 2 . 47 29· 15 804 756 + 48 
22.60 1955 16 .5 1. )2 18.87 57.77 ) . 6) 57 . 47) 24 . 10 51~44~ 1.48 20 . 68 42) )88 + )5 19)8 1958 19 · 5 1. 71 22·52 7) · 7) 8 . 06 71 .718 25 · 1) )5 )2 1.96 25 · 42 570 50b + 64 
l\) 
0' 
~ 
~.1 (cu'. rt) (a~tua.1) U e' Y..I.i::1 "''== V.l / p.1ot -~ ~ Crom Y 
-b2 
hI.· baob trees 
pLed.} (Years) 
2 ( rt) ( sq. C t) (sq. C t) / p.1ot (cu. rt) 
JI";T 
2J . o O 1 9 55 1 " .5 1. 27 20 .11 51:l· .1 7 2·5(' 57 .)HI 20.0.1 /,)(/.1 ~ 1.4!:l 20.oH )21 )22 
1 
19J8 1 9 5 8 1 9 · 5 1. 77 2) .1 4 6) . 92 ) . 01 (,J .410 22 . .!') 5('( 54 l.f,b :?'!. 71 42') 432 3 
1962 2J·5 1. 5 B 25· 0 J 7tl .J2 5 · 1'./ 7t .514 ~~' . ~,& ') . 2.1H 27 · 12 u5(, ('21:l + 2 8 
24.50 1955 16 .5 1. J7 17·98 51.19 2·51 50 .356 19 · 20 54 1. )0 18.)1 281 271 
+ 10 
19)8 1958 19·5 1. 80 22.)) 65.96 5·66 61 .48) 20.)0 42()9) 1.60 22.04 )80 )77 
) 
1962 2) · 5 2 . 72 25·79 78 . 69 7·95 74 .666 26 . 05 40()8) 2 . 09 26.44 607 56 6 
+ 41 
24 . 60 1955 16·5 1.27 17.70 5) · 10 2·92 52 .)44 19 . 61 57(54~ 1. )4 18.98 296 275 + 21 
19)8 1958 19 · 5 1.81 22.)9 59·59 2.5) 61 .489 20 . 52 42(41 1.60 22 . 04 )85 )8) + 
2 
1960 22 . 0 1. 54 22.2) 71 · 70 5.69 70 . 6 11 21. )9 J5 1.92 25 · 09 469 421 
+ 48 
1962 2) · 5 1.82 24.)0 77·77 7 . 61 72 .701 24 . 54 )5())) 2 . 00 25 · 76 562 5)) + 29 
25·70 1955 16·5 1. 45 20.)6 55·59 ).01 55 .4)7 24 . 48 56(52~ 1. 42 20 . 00 410 417 7 
19)8 1958 19·5 2.04 25·11 68 . )1 4.22 69 . 5)4 26.96 47(41 1.88 24 . 75 579 
581 2 
1962 2) · 5 ) · 7) )1 · 50 90.01 9.60 86 . 845 )0 . 41 )6 2.68 )0·51 8)1 824 7 
26A . 60 1955 14.5 1.0) 17.27 50·59 1.97 48 .251 19 · 59 713(74) 1. 26 17 . 6 ) 247 258 
- 11 
1940 1958 17 · 5 1. 55 21.24 59.62 2 · 72 58 .)26 24 .1 0 74(71~ 1.50 21.02 )96 )97 1 
1959 19 · 0 1.62 21. 54 61. 59 2 . 6) 6 1 · )57 26.64 7 4 (71 1. 60 22 . 04 425 45) 
- 28 
1961 21.0 1. 87 24.)2 70 · 55 4.12 69 .412 )0.5 2 74 1.88 24.75 616 60 ) + 1) 
1962 21.5 2 . 06 25.49 73 · 16 4 . 26 70 .4)6 )2.27 74( 73) 1. 92 25·09 668 670 
2 
1966 26.0 2·55 27.56 82·5) 5.76 80 .540 )0.2) 56 2 · )7 28.48 728 690 - )8 
1967 27·0 ).24 28.14 81.56 5.24 81 · 55) )1. 55 57 2.42 2 '1.82 771 70) + 68 
27 · 70 1956 15·5 2.08 22.25 57·75 ) .0) 58 . )67 )4 . 48 94(85~ 1.50 21.02 584 572 + 12 
1940 1962 21.5 2.8) 27.02 79·27 5.96 77 .652 )6 · 51 56(5 4 2 . 2) 27.46 878 828 + 50 
27.80 1955 14.5 1. 80 2) . 27 59.8) 2.05 6) . )72 )5·8) 95(84) 1.66 22.71 656 66) 7 
1940 1958 17·5 2 . 08 26 . ,3 4 7) . 0) ) . 71 73 .481 )4 . 14 71(64) 2 . 05 26 . 10 746 758 
- 12 
1962 21. 5 5·01 )4.28 91.9) 8.17 87 .6)0 )8 . 2) 59 2 . 74 )0.85 1018 1015 
) 
28A . 60 1955 14 . 5 1. )0 18 . 81 50 . 16 1.94 50 .)09 2 1. )4 69(56~ 1. )0 18 . )1 )01 )12 - 11 
1940 1958 17·5 1.82 2) . 55 6 ).)5 ) · 50 65 . 424 24 · 57 58(41 1. 7) 2) . )9 474 473 
1 
1962 21. 5 2 . )0 26.75 77 .1) 5 · 51 76 ·599 28.28 47 2.18 27 · 12 667 051 + I b 
29·70 1955 14·5 1. )8 20.45 5)·70 1. 47 54 .28) 22 · 95 81(88) 1.)9 19.66 ))9 )57 
- IB 
1940 1958 17·5 1. 78 24.0) 65 .6) 2 . )8 66 . )64 7.).66 65 1.77 2) · 7) 446 452 
(, 
1960 19 · 5 0·75 22.)7 71. 71 ).04 70 · )98 26.04 62 1.92 25·09 5)4 5)6 
2 
1962 21. 5 1. 84 27.94 80.)6 ) . 82 80 . 476 )0.97 65 2 . )7 28.48 728 746 - 18 
)IA · 50 1956 14 · 5 1. 48 IB · 71 49 . 7) 1.94 48 .212 19.74 9) (86 ) 1. 26 17.6) 2)1 2)2 
1 
1941 1962 20·5 2 . 26 25·55 7 1. 47 ) . 80 71 .)52 29·50 8) 1. 96 25·42 587 566 + 21 
) l A. 60 1 955 1)·5 1. 42 19·00 48 . 24 1.)6 50 . 265 21.20 80~72 ~ 1. )0 18.)1 284 289 5 1941 1958 16 . 5 1.66 22 . 40 6) . 04 ) . 21 61 . )52 26 . 79 76 65 1.60 22.04 469 474 5 
1962 20 · 5 2.71 28.78 78 . 05 4.)6 79 . 482 )5·95 76 75 2.)2 28.14 8)8 8)2 6 
)4.60 1956 14 . 5 1.24 18 . 5 4 48 . 78 1. )2 SO .2)0 2) .4 2 102~ 117~ 1. )0 18.)1 296 )07 - 11 
19 41 1962 20·5 1.82 2).47 66 . 10 2 . 0) 68 · )5) )) · 55 95 104 1.8 4 24 . 41 644 614 + )0 
)2A.60 1956 14.5 1.62 19·92 54. 47 ) . 20 51 . 29) 27 . 84 95(6 1 ) 1. )2 18 . 64 )9) 400 7 
1941 1962 20 · 5 2.67 26.21 75 · 85 6 . 49 72 ·5)5 )0·51 57 2 . 00 25.76 672 648 + 24 l\) 
-..J 
Plot No . Year Age Vol. line lit. line Top Hean (Year Olea s . meas. 
- a 1 +b1 +a 2 - b2 ht . baob pltd. ) (Years) (f't) ( sq. f' t) 
liST 
)2A · 70 1955 1)·5 1. 40 21. )1 59 · 50 2 · 77 58 .)J6 1941 1958 16.5 1. 98 25.79 70 . 67 J·95 76 . 4J8 1962 20.5 2 . J7 28.50 87.44 6 . 06 85 .659 
J4.50 1956 14.5 1. J5 18 . 02 48 . 10 1.87 46 .2JO 1941 1962 20 · 5 1.18 22.86 6J . 09 2.2J 64 .JJ8 
JJA. 60 1955 1 ) · 5 1. )2 18.46 51.11 2.58 48 . 254 1941 1958 16 . 5 1. 62 20·92 56 . 92 2 · 58 57 .)56 1962 20 . 5 2 . 02 24 . 20 70 · 90 4 . 58 70 .495 
JOB·70 1956 12 · 5 1.11 77 .)6 51. JJ 1.89 50 . 266 194J 1962 18.5 1. 94 2J.76 64 . 04 2.15 68 . 404 
J5.60 .1 1956 12·5 1. 4J 19 · 57 50 . 42 1. 47 48 . 194 194) 1960 17 · 0 1. 59 21. 26 55 · 70 1. 40 56 . 2J8 1962 18 · 5 1.66 21. J8 58.6J 1.52 60 .257 196J 20.0 1.62 2).J2 64 . 48 2.40 6J . 270 1965 22.0 1. 5J 2J.56 68 . Jl 2.64 67 . 284 1967 24 . 0 1. 89 2J·95 68.58 2.6 4 69 .J)O 
)5 · 70 1956 12 · 5 1. 1J 17.58 48.14 1. J6 46 . 20) 194) 1962 18.5 2 . 28 24 . 68 65 . 68 2 . 68 65 .292 
J6.70 1956 11. 5 1. 27 18.84 50 .42 1. 27 51 . 2)1 1944. 1962 17 · 5 2 . 07 25.61 68 . 84 2 . 06 70 · J71 
)7 . 60 1956 11·5 0 . 82 15 · 65 44 . 95 1.11 45 . 208 1944 1962 17 · 5 1. J9 20 · 54 5J . 14 0 · 79 59 . 294 
4)(42)* means 4J trees used i n vol wne l i ne 
42 t rees used i n heig h t lin 
Baob No . of' al b 1 /plot trees 
(sq . f't) /p l ot 
J2.27 96(58) 1. 50 21. 02 
27.17 62 1. 96 25. 42 
J2 . 95 50(48) 2 .6J JO . 17 
14 . 46 6Jf60~ 1. 22 16·95 25.85 72 7J 1. 70 2J . 05 
25 ·6J 99(72 ) 1.26 17·6J 
28.09 79 1. 4tl 20 . 68 
J4 . 51 69 (61) 1.92 25 · 09 
28·72 108f89) 1. JO 18 . JO 
42.19 106 109 ) 1.84 24.41 
19·79 101 (99) 1.26 17.6J 
26.96 115 1. 45 20.J4 
JO.88 120(lJ7 ) 1.56 21 · 70 
J2 . 1O 119 1. 66 22 · 71 
JO . 61 121 (120 ) 1.81 24 . 07 
JO.OJ 91 1. 88 24.75 
19 · 05 96 ( 94) 1. 22 16.95 
25 . 40 87 1. 7J 2J . J9 
24·74 107f l 0J) 1. J 2 18.64 )0 . 48 82 89 ) 1. 92 25 . 09 
18 · 74 90 ( 86 ) 1.20 16.61 
JO. JJ 10J( 120 ) 1. 5J 21.J6 
~ Y 
(cu.f't) (actual) 
5J4 55J 
569 578 
86J 820 
168 175 
47J 460 
J27 J4J 
464 460 
7JJ 696 
J85 J78 
852 81J 
222 244 
J84 J9J 
48J 460 
5Jl 556 
550 56J 
572 547 
208 229 
44J 429 
J20 J29 
607 611 
20J 219 
490 48J 
Devia te of' 
Y f'roll! Y 
(cu . f't) 
- 19 
9 
+ 4J 
7 
+ IJ 
- 16 
+ . 4 
+ J7 
+ 7 
+ J9 
- 22 
9 
+ 2J 
- 25 
- I J 
+ 25 
- 21 
+ 14 
9 
4 
- 16 
+ 7 
I\) 
-..l 
III 
Time s me asured 
o. of plots 
1 
1 
2 
17 
3 
19 
4 
7 
5 
1 
6 
1 
7 
1 
28 
The range of age is from llt years , whi ch is the 
earliest that any me chantable volume could be expected 
in plantations in the Australian Capital Territory, to 
34t years which is close to physical rotation on the 
poorer sites. The range of site is from site index 50 
to 80 whi h is for all practical purposes the range of 
site in the Australian Capital Territory. 
Unfortunately, only one stand, represented by 
plot 35/60/1, remained unthinned since establishment 
and even this was thinned inadvertant l y by the owner in 
The dearth of unthinned stands for study 
purposes is serious. The behaviour of even-aged 
coniferous stands under undisturbe d conditions is such 
that the pattern of behaviour can fairly readily be 
stablished with the possibility that the factors 
influencing the pattern can be interpreted. Once the 
stands are thinned it be omes very difficult to even 
define the p t ern let alone interpret it. Unthinned 
stands in oni erou plantations in Australia are 
n eded as ' contro l s ' in routine thinning operations (not 
just for es arch), and as medi a for investigating the 
growth habits of the species under undisturbed conditions 
a nd the effects of artifi ial practi es on growth. 
ever 1 other stands have been used for 
illu t ation pu pos and are referred to by a 
ref r n numb r and location. 
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Chapter 4 
THE STA HEIGHT CURVE 
DESCRIPTIO 
If the total height of each tree in an unthinned 
even-aged stand of a coniferous species is plotted as 
an ordinate on rectangular co-ordinate paper against 
the corresponding value of diameter over bark at 
breast height (d.b.h.o.b.) as an abscissa, the points 
usually form a satter of the kind illustrated in 
Figure 1. The heights of trees of a particular d.b.h.o.b. 
vary. For coniferous species in Australian plantations, 
the range may be as much as 20 feet (Figure 1); but it 
is usually about ten feet (Figure 2). Despi te this 
scatter , a trend of height with diameter is usually 
disce nible particularly if mean values of height for 
classes of d . b.h . o.b. are plotted (Figure 2). The trend 
is generally urvilinear, a conic section concave to 
the abscissa, and is called a stand height curve. 
If the stand height curves o f an unthinned even-
aged stand of a coniferous species at various ages are 
drawn they tend to form a pattern of the kind in Figure 
J, called h re a stand height curve series. The curve 
for the s and at a particular age is located on the 
graph abo and to th right of that for the stand at 
a pr v · ous g. The t nt t o which these features of 
unthinn d v n-aged stand of a coniferous species 
apply to thinn d en-aged oniferous stands depends 
on th ge of the stand nd the thinning regime. 
A f r is known, tIl growth in h ight and the 
g ow h in d.b.hoo.b . of t e re not directly related 
bu , s n h is a un tion of tim and th 
P . radiata . Plot A, Cpt . lJA. Mt. Stromlo, A . C . T . 
Are a 0 .4 acre; planted 1921;. measured 1949 ; at 6' x 6 ' spacing; unthinned. 
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environment, there is likely to be a partial 
correlation between the height and d.b . h.o.b. of a tree 
over its life, and between the heights and d.b.h.o.b.'s 
of the trees of an even-aged stand at a particular 
time. The type and degree of the latter correlation 
will depend on the nature of the relative increase in 
height and in d.b.h .o .b. of the trees to that time. 
PRACTICAL U E OF THE STAND HEIGHT CURVE 
This characteristic of an even-aged c oniferous 
stand has been known and used by foresters for many 
years to estimate stand volume from a tree volume table 
based on tree d . b.h.o.b. and height as independent 
variables. This so-called 'volume table me thod', which 
originated in western Europe last century, has been 
outlined in Chapter 2. 
THE ATURE OF THE HEIGHT CURVE A 
Previous investigations 
Fitting a stand height curve subjectively by hand 
may introduc e bias in the estimate of stand volume at 
any particular time and so upset the comparability of 
periodic estimates of volume. To obtain the best fit 
of a stand height curve objectively, investigations 
into the suitability of various equations to describe 
the sh pe of the curve began about forty years ago and 
many curve forms have been proposed some of which are 
as follows (where H represents tree height and D 
repr s nts d.b.h.o.b .) 
( 1 ) 2 H = a + bD + cD 
This is the mos t commonly suggested form. Trorey 
(19J2) found it satisfa tory for stands of arious 
peci s in anada and sugg ted a value of 4.5ft 
(b ast h ight in Canada) for he constant a on the 
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grounds that a height equal to breast height had an 
equivalent d.b.h , o.b. of zero . He also assumed that 
only the as ending p ortion of the curve was appli cable, 
once the asymptote was reached this height should be 
regarded as c onstant. 
Pes hel ( 193 6) found for a completely measured 
stand of sp uce in western Europe that a curve of this 
type was satisfa tory for the lower part of the stand 
height urve and a urve of the type 
H = a bD cD
2 
dB3 was more satisfactory for the 
uppe part . 
Staebler ( 1954) e comrnended H = a + bD 2 cD for 
certain species in orth Arne ica. 
Ke and mith ( 1955 ) compared a number of models 
(though on very limi t ed da ta) for orth American species 
and preferred H a 2 bD + cD (where a = 4.5ft). They 
suggested a linea t ansformation of the equation to 
H - 4.5 
D b cD for qui k ca lculation particular l y for 
a small sample. 
(2) H = a b log D 
Henri ksen ( 19 5 0) wo king on orway spruce and 
beech in western Europe suggested this as the most 
satisfacto y fit. toeffels and van oest (1953) 
working with Japanese larch and Douglas fir in the 
therlands a lso preferred this relationship to various 
other models . 
(3) H aDb , when e log Ii = log a + b log D as a linear 
trans 0 mation. This ha been used by various workers 
n th eth rlands, and by Tak ata (1962) 
(4) H D2 or H - 1.3 = D2 2 
( a+ bD ) 2 ( a+ bD ) 
or , as a linea tran form t ' on, 
D 
H 
a + bD a nd D a + bD 
H - 1. 3 
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Takata (1962) re fers to the fi st equation as the 
aslund equation'; Prodan (1965a) refers to the se ond 
equation as the' aslund equat on '. The value 1.3 is 
bast height in metres . 
(5) H = a + b 1 This is referred to as the ' Gehrhard t 
D2 
formul a ' by Takat a (1962). 
(6) H = a bD + d 
D 
satisfa tory for sugi 
d • 
D2 
( 
Takata (l96~ found this 
Yptomeri a japonica) in J apan. 
That a number of models should be pro posed for a 
wide range of species and localities could be expected. 
There are differences in the form of the curve for a 
stand at va ious a ges, for stands of the same species 
at the same age in different lo calities or on different 
site qualities, and for stands of different species. 
In a young stand the curve is usually short because of 
the relatively limi ted ange of d.b .h.o.b. but it may 
vary from being nearly linear and parallel to the 
d.b.h. o.b. axis be ause the trees are slow in sorting 
out elative dominan e, to being strongly curvi linear 
with steep slope where the tre es have responded quickly 
to the nvironment and ompetition. In old age the 
relationship may again be linear and nearly parallel 
with th d.b.h.o.b . a is because the trees are about 
th arne height a the result of the natural or 
artifi al emoval of a ll but dominants a nd co-dominant . 
ev rth less , for mos t of the life of a stand the 
stand cu v is a fai ly egular appro imation to a 
trun at d coni se tion, possibly hyperbolic or 
parabo l ic in nature, and mo t of the formulae mentione d 
abov de ibe thi kind of shape. To i llustrate thi , 
th t of three of the u e fo ms to data of a 20 
y ar o ld thinn d stand 0 adiata pine is shown in 
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Figure 4 (a,b,c) and ompared in Table 2. There is 
very little difference amongst them . 
Table 2 
Com arison of e uations for a stand height 
curve for radiata Kowen A.C.T. 
Area 0.2 acres, planted 1940, measured 1960, thinned. 
Correl. Standard 
Equation coeff. error of 
es tima te 
( a) H = 20.271 46 . 523 log D 0.662 3.27 
(b) log H = 1. 504 0.321 log D 0.726 .02 
( c) H = 71. 751 - 3.047 0.696 3.13 
U2 
The fact that a developing stand generates a 
series of stand height curves has been recognised for 
a long time in parts of western Europe but relatively 
littl e use has been made of it and very little 
investigation of it has been carried out. Weidemann 
and Lang (dis ussed by Prodan, 1951) produced, for the 
main spe ies in weste n Europe, a series of generalised 
'einh itshohenkur en' (unit height curves) such that 
the stand height curve for a particular stand could be 
nominated by reference to stand me an diameter and stand 
mean height. These were subsequently amalgamated into 
the production of tariffs by Laer and Spiecker (Laer -
pie ke , 1951) . Hen i ksen ( 1950), working with 
several west European spe es, suggested the regression 
constan a of the form H = a + b log D appeared to 
remain more or less constant with stand de elopment 
whil the regression oeffi ient b appeared to increase 
with in rasing stand he"ght. 
Th is v ry little in the literature on ork 
lsewh e. Ohtomo (p rsonal ommuni ation), 
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investigated the series of curves arising f om the 
appli ation of aslund's formula H = 1.3 + D2 / (a+bD)2 
to several stands of Japanese species such as sugi 
(Cry tome a japonica) hinoki ( Chamaecyparis obtusa) and 
akamatsu (Pinus densiflo a), and confirmed that they 
follow the pattern of o ther spe c ies investigated. 
Theoretical backg ound 
I f seedlings i denti al in age, size, geneti c 
c onstitution 9 and g owth potential were established in 
a homogeneous envi r onment 9 they might grow in an 
identical way. These conditions never occur in practice 
and even the members of a clone show differences in 
growth in d.b.h.o.b . and height if established in 
routine field conditions. This is illustrated in Figure 
5 for four 20 year old clones of P . radiata at Blue 
Range, A. C.T. which show as large a height range for 
individua l trees of the same d.b.h.o.b. as do the 20 year 
old tr es of heterogeneous genetic ba kground 
illustrated in F igure 2 . In general, the stands with 
which the foreste r has to deal, whether natural or 
established artificially, are composed of tees with a 
varied hereditary constitution on sites with a wide 
variation in micro-environment so that individual trees 
differ in the1 potential and a c tual rate of growth in 
d.b.h.o.b. a nd height . An order of relative growth 
app rs to be established immediately on germination of 
th s edlings. Those tre s whi h grow faster than 
others in d.b.h.o.b. generally also grow faster in 
height so that at any tim in a stand there is a tendency 
for th a ray of individual trees by height to be 
corr lat d with th array of trees by d.b.h.o.b. 
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FIG . 5 
P . r ad iata . Blue Ra nge, A . C . T. 
Clones (raised from cuttings) measured at age 20 
yrs. (data courtesy For . Res . Inst. Canberra) 
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It is w 11 known that the frequency di stribution 
of d.b.h . o.b . in a n unthinned even-aged stand tends 
towards a norma l distribution. What do es not ap pe ar to 
have been re orded previous l y but may a l so be the case 
from the evidence of Figure 6(a) is that the distribution 
of height within ea h d.b.h.o.b. class a l so tends 
towards what may be a n~rmal distribution - at least 
it is unimodal and reasonably symme trical (there are 
not enough c l asses of height within any d.b.h.o.b. c l ass 
to make a sensible test of goodness of fit by chi-
square) . The data are for 244 trees of an unthinned 
stand at Mt Stromlo 9 A. C.T. (P l ot A Cp t lJA) 
estab l ished at 6 x 6ft spacing in 1921 and measured in 
1949 (age 28 years) when there were ab ou t 770 stems per 
acre. The frequency distribution of heights by Sft 
height c l asses within each d.b.h.o . b . c lass is shown. 
A fu ther il lustration is provided by Figure 6(b) for 
plot JS /60/1 of the study area. 
The relative dominance of each tree , according t o 
the conventional simp l e lassification, in P lo t A 
Cpt lJA (Figure 6(a)) is shown in Figure 6(c). It 
illust ates the usual cond ition, seen a lso in Figure 2 
for example, that in any d.b.h.o.b. c l ass there are 
tr es which are shorter than some in the next smaller 
d.b.h.o.b. c l ass and trees which are talle r than some 
in th ne t l arger d.b.h.o.b. c l as s . The average 
height of each d.b .h. o.b. c l ass however ends to be 
great r than the av rage height of the ne t smaller 
d.b .h.o.b . c l ass a nd th re is a positive correlation 
b t w en he ' ght and d.b.h.o.b. The form which this 
po iti o relation t depends on the form of the 
diff r nc s betwe n t he av rage heigh ts of the 
su c ssiv d . b.h.o.b . c l ass s. I f the differenc es are 
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constant 9 the relationship between height and d.b.h.o.b . 
is a linear one. This is not usual. The common 
condition is that the diffe enc es a re not constant but 
a re progressively less with increasing d .b .h. o.b. c las s 
so that the shape of the r elationship is curvilinear, 
co nc ave to the d.b . h.o.b . axis, as in Figure 6(b) and 
6( ) whe e the di fferences in average height between 
the d .b.h.o .b . c l asses are as follows: -
D.b.h.o .b .(in.) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Hei ghts Figu e 6(b) 43 49 53 57 59 60 6 1 
Differen es 6 4 4 2 1 1 
Heights Figure 6(c) 41 49 53 58 63 65 67 67 70 70 70 
Differen es 8 4 5 5 2 2 0 3 0 0 
All of the hundreds of examples I have examined are of 
this kind and I have no t seen one where the diffe rence 
is prog essive l y greater with increasing d .b.h. o.b. 
c l a s s so making the curve convex to the d. b.h .o. b . axis. 
The d eve loping stand generates a series of s tand 
height curves, the urve continua ll y 'shifting' its 
position upwards t o the right . This happens because , 
if we onsider two d.b . h.o . b . c l asses A a nd B (B greater 
than A) with ave age heights on Some particular 
o casi on of C and D respe tive l y (D greater than C) , 
the trees of d.b.h.o.b. c l ass A in growing a n a moun t 
B-A in d.b. h.o . b. will grow in height an a moun t more 
th n D- • The a ual position of a stand heigh t curve 
on on 0 asio n elative to that on a previous o ccasion 
will d pend on th pattern of the differences between 
he h ights of th various d.b.h . o.b . l ass es and the 
e l ative ·in rements in height o f thos e c l asses. There 
ar sev a l possibil · ties. 
One is th t th i n e ment in h ight of the s ma lle r 
d.b.h.o . b. l ass s b e g eate . than that of the larger 
d.b.h.o.b. c l as s so a h u c sive urve would otate 
c lo c kwise r l ativ o the pr i ou s ur e. Another 
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possibility is that all d.b.h.o.b. classes have the same 
incremen t in height whi h would cause the curves to 
shift upward s and to the right but remaining parallel. 
eithe of these possibilities seems likely from 
observation of the growth habits of stands. In an 
unthinned stand the natural pattern of competition is 
for the smaller d.b.h.o . b. trees to be increasingly 
dominated so their increments in height tend to be less 
than those of the larger trees , and this same pattern 
of domlnance is usually maintained by thinning. The 
result is the a lmost universal pattern, in which the 
suc c essive stand height curves appear to rotate 
anticlo kwide, shown by data from Y.P . 36/60/1 
(unthinned) in Table 3(a) and illustrated in Figure 7. 
Tab le 3(a) 
Stand height curves for Y. P. 35/60/1 for the years 
1960 as 
and 1965 as 
D.b.h.o .b. class 
( in. ) 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
H = 55.7 _ 1.40 
D2 
H 68.3 - 2.64 
--D2 
Height (ft) 
1960 1965 
39.6 
45 . 4 48 .9 
48.6 54 . 8 
50.5 58.4 
51.7 60.8 
52.5 62 . 3 
53·1 63 . 5 
Difference 
3.5 
6 . 2 
7 . 9 
9.1 
9.8 
10. 4 
The e planation of the anti l ockwise rotation of 
th cu ves is p 0 id d by Tab l e 3(b) where the trees 
of h 19 65 st nd t bl are arranged in a stand tab l e 
co d ' ng to th ir size On 1960 , and the incremen t in 
d . b.h.o.b. a nd height is given by 1 " d.b.h.o.b. c l asses . 
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FIG. 7 
P . radiata Yield plot 35.60.1. Kowen, A.C.T. 
Area 0.2 acre; planted 1943; unthinned. 
(see Table 3) 
.1.96 3 h 68 · 3 - 2 . 64 
B 
55·7 - 1.40 
-B-
2 4 6 8 10 
Reciprocal basal area (sq ft) 
11 
1960 
14 
D. b. h . o. b. (in) 
12 
0 
3 
Table 3(b) 
Incremen t in d.b.h.o . b . and in height during 1960- 65 for 1965 stand table , Y.P. 35/60 / 1 
D. b . h . o . b. class D. b . h . o . b . c lass Mean d . b . h . o . b. Mean heigh t 
in 1965 in 1960 
Gl ass ( i n . -) No. Class (i n. ) No . 1960 1965 I nert. 1960 1965 
CO,l. ( 1 ) ( 2 ) (3) ( 4) (5) ( 6) (7 ) ( 8) (9 ) 
4 8 ( 3 1 4 7 3·9 3 · 9 0 40 43 
5 19 [ 4 3 5 16 4.8 5 . 0 0. 2 43 48 
6 25 ( ~ 7 18 5 . 5 5 · 9 0.4 46 5'3 
7 42 ( 6 26 7 16 6 . 1 7 .0 0.9 49 57 
[ 6 1 
8 30 [ 7 27 
8 2 7 . 2 8 .0 0 . 8 52 60 
9 11 [ 8 10 9 1 7 . 9 8.9 1.0 52 59 
10 3 ( 8 2 8 . 5 9 . 7 1.2 5 4 63 
I nert. 
( 10 ) 
3 
5 
7 
8 
8 
7 
9 
~ 
\0 
The larger tees te nd to have the larger d.b.h . o.b. 
in rement and as a result the proportion of trees 
rising into a d.b.h.o . b. c lass from a lower class, 
relative to those remaining in the class, increases 
with increasing d.b.h.o . b . Figure 8 shows how the 
height increment of the d.b.h . o . b. classes over the 
1960-65 peri od, greater for la ger classes than 
smaller lasses, lead to the stand height curve of 
1965, 
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The shape of the stand height curve at any time, 
and the pattern of a stand height curve series for a 
stand, result from the g owth p attern of the stand , 
Some insight into the factors which influence stand 
height curves might be obtained by attemp ting to 
corre l ate the statistics of them with indexes of stand 
development, This has been done for the study area, 
and the pattern of the stand height curves shown to be 
st ongly related to the pattern of the volume lines 
(Chapter 7). 
65 r 
60 
P. radiata. Yield plot 35. 60.1. Kowen, A.C.T. 
Area 0.2 acre; planted 1943; unthinned. 
Movement in dbhob and heioght of' trees of' 1965 stand table 
for the period 1960-1965 (see Table 4 and Fig . 7) 
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Chap ter 5 
THE VOLUME-BASAL AREA LINE 
DEFI PURPOSE 
If , at different stages of the development of an 
even-aged unthinned stand of a conifer such as P. 
radiata, the value of total volume under bark of every 
tree is plotted on the ordinate of rectangu l ar 
co - ordinate pape as a dependent variable against the 
orresponding d . b.h . o . b. value on the abscissa as 
inde p endent variable, a scatter of points wi ll be 
formed. Various factors affecting the extent of the 
scatter and the trend of the points wi ll be discusse d 
later , but under most circumstances there a ppears to 
be a single curvilinear relatio n shi p betwee n the two 
variables. This is ca l led 'the vo l u me curve '. 
If basa l area over bark is used as the independent 
variable instead of d.b.h.o . b., the re l ationshi p 
usua l ly appears to be linear. This l inear 
re l atio n ship is called ' the v o l u me-basal area l ine ' or 
' th v o l u me line ' , and can be re p resented by the 
general equation Y a + bX where Y = tree vo l u me, 
x = tree basal area, b is the regressi o n coefficient 
and a is the regression constant . 
From su h a e l ation hip a n e xpected val ue of 
vo lum can be p redi t d o r any tree in a stand fr om 
th b sal area of the tree. tand v olu me can be 
d t m n d by summing the o l u mes o f individual trees 
sti rn t d from the olume l i n e ; b u t mor readily fro m 
b . X whic h f ollows from the th qu tion 
quati on f o the volum l in a n d i n whi h . Y = stand 
v olu m , . X = st nd b 1 area and = the number of 
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trees in the stand. To be useful in practice, it must 
be determined from a sample of the stand. 
HISTORICAL BACKGROU D 
Western Europe 
During the nineteenth century in western Euro pe 
various methods we e used to estimate the volume of 
even-aged stands parti ularly those of coniferous 
species . Most of these methods involved the use of 
tree volume tables based on one or more of the 
independent variables d.b.h.o.b., height and an 
expression of shape and taper such as form quotient or 
form factor. Volume tables so produced gave erroneous 
estimates be cause of locali ty variations and by the end 
of the century it became the practice to compile a 
s parate volume table for each locality with only 
d.b.h.o.b . as an independent variable. The table was 
c ompiled by plotting t he vo urnes of sample trees 
graphically on rectangular co -ordinate paper against 
th ir respective d.b.h.o.b. ' s and fitting a free-hand 
curve to the scatter of points so formed. ince the 
relationship of volume on d.b.h.o . b. for a single stand 
was found to c hange with time , a se parate volume curve 
was need d for each sta nd at each time of measurement. 
Chaturvedi (1926) , who made a particular study of 
methods of d riving stand vo lume and was in personal 
onta t with peopl who had been involved in 
d v lopm n~about the turn of the ce ntury , attributed 
th ' volum urv m thod ' to peidel in 1893 and 
ttributed the propos 1 of the ' volume line method' (as 
an l t rn tiv to th volume curve method) to Behringer 
who ugg t d in 1894 plotting ' th olume of sample 
tr s t k n in a stand with respe t to th ir basal areas 
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instead of their breast height diameters. The curve 
so obtained should be a straight line'. Chaturvedi 
recorded that the volume line was further investigated 
by Kopezky and so became associated with his name in 
western Europe. 
However, Pes hel (1936) who also made a comparative 
study of me thods of stand volume estimation attributed 
the volume curve method to Kopezky in 1891, adding that 
peidel ' took up the volume curve method' in 1893. He 
attributed the volume line method to Ko pezky and 
Gehrhardt in 1899. This historical background would be 
of limi ted importanc e except that considerab l e 
c onfusion has arisen due to people giving different 
names such as Behringer volume line, Kopezky volume 
line, Gehrhardt volume line, to the same thing . 
Pesche l (ref . cit.) compiled a volume line for all 
840 tees of an 80 year old spruce stand in axony, 
and found the stand ' conformed (to the volume line ) . •. 
with surprising exactness'. He considered this 'did 
not permit any generalisations but is a strong 
inspiration to undertake further investigations into 
the ques tions' . From Pesche l's time onwards in western 
Europ , the question of whether the volume line was 
lin ar or not, and whether it was merely an 
appro imation for a volume curve the shape of which 
could not be generalis d, be arne the most important 
conside ation nd lack of certaint about its linearity 
t nd d to inhibit its use in pra ti e. However, the 
ad antages of line a it of the relationship in 
ompiling tarif s we considerable and some tariffs 
d v lop d in the p iod 1940-1955 were based on an 
empi i al a eptan of a linear r lationship. 
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Great B itain 
The Forestry Co mmiss · on of Great Britain had been 
using the volume line method for estimation of volume 
of its nume ous sample plots since the 1930s and an 
improved method of fitting the line proposed by Keen 
and Page ( 1953) was introduced in 1953. 
Australia 
In 1936 Gray (1966 and personal communication) was 
asked to compile a yield table for unthinned radiata 
pine in South Australia . Measurements of sample trees 
were availab le from a large number of small sample plots 
which Gray categorised by age and site quality after 
compili ng a site quality classification using top 
height as the index. To obtain estimates of stand 
volume from the sample trees , Gray commenced compi ling 
volume curves following the practi ce of western Europe. 
Reference to the work of Chaturvedi ( 1926) prompted him 
to try the volume line approach . He found this quite 
satisfactory and , with such a range of data, was struck 
with an apparent orrelation between the volume lines 
and ind xes of the various age -site quality combinations 
whi h the volume lines represented . He co lle cte d 
additional d ata in 1937 to investigate this corre la tio n 
furth r and compiled what would now be called a 
tariff system fo unthinned radiata pine of Peno l a 
For t outh Australia). 
Lan -poole(undated) discussed his experience with ~ 
th olum line in plantation of radiata pine in the 
Au t li n Capita l Terri ory . Jo lly (1950) discussed 
som th oreti a l as p ts of the volume line and 
d s rib d th pe ience of outh Australian lood and 
Fo est D partmen with i in the adiata pine 
plant tions . L wis (1954) in lud d a discussion of 
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South Australian experience with the volume line in a 
general des c iption of the measurement of sample plots. 
Cromer and Ca ron ( 1957) briefly reviewed the use 
of the volume line in Australia at that time. 
Keeves (1961) reported a study of the volume line 
for radiata pine in South Australia. 
Gray (1966) published ideas which he had been 
developing since 1935 on a 'rational theory ' for the 
volume line which are discussed on pp.100-28. 
ew Zealand 
The vo lume line method has been tried at various 
times in ew Zealand. Its efficiency was compared with 
that of other methods by Lewis (1957). 
THE LI ARITY OF THE VOLUME LINE 
In fitting a relationship between variables, the 
most uitable kind of relationship should be determined 
and then the equation of best fit calculated for the 
data a co ding to nominated prescriptions of best fit. 
f a linear e1ationship is acceptab le as the most 
suitable form on a priori grounds, no alternative forms 
hav to b tested. The linear form is also the 
simplest to ca l culate and in general can be fitted with 
few data than other forms - an important advantage in 
prac i e. hu , there is considerable appeal in 
lin i ty nd this i the chief attraction of the 
volum lin 0 th volume cu ve . Doubt of the 
lin "ty of th olum line have been ast at various 
tim s. It is ess ntial to look at this mat ter because 
th if sys em to b consid ed assume a linear 
volum line . 
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Evidence of other studies 
Chaturvedi (1926) accepted the concept of the 
volume line and did no t theorise on its validity or 
question its linearity. 
Peschel ( 1936) argued for the linearity of the 
volume line indirectly. Having fitte d a curve by hand 
to the data of 840 trees of an 80 year old spruce stand, 
2 he ca l cu l ated a parabola y = a + bx + cx of best fit 
to the data (where y = tree volume and x = tree diameter) 
and accepted it as suitable on the grounds that it agreed 
well with the hand drawn curve . uggesting that the bx 
2 
term was so small in comparison with the cx term that 
it could be ignored, he acce p ted this as evidence of a 
linear fit of volume on basal area and re-calculated the 
curve as y 2 a + cx Arguing that ' the volume c u rve mus t 
pass through the origin since the volume is zero when 
the cross section is zero ' he co n c luded ' the volume 
curve based on basal area instead of diameter cannot 
be a straight line bu t is a curve passing throug h the 
origin but its curvature s oon becomes s o s light that i t 
can be replaced by a straight line'. 
Pesche l was aware there was a conne ction between 
the relationship of vo lume with basal area , and the 
relationship with basal are a of o ther variables of whi ch 
volum i s a function. He said the most frequent 
objection t o the volume line was that i t assumed a 
c ons tan t form height (the product of height and form 
fa tor) but this was no t the case ' . . • for if the 
equation to t he volum line is divided by g 
viz. 
whence 
v gM a g + c 
v = M = a + 
g g 
then the relationship betw en form height and basal 
area ·s that of an hyp rbola --- consequently, if the 
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volume c urve can be completely expressed by a straight 
line, the form heights are by no means constant but 
when plotted against basal area follow the course of an 
arc of an hyperbola. They increase quickly at first 
and then more and more slowly with increasing basal 
areas . Onl y when the volume line p asses through the 
origin can the form height be constant. 
v gbf = ag - 0 
whence v 
g 
hf a, 
hence we conclude that though the true volume line must 
logically co mmence at the origin, the volume line, 
as representing the true curve simply must not pass 
through the origin. If it did so the form heights 
would be constant which is of course contradicted by 
the elements of every crop'. 
In the production of a tariff system for 
coniferous species in Great Britain from volume lines 
drawn by eye for subjectively selected sample trees , 
Hummel (1955) considered from a subjective judgement 
' ... On the whole, the Forestry Commiss ion data confirm 
that departures from linearity are not frequent; and 
wh re they 0 ur they are usually within the limits 
attributabl to sampling. Bearing in mind the other 
errors to whi h the volume estimate is subject, these 
departur s are sufficiently small to be disregarded in 
determining the total volume of timber in a plot which 
is mo e important than the volume of any particular 
girth class'. 
Lan -Pool (undated) would not acce p t the linearity 
of th olume line from the evidence of the work at 
Penola Fore t ( outh Au trali a) by Gray (1945) because 
th lin s w re fitt. d b y hand to a very limited number 
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of points in each site quality and age . After further 
investigation involving testing of regression from his 
own data he concluded' . •. for the most p art in planted 
stands the volume line may be regarded as straight for 
practical purposes ' . 
From his experience with South Australian radiata 
pine, Jol l y (1950) stressed that , if total volume was 
used for all the stems in a young unthinned p1ot,the 
volume line was not straight throughout its whole 
length but included a small curved section at the lower 
end. 
Part of the study by Keeves (1961) was concerned 
with the linearity of the volume line using merchantable 
volume, the effects of which are discussed on p.68 . 
His data were from J2 plots of radiata pine , some 
thinned and some unthinned , with a range of age of 10-
46 years and a range of site class from I to V. For 
each plot, the linear regression and the quadratic 
regression were calculated; the significance of the 
linear reg ession, and any improvement of the quadratic 
over the linear regression, were tested. In summary, 
he found that the linear regression was significant in 
all ca es and the only ca es of improvement due to 
fitting the quadratic were young unthinned stands of 
low site class . 
The linearity on e mpirical ground s 
t may be a gu d that the relationshi p of total 
volume and basal area will ' commence ' at a point on 
the ordinate which ha a positive v a l ue re p resenting 
the tot 1 olum of a tr e when its basa l area is zero , 
tr h ing o m vo1um when it is ju t 4 ' J" high and 
its ti p is a point ~ith zero area . If the vo l u me l ine 
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were linear then by the above argument the regression 
constant would be positive. evertheless, the empirical 
evidence is overwhelming that the regression constant 
of the volume line is negative. 
If a stand including very small trees is considered, 
then a resolution of this apparent contradiction appears. 
Such a stand is Plot A, Cpt.13 Mt Stromlo (see Figures 
1 and 6) as illustrated in F igure 9. The graph suggests 
a suitable relationship to fit these data could be 
2 V = a - bD + cD . The value of ~ would naturally conform 
with the best fit of this equation to the data but if 
there were trees in the stand s ma ller than the 2 " 
d.b.h.o . b. trees which are the smalles t actually there, 
down t o trees only 4'3" high, the value of a would be 
that of the volume of a tree of zero basal area. After 
the preliminary section relevant to the 2" and 3" 
d.b.h.o.b. c l asses, the remainder of the relationship 
ap pe ars to be a very flat curve . When there are no 
small trees in the stand, only this flat curve appears 
which may well be assumed linear for practical purposes 
with an equation 2 a l + b l D ; bu t ~l becomes nega ti ve 
if the projec tion of this linear section of the curve 
takes it below the origin and the nature of the curve 
suggests that this is what happens. F or example, on 
Figure 9 are a lso illustrated the da ta from Plot B 
which was contiguous with P lot A on the same site a nd 
of the same age but it had been thinned several times 
whereas Plot A was unthinned. There are no small 
tr es as there are in P lot A and a is obviously 
negative. Jolly (1950) used the data of Plot A to 
illustrate the curvilinear nature of the volume line 
and also to confirm a theoretical argumen t that it 
commenced at the origin. If the curve appears to do 
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so it is because of the nature of the data in this 
case; for the reasons outlined above, the curve must in 
theory commen e at some positive value of volume, not 
at the origin. This misunderstanding has been evident 
in many works on the volume line, a recent one being 
that of Turnbull and Hoyer (1965). 
Since foresters are usually interested in the 
volumes of trees much taller than 4'3" and of a d.b.h.o.b. 
such that they provide at least a log of about 8' length 
and 4" d.u.b. at the small end, the volume line in 
practice is almost invariably that part of the curve 
which can be regarded as linear and which when projected 
cuts the ordinate at a negative value giving a negative 
regression constant. 
The upper end of the relationship may also be 
thought to be curvilinear downwards when the stand 
includes trees which have been open-grown and so have 
a fast rate of taper which causes their volumes to be 
less in proportion to basal area than are the rest of 
the trees in the stand. There is rarely any true 
curvilinearity in the definition of the relationship 
due to these trees and they are better regarded as 
merely providing more variation than usual. , uper-
dominants' ( 'pre-dominants ' in some classifications of 
dominance), which sometimes occur and suggest an 
upward cu ving relationship, might also be regarded in 
the sam way. 
The argument for linearity on theoretical grounds 
The total olum of a tree stem is a function of 
its bas 1 area and height such that 
(f) BH or v BHF where olume, 
B b sal a ea. and form factor, a value less 
th n unity to r du c to tree volume th volume of a 
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cylind r of base equal to tree basal area and of 
height equal to tree height , the product of Hand F 
being called 'form height'. 
F or trees of diffe r ent basal area in a stand there 
wil l be a linear relationship between volume and basal 
area if form height has a particular curvilinear 
relationship with basal area since 
if V 
then V 
B 
BHF a + bB 
b + a which is a hyperbola. 
E 
t 
There are various combinations of the relationship of 
H on Band F on B which wi ll produce this hyperbolic 
relationship of form height on basal area and so will 
produce a linear relationship of volume on basal area . 
(i) If V BHF 
then H 
a + bB 
a + bB 
BF 
b + a 
F BF 
If F is constant , then H c + d 
B 
that is, H bears a curvi line ar (hyperbo lic) relationship 
to basal area , a linear relationship to the reciprocal 
of basal area , referred to as the Gehrhardt formula on 
p.35. Th regression coefficient mus t have a nega ti ve 
valu 
viz H c - d 
B 
fro m th fa t th t the general trend is an increase in 
height wi th inc asing d . b . h . o . b. The effect of thi 
is to m ke the volum line V = - a + ~ (which , as 
B 
discuss d earli r, is the form usually experienced) 
b c u 
if H c - d nd F is constant 
B 
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then V = BHF = B (c - d) F BcF -dF 
B 
- a + bB 
( where a = dF and b = cF) ,..-- /c 
An example of this combinati on of hyperbo li c 
re l ationship of H on B and a constant F is given by the 
unthinned Y.P.35/60/l at age 22 years ( 1965 measuremen t) 
for which each tree form factor for total volume under 
bark was calculated . The averages by d.b.h.o .b. c lasses 
are as fo llows : -
D.b.h.o.b . class 5 6 7 8 9 10 We ighted 
aver. 
o. of trees 9 22 39 28 11 3 112 
F orm factor . 3 59 .337 .35 3 . 349 .349 . 3 57 . 348 
There is no evident trend of form factor with 
d.b.h . o .b . (Fi gure 10a( 1 )). If an average form fact or 
of 0.348 is acce p ted, the volume line corresponding t o 
this constant form factor, and a height l ine given by 
the equation H = 68. 310 - 2 .64 2 is given by the equation -
B 
V = -0.919 + 23. 772 B (Eqn. A). The equati on t o the 
volume l ine of best fit to the actual tree da ta is 
V = - 1 . 033 + 24 . 082 B (Eq n . B) . Predi cted vo l umes from 
these l ines show complete a greement , as follows:-
B (in sq. ft) .2 . 3 .4 .5 
V (cu .ft) from Eqn . A. 3 .8 6. 2 8.6 11.0 
V (cu.ft) from Eqn. B. 3.8 6. 2 8 .6 11.0 
A further example is il lus trated in Figure 10a(2) 
for P lo t A c p t. 13 Mt Stromlo which is a lso an unthinned 
stand. Wh i le these t wo examples should not be taken 
t o imply that stem f orm factor for t o tal volume under 
b ark is a lways c ons tant for unthinned stands I have not 
been ab l e t o find a case for radiata pine in the A. C . T . 
in which it is no t reasonably c onsta n t . 
(ii) Alternatively, 
if V BHF - " a + b B 
a nd H c - d 
B 
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which is a hyperbola. So that another combination which 
will produce a hyperboli c relationship between form 
height and basal area, and t herefore a linear relation 
between volume and basal area, is a hyperbolic 
relationship of H on B and a hyperboli c relationship of 
F on B. Experience suggests that a hyperbo li c 
relationship of F on B of this kind is typical of 
thinned stands, the actua l form depending on the way in 
which the stand is thinned. 
F or trees of different basal area in a stand there 
would a lso be a linear relationship between volume and 
basal area if form height were constant and the volume 
line passed through the origin. Though, as dis cussed 
previously, the curvilinear volume line theoretically 
cannot p ass through the origin, it is possible that for 
a stand with very s ma ll trees (a y oung stand or an old 
unthinned stand with suppressed trees) the projection 
of the section assumed to be linear might pass through 
the origin . For form height to be constant, however, 
the general increase of height with basal area would 
have to be exactly counter-bal ance d by a decre asing 
form factor. Experience suggests this is mos t unlikely. 
The effect of bark on the linearity of the volume line 
Whether the tree total volume is over bark or 
under bark does not affect the previous conclusions 
a bout the volume line since there is fairly extensive 
evidenc that for radiata pine the volume of bark is 
for all practical purposes a constant percentage of 
Over bark volume . For the A. C.T. forests, there is 
little variation b~ut an average value of 1 5 per cent 
oVer a wide range of size class, age, site quality a nd 
stand structure (Carron, 1968 ). It is customary in 
Australia to estimate the volume on an under bark basis 
so this is the mos t common dependent variable for the 
volume line relationshi p. 
There is also extensive evidence that, for radiata 
pine, bark thickness at breast height is for al l 
practical purposes a constant percentage of d.b . h.o.b. 
In an investigation of the trees of the study plots 
(Carron and Jac obs, 1964), little variation was found 
in the bark thickness at breast height due to tree 
height or site and a percentage of 15 per cent could 
be a c epted ove all d.b.h . o.b. 's with little error . 
The mean values for d ob . h.o.b . classes derived from 
nea ly 3,000 trees of the study plots are shown in 
Table 4. 
Tab le 4 
Diametral bark thi kness at breast er c ent 
of d . b.h . oob . for the study area 
J acobs, 1964) after Carron and 
D.b . hoo.b. 
2b.t. as % d.b .ho o . b . 
6 8 10 12 14 
15 16 16 15 15 
16 18 
15 14 
It follows from this that basal area under bark is 
a on tant pe c entage of basal area over bark and the 
linearity of the volume line will not be affected by 
relating volume to ba a l area under bark instead of 
ba 1 area ove ba ko Howeve , though sometimes done 
in practi c e, the e is nothing to be gained by using 
bas 1 a ea und bark. Basal ar a over bark can be 
m asu ed easil nd wi hout personal error whereas 
b 1 a unde ba k mu t be determined indirectl by 
me sur m nt of b s 1 area 0 er ba k and an estimate of 
b rk th1ckn ss by b k g uge hich is ery often 
subj t to ope r tor 
The effect , on the linearity of the volume line, of 
using mer c h a ntable volume 
Total vo l u me , so far dis cussed , represents the 
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vo lume from ground to the tip of the tree . An estimate 
of total volume is of limited va l ue to commerci a l 
ma n a gement since the material ne ar the tip of the tree 
is genera lly too small for lumber and it is usually 
not e onomi cal to de -bark it for pUlping. An estima te 
of under-bark volume from g ound (or with an a llowance 
for stump ) to some e mpiri a1 d .u. b . l imit , which v aries 
with kind and extent of utilisation, is usually of more 
interest. The smallest commercial limi t is about J" 
d.u.b., the most common l i mi t is 4 " d. u.b. For example, 
Duff and Bursta11 ( 1955 ) have given estimates to d.u.b. 
limits f om 4" to 12" in vo lume tab les for radiata pine 
in ew Zealand. This 'me rchantab le' vo lume, as the 
estimate is usually cal l e d, is the estimate mos t 
commonly used with the volume line . 
f merchantable vo l u me is expressed as a percentage 
of total volume fo individual trees of a range of 
d.b.h.o.b.'s and heights, this percentage varies with 
t ee d.b.h.o.b. but not with tree height within 
d.b . h.o.b. l ass , the ratio having a curvilinear 
re l ationshi p with d.b.h . o.b. This is illustrated for 
trees of t he study ar a for merchantable volume t o 4" 
d.u . b . ( M4) in Tab le 5. There is very lit tle 
v ria ion of the percentage over tree height . The 
r l ationship betwe n the ratio and d.b.h.o.b . is 
i l1ust at d in Fi gure 11 ( b) . 
This an be fu the i llustrated by volume unde 
ba k to ma ll end diam te under bark (s.e .d.u.b.) 
l i mi ts 0 4, 6 a nd 9 " respe ti ely as a percentage of 
t o t 1 vo1um 0 a nge of d . b . h.o.b. and t ee height 
100 
40 
FIG. 11 
P. radiata. Volume under bark from ground to 
various s . e . d.u.b. limits a s a % of total volume 
u.b. by dbhob clas se s . 
(a) New Zealand (after Duff and Burstall, 1955 and Carron 
and Jacobs, 196 6 ). (see Table 6) 
20 ~--------L-------~--------~------~~------~------~ o 12 14 16 18 20 22 
D. b.h.o . b . (in) 
(b) Kowen Forest, A.C.T. (after Carron , 1958) (see Table 5) 
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Tab le 5 
Volume unde k from ground to 4 " d .u.b. (VM4 ) as a 
percenta ge of total volume under bark {VT } for 200 
sam Ie trees of the stud Kowen 
F ores t Aus tralian Ca after Carron, 
D.b.h . o.b. Total height class ( feet) D.b . h.o.b. c l ass class 
(inches) 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 average 
5 64 6 5 65 
6 77 75 77 70 76 
7 87 85 86 85 85 
8 90 90 91 90 90 
9 92 93 94 94 95 93 
10 95 96 96 96 96 
11 95 96 96 96 97 96 
12 9 7 98 98 97 98 97 
13 97 98 98 98 98 
14 99 99 
15 99 99 99 99 
16 99 99 
c alculated from the volume and taper tables of Duff and 
Burstall (1952) fo radiata pine in Canterbury, ew 
Zealand, and to the d.u.b . limit of 11 " calculated from 
Carron and J a c obs (1964) . The average values by 
d.b . h . o.b. c lass a e shown in Ta ble 6 and illustrated in 
F igure ll(a). As in the previous case, there is very 
little variation due to height within d.b.h.o.b. class. 
From Figure ll(a), a suitable expression for this 
relationship of M/VT could be 
If it is cepted that VT = - a bB (i. e., tha t the 
vOlume l ine fo tot 1 volume is linear) 
then M 
whi h is ur il ne i. 09 the volume l ine using 
merch ntable olum i u v ' l inea • 
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Tab le 6 
Volume under bark to 
D.b.h.o.b . 10 (in. ) 12 14 1 6 18 20 22 
VM4 /VT 92.8 94.7 96 . 7 97.6 98.0 98.5 98.6 
VM6/VT 76 . 5 80.4 91. 2 94.2 95.9 96.8 97.5 
VM9 / VT 46 . 2 67.6 78.7 87.6 89.5 92 . 2 
VMll/VT 27 . 1 57.5 7 3 .5 82.7 86.9 
If for practi al purposes the relationship is 
accep ted as linea, the extent of the curvilinearity 
for merchantable vo lume to various s.e.d.u.b. limits , 
and the extent of the error incurred by assuming 
linearity , should be determined. As a qua ntitative 
e a mple, an artifically comp i led volume line of perfect 
l i ne a fit for total vo lume under ba k for seven trees 
over a d . b . h.o.b_ range of 10-22 " with a constant stem 
form facto for t ota l volume under b ark of 0.33, is 
given by the equation V = - 10 + 39.75 B where V = total 
underba k volume in u . f t and B = basal area over bark 
i n sq.ft . The height line which follows from this 
vo lume line is g ive n by the equation H = 1 20.4 6- 30 . 303/B 
where H = height in feet. When the values of total 
olume a e redu ed a co ding t o the percentages of 
T ble 6 , the values of merchantable volume to various 
s .• d.u . b . limi ts e shown in Tab le 7. Linear 
regressions of vo lum on basal area were ca l cu l ate d for 
th tr s of Tabl 7. The a nal yses of variance, a lues 
of nd v lues of s a ndard er or of estimate, are 
shown in T ble 8. The de creasing a lu of r with 
inc Sing s .. d.u . b . 1 m t is le a but t he cu vilinearity 
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Table 7 
a 1ues of VT and (i n cu.ft ) to various s.e. d.u .b . 
limits tificia1 trees of a c onstan t stem 
( for tota l volume) of 0.33 
Values of vo l ume 
in cu.ft 
D.b.h.o.b. Height VT VM4 VM6 (in. ) (ft) VM9 VM11 
10 63.7 11. 46 10. 63 8 .77 
12 80.8 21.00 19 . 89 18.14 9.70 
14 91.3 32.53 31. 46 29.67 21. 99 8.82 
1 6 97.9 45.65 44.51 43.00 35 . 93 26. 25 
18 102.4 60.36 59.15 57.88 52 .88 44. 36 
20 105 . 6 76.65 75·50 74 .20 68.98 63.39 
22 108.0 94.94 93.61 92.57 87.53 82 .50 
Table 8 
on basal area over 
a nd volume t o various s.e.d.u.b. 
bein v olume underbark t o 4 " d . u.b. etc. 
for the trees of Table 7 
Ref . Source D. F. S. S . M. S F Sig . r Mean S ,E. 
L. R. 1 5479 . 7667 5479 . 7667 1.0 48 , 94 
E . 5 
T . 6 5479 . 76 67 
1 5433 . 0162 543 0162 +++ . 9999916 47 . 82 . 09 
5 0 . 0456 . 0091 
T . 6 5433 . 0618 
VM6 L. R. 1 5542 . 3000 5542.3000 +++ . 9999910 46 . 32 .10 
E. 5 o 0505 . 0101 
T . 6 5542 . 3505 
VM9 L.R. 1 4295 . 420 4295 . 3420 + .9999490 46 . 17 21 
E. 4 0 . 2190 . 0548 
T . 5 4295 . 5610 
VM11 L.R . 1 3404 . 6851 3404 . 68 51 +++ . 999794 45 06 . 48 
E. 3 . 2338 
T. 4 3405 .3866 
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is so l i mited and the standard e ror of estimate so 
s ma ll relative to mean vo l u me in each case, that for 
pra ti al pu poses the elationship of merchantable 
volume on basal area an be regarded as linear even with 
s .e.d. u.b . limi ts of the order of 1 1 " . The values fro m 
Tab l e 7 for VMl l are shown on Figure 12 as an example 
of this. 
Also shown on Figure 12 is a quadratic to express 
the relationship which has been ca l cu la ted on the 
following assumptions (1) ~hat B (tree b.a.o.b.) is a 
lose approximation to s (parabo li c base) of Gray 's p 
taper l1ne (G ay 1943 9 1944) as assumed by Carron and 
J acobs (1964); (ii) that H (tree total height) is a 
lose a pproximation to h (parabo l ic height) of Gray 's p 
taper line or 1S linea ly related to it (GraY 9 1966); 
and (iii) that the s.e.d.u.b. limit for a particular 
me chantable volume is S . Then 9 from the properties of 
Gray 's taper line , the stem volume above is given by 
S . (_ . H).F; therefore 9 
B 
the stem volume below B.H.F. - .(_ . H).F=VM B 
and VM as a proportion of VT VM 
V T 
then , i T 
lin f o r total olume is l inea 
it follows th t 
M 
B.H.F. - .(_.H).F 
B 
1 _ 2 
B2 
(1 
B.H.F. 
2) 
B2 
VT 
-a + bB (i.e ., the volume 
-a bB + a 2 _ b 2 
B2 -B-
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FIG. 12 
P . radiata . The relationship of tree volume 
under bark to a s.e.d.u . b. of 11" and basal 
area over bark (see Table 7) 
x represents values from Table 7 
The c urve represents the equation -
V = 8 6 .36 + 21 . 66 B _ 199B
80 + 101B~4 
/ /' 
/ 
/x 
1. 2 1.6 2.0 2 .4 
B.a.o.b. (sq.ft) 
2 . 8 
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= -a + bB - ~ + f 
B B2 
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Th e fit of the data f o r VMll of Table 7 to this form, 
i llustrated on Figure 12, is 
VMll = 86 . 36 21.66 B - 199.80 
B 
Since mer c h a ntable volume is commonly used for 
volume line compila tion and the behaviour with time of 
the volume line of a stand will shortly be dis c ussed, 
it is of interest at this stage to suggest that the 
relationship of merc hantable volume to total volume by 
d.b . h .o .b . c lasses for a stand may not c hange with time, 
at least for VM4 (Table 9). 
Table 9 
VM4 as % VT b y d . b.h . o.b . c l asses 
l anted in 1 943 and measured in 1 960 
unthinned 
D.b . h . o . b . ( in. ) 5 6 7 8 
1960 58 76 85 89 
1 963 60 72 86 9 1 
1965 64 7 2 86 9 1 
9 
94 
94 
94 
10 
96 
96 
purr (1963) suggested that the differe n ce b e t we e n 
total volume and VM6 was the same irrespecti e of 
d.b . h . o,b. and height for the trees of a plot of 
Dougl as fi in ew Zealand. This is not supported by 
the results given in ab l e 10 which has been comp i l e d 
f Om Table 7. 
Table 10 
tota l t o various 
s.e . d.u.b . 
D. b.h.o .b. VT- T - MIl M9 
10 o. 3 2.69 
1 2 1. 1 1 2.86 11. 3 0 
14 1. 0 7 2. 8 6 10 .54 23·7 1 1 6 1.14 2.65 9.72 1 9 . 4 0 
1 1. 2 1 2 . 48 7.48 1 6 .00 
2 0 1.15 2,45 7.67 13.26 
22 1. 3 3 2 . 37 7.4 1 1 2.44 
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The general pa~te n is that the d iffe r ence decreases 
with in r easing d.b . h oo.b . Fo a s mall s . e.d.u.b . limit 
such as 4 " , the differences do not vary much (in the 
example the p attern is in fact obs cured) and it would 
be easona ble for practi a l purposes to assume the 
difference was constant. For a small range of 
d.b .h. o .b . it might even be reaso n abl e to assume the 
differenc e constant for a s .e.d.u .b. limi t of 6". 
Beyo nd that limit the assump tio n would no t be reasonable . 
Me rchantab le volume fo m factor 
If total vo l u me orm factor is c onstan t over 
d.b.h . o.b. c l ass , then f rom the relationship of 
merchantable volume as a percentage of total volume over 
d.b.h.o.b. class il 1ust ated in Figure 11, merchantable 
vo lume form factor has a curvilinear relationshi p wi th 
d . b.h.o.b. Figure 10a( 1) illustra t es the constant 
natu e of total volume form facto~ for t he 1965 
measurement 0 Y . P . 35/60/1, over d.b . h.o.b . , the 
w ighted average being 0.348 . I n row three of Tab le 
11 , the form factors equivalent to VM derived through 
the r lationship of Figure 11 are shown . The actua l 
form fa c tors fo the trees are shown in row five . 
ble 11 
(4 ) Form to de iv d 
om vol , line nd 
ht l i n .251 . 287 .30 5 .316 .322 .327 
(5) Av rag of 1 
fo m f tors 213 .243 . 306 .3 2 5 .334 .341 
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Assuming the relationship of VM4 on B was linear such 
that VM4 -a bB, and the relationship of H on B was 
hyperbolic suc h tha t H = c -~, the equations of best 
B 
fit to the data f o r thi s p lot were cal culated as 
VM4 1.531 + 23.555 B and 
H 68 . 310 - 2 0642 
B 
Following the argument previously proposed, 
i . e . , if VM4 = -a 
factor) 
and if H c 
-d 
B 
then F { - a + 
B(c 
-
= t~; 
-
b B = B . H.F. ( where F = VM4 form 
bB } 
~) 
B 
bB} 
d) 
Values of F c al cula t ed from this are shown in row four 
of Table 11 . The v a lues of columns three, four and 
five of Table 11 are very similar. 
The c urvilinear trend of these merchantable volume 
form fa tors with d.b . h , o.b. is illustrated in Figure 
10(b) . This is the kind of relationshi p of form factor 
and d . b . h . o . b . c ommonly experienc ed in the use of the 
volume lin in Australia and gives rise to the 
gene alisation amongs t foresters that the trend of 'form 
factor ' with d . b . h . o.b. is curvilinear. 
It has been suggested that, as il lustrated in 
F igu 6, the distribution of tre heights within 
d.b.h.o .b . class is unimodal and s y mme trical and may 
be app ox m tely normal. The same may app l y to VM4 
fo m fa tors as illustrated in Figure 13 for 
Y.P. 35 / 60/1. 
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P. radiata. FOrm ~actors ~or merchantable volume 
under bark (VM4) and basal area over bark. 
Y.P. )5.60.1, area 0.2 acre, planted 194), measured 1965, unthinned • 
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Chapter 6 
TARIFFS AND TARIFF SYSTEMS 
THE ORIGI AND DEFI OF TARIFFS AND TARIFF SYSTEMS 
The origin and c on ept of ' tariff ' and ' tariff 
system' have not been discussed adequately in Engl ish 
li terature . There is confusion about the term in 
Australia a nd it is worth brief reference here . 
West Europe an foresters using the volume curve 
me thod towa d the end of l ast century undoubtedly were 
aware that the appl icatio n of such a volume table based 
only on breast-height diameter i mplied particu l ar 
a verage heights were associated with particular 
di ameters . They app reciated that if the heights 
associated with diameters in the case of a certain 
stand were different from those implied in a particular 
volume curve then another volume curve was necessary 
for that stand; and that differences in height for 
p articul ar d iame ters did occur from stand to stand for 
various reasons 9 such as effects of a ge a nd site 
quality. Fo practica l purposes 9 differen t one-way 
volume tables were nec ssary to cover this var Oati on 
of sta nds. It was customa y to assume that uneven-aged 
se le tion fo r est was c harac terised by a static structure 
and for a n y such forest an appropri ate one- way tab le 
could t herefore be applied perpetua lly - ei ther one 
tabl to the whole for st, or separate tables to 
c omp rtments, depend1ng on the extent of variati on. 
Al t rn tively even a ged stands were c onsidered t o have 
a dynami c st u ctu re so that the relationship of tree 
volum with tree d iam ter hanged c onti nuous l y with a ge, 
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this change being such that the tables necessary to 
cover the development of an even-aged stand t ended to 
be inter-related . 
Knuchel (1953) has referred to the various kinds 
of one-way volume tables in use in France and 
Switzerland in the early part of this century. A single 
volume curve or volume line, and the tabular equivalent 
of it, came to be called in F rance a 'tariff ' or 'tarif 
de cubage' . The term 'tariff ' is used commonly in 
France in the sense of a table and 'tarif du cubage' as 
a table of stem volumes is a natural derivative of it. 
However, Fre nch foresters told me that ' tarif f, which 
had been used in French management plans for several 
ce {uries , had a special connotation as a table of 
timber royalty rates; and, because royalty charges were 
usually associated with particular vo l ume tables, the 
l atter came to be called ' tarifs ' also. 
he use of a one way volume table to estimate stand 
volume was p articu l arly suited to the inventory aspect 
of the 'methode du contr5le' which was propagated strongly 
in Fran e and witze r land about the turn of this 
entury , especially by Biolley (Schaeffer et al . , 1930). 
Aigan (1902) refe s to the various one way tables used 
by the control method adherents as 'tarifs ' though they 
th mselve did not do 0 at that time. The use of the 
t rm ' tarifs ' in the sense of a number of alternative 
t bl overing the d elopment of a particul ar stand 
with im probably began with Algan (1902) thus 
ategories 
tarif de 
la pa 
Th t r m ' t rift for 
arbres types des 
constitue ce qu ' on 
ubage de la foret , 
celIe. 
single one way volume tab l e , 
n d it .I. '.1.l's' for a er s of tables , whe ther for general 
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overage of va ious species in different localities and 
of various stand structure, or for one stand of a 
single species at va ious stages of its development, 
gradually came to be used in most countries in western 
Europe and Hummel (1955) proposed 'tariff' and 'tariffs' 
as the obvious English equivalent, and 'tariff tables' 
for the tabular list of volumes. These terms have been 
adopted fairly widely in the English li terature. After 
association with the work in Great Britain in 1956-57, 
I propagated the terms in Australia as part of an 
effort to standardise terminology though preferring 
the qualifyi ng 'volume tariffs' to avoid confusion with 
the term 'tariffs' of economics. Other names such as 
'predominant height volume tab les' have persisted in 
many instances in Australia because their compilation 
preceded Hummel's work. 
P odan (1965b and persona l communicatio n ) has 
proposed 'tariff system' for a group of tariffs 
compiled with a common base of construction which the 
write had hitherto eferred to as a 'tariff series' 
following the French custom of referring to them as 
tune s~rie', a term also ado p ted by Keeves ( 19 6 1 ). In 
view of the way in which tariffs can be generated, as 
is discussed shortly, this term 'tariff system' seems 
the mo e suitable and has been a dop ted in this study. 
DESCRIPTIO AND CRITIQUE OF TARIFF Y TEMS 
o that a comprehensive understanding of the 
subj t could be obtained, a criti al review was made 
of the tariff systems of other workers. These are 
now discu sed b efly in hronological order. 
The most impo~tant aspects are the method of 
compilation of the ta iff system and the method of 
ac e to it (the m thod by whi h a parti ular tariff 
of the system is nomi nated as appropriate to a 
particular stand at a particular time). 
Algan (France) 
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The use of the volume urve in Germany toward the 
end of last century must have resulted in the 
accumulation of a number of tariffs for particular 
stands , but from a survey of the literature it appears 
that Algan of France must have been one of the first 
deliberately to compile a tariff system. Prodan (1965b) , 
who knows the history of forestry in Europe very wel l, 
confi ms this with the statement ' the first generally 
known tariff system was constructed in 1901 by Algan 
in France ' • 
Algan (1902) compiled a series of 20 curves of 
volume on d.b.h. of ' tons de m~me a llure, et qui sont, 
en entre, tres regulierement gradues puisque d ' un tarif 
au suivant, on voit que Ie volume de l'arbre de 45 
centimetres de diametre s'accroit toujours exactement 
d'un di ieme de metre cube ' which coul d be applied to 
any spe ies and stand. They had a range of 0.9 to 2.8 
cu .metre for a d.b . h.o.b. of 45cms. The compilation 
appears to have been on empirical grounds. He had 
observed that 'wi th rare exceptions, trees double in 
volume in growing from 20-25cms, 30-40cms and 45-60cms , 
nd tripl in volume in growing from 60cms - 1 me tre '. 
The valu s a e su h that there is a consistent increase 
in volum with in reasing diameter within a curve , and 
for 
olum 
b I 
par icular di met r from curve to cur e. If the 
re plo ted g aphically the trend of volume on 
seems to be rectilinear but there may be a 
I ght onv cu vilinea it in the lower end and Algan 
cert inly refers to th m s urves. In Europe, the 
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relationship of volume to d . b . h.o.b . would then have 
been regarded as u vilinear and a linear relationship 
of volume on basal area would have been considered 
only an approximation to the curve . The method of 
access was to determine the volumes of samp le trees 
dire ct l y and to see which tariff gave the best estimates 
of their volumes . Algan regarded them as of universal 
application ; Knuchel (1953) refers to Algan as having 
'upheld the view that between the diameter and volume 
measurement of trees definite constant relationships 
exist whi h do not vary with species, locality and 
soil' • 
Krutzsch and Loetsch (Germany) 
During the next 30 years after Algan's compi l ation, 
tariff systems must have been compi l e d by foresters in 
Europe but there appears t o be no record of them. 
Chatu vedi ( 1926), whose survey of the me thods of 
volume estimatio n was very comprehensive, does not 
mention tariff systems at all yet the work of Krutzsch 
and Loetsch (1938) was so extensive there mus t have been 
some fo erunne to it. This is probably the first case 
in which the connection between stand height curves and 
stand volum cur es is shown explicitly, their tariff 
system being c ompo ed of a s t of standardised height 
urv s and a set o f standardised volume curves, the 
olum cu ve for a stand being nominated from the 
appropriate stand height curve. 
Gr y (Australia - preliminary work) 
With th delib ate ompilation of a tariff system, 
or th ompilation of a t nd volume cu ve at each 
measu ement and the 
of ta iff system, 
suiting ' a cidental' compilation 
it as natural that for sters should 
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associate the statistics of the series of curves with 
stand pa ameters. The pattern of the system would 
naturally be consider ed as resulting from biological 
processes which stand and site indexes were known to 
indica te. Such an association, if shown, would also 
have considerable prac ti c al value because the unique 
curve for a stand might be indi c ated by reference to 
a stand parameter which was more easily measured than 
heights of sample tees for a stand height curve or 
than volumes of sample trees for a volume curve. 
H.R. Gray in Aust alia was one of the earliest 
worke s to investigate the correlation between 
statistics of the volume line and parameters of the 
stand. Gray (personal communication) became interested 
in the volume line in 1936 from the publi cation by 
Chaturvedi (1926) on the measurement of stand volume. 
He applied it to Pinus radiata in outh Australia 
du ing 1936-38 and established a linear relationship 
between ~ and stand top height, and a curvi linear 
relationship between ~ and stand top height from which 
he compiled a ' general volume table' by d . b.h. and 
stand to p height . Gray (1966) maintained he was 
referring to this kind of table in his article on site 
c l assification (Gray, 1945). Gray ' s subsequent 
xtension of his wo k (Gray 1966) is discussed on pp.100-28 
Woo d and 
n outh Australia, Jol l y (1950) was concerned 
pa ti ularly with ways to reduce to a minimum the 
number of sample tees needed to establish a volume 
l ine , sp ially with assump tions about the intercept 
of th volum lin th the basal area axis , the 
errors nvolved in wong d termination of th 
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intercept, and the method of selecting the minimum 
number of sample trees. It was Jol ly's experience 
from the evidence of a large number of plots that the 
value of the inte cept of the volume line with the 
basal area axis was very often about 0.09 sq.ft. 
Arguing that the mean of the sample trees should be 
the mean of the p opulation, whatever the method of 
sele ting the sample trees , Jo lly proposed that five 
or six trees of mean basal area be selected by 
careful scrutiny and a volume line be drawn from an 
assumed intercept value (which he cal led's' ) such as 
0.09 sq.ft, to the mean of the sample trees. This 
technique was used for some years and was the one 
described by Lewis (1954) as 'used in most cases'. 
Whe e the 'starting point' of the volume line was not 
known, Lewis recommended the sample trees be selected 
over the range of diameter. 
According to Keeves (1961) , a tariff system for 
radiata pine in outh Australia based on the concept 
of a co mmon b a sal area intercept for all the tariffs 
was compiled by D. R. Dougl as in 1958. Following 
Hummel (1955), the system was prepared by drawing a 
series of lines from the 0.09 sq. ft basal area value 
through arbitrarily nominated values of volume of a 
tre of 0.5 s~ ft basal area. These values of volume 
were then correlated with predominant (top) height so 
that the volum line for a stand c ould be nominated 
from its predominant height. To this mechani cally 
d rived system arron and Jacobs ( 1964) later gave 
the ' ode' nam J ta i fs for reference purposes . 
ves (1961) in estigated the relationships of 
the stati tics 0 volume 1 n s for J2 plots of radiata 
pine in outh Aust ali o ering a considerab le range 
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of age , site and stand structure. Arising out of this 
he has since (personal o mmunication) compiled several 
tariff systems for standing volume and thinnings 
separately in the form of regressio ns of volume line 
statistics on predominant (top) height, the value of 
~ being predicted from a linear relationship with top 
height and a from a curvilinear relationship with top 
height (see Po196). 
and Forestr Commission 
Since the work in these two State s developed 
oncurrentlYg they are discussed together. 
As Gray ( 1966) records g A.G. McArthur followed 
Gray ' s procedure of establishing correlations between 
age-site volume lines and predominant height in a site 
quality and volume assessment of even-aged stands of 
radiata pine in . S . W. in 1945 . 
Gray demonstrated the pro cedure was applicable to 
even-aged stands of hoop pine (Araucaria Cunninghamii) 
in Queensland in 1946. F ollowing this , the Queensland 
F orest y Department developed 'predominant height 
vo1um tables ' for various coniferous species by 
graphical methods. For each site quality range , a 
volume line was ompi1ed for sample trees, each vo l ume 
line being referred to the predominant height used as 
index for th site quality represented by the line. The 
volume lines were harmonised to form a tariff system 
through the predomin nt heights derived fro m a series 
of ha monis d p edomin nt height-age re l ationships by 
which the site qua l ities were defined . 
n ea h tate , the general exp erience was that 
both b nd bore simple linea re l ationshi p s to 
pr domin nt h ight so that 
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if V a + bB 
if a = a l + b l H 
and if b = 
where V tree volume, B = tree basal area and 
H stand predominant height 
then V ( a l b l H) ( a 2 + b 2 H) B 
i. e. , V a l a 2 B b l H + b 2 B H 
A tariff system could therefore be compiled as a 
number of harmonised volume lines. Each sample tree 
is coded with the predominant height of the stand and 
a multiple regression of the above form calculated for 
the sample trees as if a two way vo lume table were being 
compil ed with tree basal area and height as independent 
variables . 
. W. Forest y Commission has compiled tariff 
systems on this basis for radiata pine in various 
regions of the State and Queensland Forestry Department 
has compi l d them similarly for hoop pine, slash pine 
(Pinus elliottii) and loblolly pine (Pinus taeda). 
Forestry Commission (G eat Britain) 
In Great Britain, Hummel (1955) investigated the 
behaviour of th volume line relative to species, site, 
age and thinning treatment for seven planted coniferous 
species ( cots Pine , Corsican Pine , Euro p ean l arch , 
Japanes l a h, 
Dougl s fir). 
orway spruce, itka spruce and 
Fo ev ry thinning t eatment of each species, the 
reg ession coeff i nt b of the volume line for each 
plot at ach me asu ment was plotted against stand top 
height (the height orresponding to the me an basal 
of th 100 t e s of l arg st girth per acre) . It 
was conclud d (i) b was not aff cted by thinning 
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treatment (ii) £ was linearly related to stand top 
height to a top he i ght of 80 feet above which the 
scatter o f points was too great to indicate any trend 
(iii) there was no evidence that the scatter of 
individual values of b from a mean value for a species 
at a particula height was due to variation in site _ 
it was considered t o be due mainly to errors in 
dete r mining £ (iv) at any given height the average 
value of b was similar in a ll the species examined. 
' Instead of studying the changes of ~ with 
top height the hanges of Zl were examined, ~l being 
the point on the volume - basal area line at which Y = 0, 
the relationship between a and Zl being given by the 
1 -a 
equation Z = ~' 1 Z was plotted against stand top 
height (as for £) and it was c oncluded that 'up to a 
1 top height of about 70 feet the average value of ~ 
remains onstant at about O.OJ sq. ft in all species on 
all sites a nd under all thinning treatments covered by 
1 the data .•• above a to p height of 70 feet, ~ becomes 
mo e vari able and a lthough it has remained more or 
less constant in the ma jority of plots there are some 
plots mainly in Douglas fir and Sitka spruce where Zl 
diffe s f om O.OJ sq. ft by a greater amount than 
could b safely as ibed to error'. 
These findings were used to prepare general 
ta iff tables ep esenting the tabulated values of a 
seri s of volume-basal area lines having in common the 
point ~l = O.J sq. ft and the values of £ chosen so the 
volume inte val between successive lines was one cubic 
foot Hoppus at a b s a l a ea of one Hoppus sq. ft. The 
t ble pp op iat to pa ticular tand was determined 
fro m st nding sample trees chosen by an ob j ective 
sampling m thod, the i r volumes being determined by 
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direct measurement. For the breast-height quarter 
girth of ea h tree, the volume in the table 
corresponding most closely with the directly measured 
volume was found and the number of the tariff in which 
that volume occurred was recorded. The average of 
the tariff table numbers so obtained was taken as the 
tariff for the stand. The volume of the stand was 
obtained b y compiling a stand table, multiplying the 
volume from the tariff corresponding to each girth 
class of the stand table by the frequency of the class, 
and adding the class volumes. 
As an alte native to determining the tariff 
appropriate to a particular stand from the volumes of 
standing sample trees, Hummel suggested the tariff 
numbe could be obtained from stand to p height because 
of the correlation of ~ with top height and the consta~t 
nature of a. This method had ' not been worked out in 
detail nor tested in practice'. 
I n considering why, if ~l remained constant, it 
should be app 0 imately O.OJ sq. ft , Hummel remarked 
' A basal area of O.OJ square feet is equivalent to a 
br at-height quarter girth of 2i inches which in turn 
is equi alent to a stump diameter of about J inches. 
All vo l ume measurements are to a diameter l i mit of J 
inches , any volume below that limit being ignored. A 
tr e with a breast-he ght quarter girth of more than 
2i inches must ha e a volume . For this reason in 
young stands whe e there a e trees with breast-height 
quarter girths d own to 2i inches , ~l must be 
app 0 i m te l y O.OJ quare feet but it d oes not 
ne e sa i l y seem to fol I o that ~ must remain at O.O J 
q uarp. fe t when the s m 1 1 st trees in the p l ot ar e 
3 
well above the critical girth of 2i inches and the 
reason why Z should then remain constant is not 
c learly understood'. 
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FinCh (1957) reported that these tariff tables 
were 'first brought into general use in the Forestry 
Commis si ons oniferous plantations in 1953 as a means 
of estimating the volume of thinnings before they (were) 
felled . The method can also be used to estimate the 
total standing volume of a coniferous crop. Whichever 
estimate is required, the appropriate tariff number 
is determined from measurements made on felled sample 
trees'. Fi n ch (ref. it . ) discussed two further 
investigations aimed at dispens ing with the need for 
sample trees from the main crop , either felled or 
standing. These were (i) to seek a correlation between 
tariff number for thinnings and tariff number for main 
crop in a stand so that the latter could be determined 
f om the former (ii) to see whether the tariff number 
could be dete mined from the top height of the stand 
as suggested by Hummel. It was found that a 
satisfactory estimate of main cro p volume could be 
obtained from a tariff which was one whole number 
higher than that obtained from thinnings. Also, a 
simple linear regression of tariff number on stand to p 
height was established g aphically for each species so 
that the app opriate tariff number of the main crop 
could be read from the graph (or a tabular expression 
of it) for any parti ular top height. Further 
investigation showed a satisfactory estimate of stand 
top height (the average of the heights of the 100 
large t-gi th trees per acre) ould be obtained 'by 
taking th mean of heights measured on twenty to thirty 
/ 
3 
dominant trees scattered as evenly as possible 
throughout the crop' . 
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The tariff tabl e s we ere-issued by Hummel, Locke 
and Verel (1962) who referred to the me thod of 
determining the tariff number through its relationship 
with stand top height as ' the simpler but les s reliable 
method' and the method whereby the vo lumes of 
obje tive l y selected sample trees were use d to 
dete rmine tariff number as ' the more accurate me thod 
for pur poses of sale ' . They commen ted that the point 
of common c onvergen e of the tariffs (viz. O.OJ sq. ft) 
was ' approximately the basal area of the smallest 
me a surable tree if vo lume is reckoned to the J-inch to p 
diameter l i mit ' . The experience gained since Hummel's 
firs t publication suggested the tab les c ould be app lied 
t o top heights of 100 feet. 
Cromer and Carron (Australia) 
C orner and Carron (1957) began investigating the 
compil ation of a tariff system for the Kowe n forest 
when mos t fo esters were influenced by Jo lly's 
experience with radiata pine in South Australia which 
show d volume lines for volume t o 4" d ou.b. very of t en 
ma d a n interc ept of 0.087 s q . ft on the basal area 
axis. They were also influenc ed by Hummel's 
e p ri n with several oniferous species in Great 
Br ' t in whi h showed olume lines for volume to J " 
d.u . b. often m d an inte cept of O.OJ Hoppus sq. ft. 
Gene ally it w s onsidered that any volume line mu t 
h ve 'logi al inte c ept' whi h reflected the 
s . . d.u.b . limi t to volum so that a tariff system 
could b rp.garded as a ies of lines radiati ng f om 
a ommon point on the bas a l a ea a xis, the slope of the 
lines being apparently elated to stand to p heights. 
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Expe ience with adiata pine in the Australian 
Capital Te ritory was against this oncept of a 
'logical interc ept'. Theoreti c al arguments , such as 
those of Chapter 5 , were a lso against it. There were 
a lso many anoma l ies in South Australian experience; 
and evidenc e was a c umula t ing in Queensland and ew 
outh Wales that a generalised 'logical inte cept ' was 
not a reliable concept . Cor elationsof b and a with 
stand parameters were therefore examined with a view 
to finding relationships which were both of value for 
pred i c ti o n purposes and biologically acceptabl e. 
These criteria we e appa ently me t by establishing a 
simple linear relationship between b and to p height and 
a relationship of ~ with both top height and mean 
basal a ea viz. 
b = 0.3393 top height + 1. 63 2 
a = 0.02243 t o p height + 1.1307 me an b.a.o.b. -0.111 
Taka ta ( J apan) 
Be c ause of the exten o f even-aged coniferous 
forests in J apan , ta iffs might be expected to be of 
p rti ula inter st there. I n fact there is a long 
t adition of use o f two way volume tab l es for conifers 
and from wh t understand fro m personal discussions 
with many J apanese foresters the onl y work on tariffs 
has been for broad l e a ed pecies . Takata ( 1 957) 
report finding n one study that a was c losely 
co reI t d with mean b s a l area (B) as 
-2 
a = a l + b l B + 1 Band E was c losely c orrelate d 
- -2 
with tand me an height (H) as b = a 2 + b 2 H + c 2 H . 
Tu nbull , Little 
u nbull, Li t 'tle nd Hoy r ( 1963) produ ed a 
vo l u m of ' Comprehensiv T e-Vo lume Tarif Tables' for 
various orth Arne i an species (which will be referred 
to as ' tarif s ' here for consistency). The theory and 
method of construction of the tables were later 
described by Turnbull and Hoyer (1965) and further 
'tarif access tables' were presented by Hoyer ( 1966). 
Two assumptions were made by these workers (i) 
that the volume-basal area line is linear; (ii) that 
a volume line of volume under bark to 4 " d.u.b. on 
basal area over bark has a 'logical intercept' of 
0.087 sq .ft on the basal area axis , volume u.b. to 4" 
s.e.d.u.b . being ze 0 for a tree of size 4.0 inches 
d.b.h.o.b . whi c h is assumed to be 4.0 inches d . u . b. at 
ground level. They argue from this that a tariff 
system can be established as a series of lines 
radiating from a common point of 0.087 sq.ft on the 
basal area axis. To support this argument they refer 
to the finding by Hummel ( 1955) that for various species 
in Great Brit in there appeared to be a general 
intercept of O. OJ Hoppus sq. ft equivalent to a J " 
diamete which was the s.e.d.u.b. to which volume was 
calcu lated. urp isingly there is no reference to 
Jo lly ' s finding of a common intercept of 0.087 for 
their CV4 (volume to a 4" s.e.d.u.b.) though J olly 's 
work is included in their bibliography. Turnbull and 
Hoyer ( 1965 p.10) pos and answer the question 'How 
mu h diffe ence will result from applying this model 
(viz. CV4 b(B-0 . 087) instead of the more usual form 
C 4 = a + b B? ' graphi a l or geometrical explanation 
will how th t the mod 1 r ferred to follows 
ine i ably i 'logi 1 intercep t ' of the volume line 
on he b 1 e i 0 .0 7 is a cept d. ince a 
is greed 0 have neg ti e value , it follows that 
a = -0 .087b since b t then follows that 
7 
; 
'. 
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CV 4 - 0. 087 b + bB 
= b(B -0 . 087). 
For m ny yea s , the estimate of volume of radiata 
pine in South Australi a was based on this concept 
(Lewis , 1954) . 
Intending to estab ish tariffs for total volume 
and volume to various s.e.d.u.b. limits , they looked 
for the most suitable trend as a base from which other 
trends might be derived. Initially they investigated 
the trend of total volume u.b. on b.a.o . b. They found 
it was linear over most of the range of d . b.h.o.b. but 
cu vilinea for the smallest classes . Bu t , even 
assuming the trend linear , they found ' the intercept 
on the horizontal axis is not stationary which means 
a "moving intercept" system must be adopted '. The 
effect of this they show in ' Fig.5 (p . 2l)' where the 
lines fo the data intersect each other at a common 
point with positive co-ordinates of volume and basal 
area . Th y regarded this system as having ' an 
unfortunate cha a teristic (that) it would cause the 
small tre s to have less volume with advancing age ' 
nd therefo e rejected it ' as introducing artifacts 
parti ul ly undesir ble in estimation of volume 
growth ' . n practice the effect they feare d does not 
happ n ( s indeed can b demonstrated with their data) 
and the intersection of volume-basal area relationship s 
for ious t ee h ights at such a point is quite 
common in th ind of tree volume tables based on 
d . b . h.o . b. nd height as ind e p end ent variab l es which 
h Y us d to pro id ces tab l es ' for the tariffs . 
h y there or nv stigated the CV4 o l ume lines 
or th stem n ound that the trend 
w s 1· n r , th b s 1 intercept w s s ationary , 
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'none of the intercept values diffe r ed significantly 
fro m b asal area = 0.087 (sq.ft.) whi ch is e qua l to 
4 . 0 inches d . b. h . ', and 'wi thin the sample d ata, stump 
diameter (insi de bark) for small trees is consistent l y 
within ±O.l inch of d.b.h. i.e., a 4.0 inch d.b.h.o.b. 
tre e has a stump diameter 3.9 to 4.1 inches and hence 
has a zero volume to 4" top above stump'. The 
i mpli cation of this latter point is that every volume 
line must intersect the basal area axis at 0.087 since 
a point on every line is V = 0, B = 0.087; therefore a 
system of such lines would have a common intersection 
at the value 0 . 087 sq.ft on the basal area axis. I 
have calculated the regression of ~ on b for the vo lume 
lines referred to, from the summary of the data i 1' 
Appendix Table 6, p.44 of the reference cited. If the 
claim that 'none of the intercept values differed 
significantly from basal area = 0.087 ' is correct , the 
r elation hip of a on b should be (as discussed on p .195) 
a .. 087 b . The relationship is in fact 
a - 1 . 04 58 + 0.1314 b, whi h me ans that the poin t of 
intersection of the system is not 0.087 on the basal 
a ea a is but~for easons dis cusse d on p. 193, is a point 
whose co-ordinates are V = 1 . 0 459 a nd B = 0 . 1314 . 
Assuming linearity and a common intercep t of 0.087 sq . ft 
of b a l area or the CV4 lines, the authors accepte d 
these a th 'b a ic f o r m' . Fol lowing the conventio n 
of Humm 1 (1955), they d signated each tariff of the 
yst m by th volume rep esented by the tariff for a 
t e of 1 q . ft b .• o.b. 
Thr m thods of c ss to the tariffs were 
proposed. On method i s to select sample trees, 
d t rmin th volum of a h dire ct l y, to search for 
th t olum in th t if ystem9 to nominate by its 
I. 
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numbe r that tariff which includes the volume, and 
having done this fo the whole sample to take the 
average of the ta iff numbers and apply that tariff to 
the stand. Some early tariffs such as those of Hummel 
(1955) , and the later ersion of Hummel, Locke and 
Verrel (1962), were based on this method of access but 
it was qui c kly ealised by f oresters that this merely 
involved substituting a pre- determined volume-basal 
area regression for one which could otherwise be readily 
determined by ca l c ulation ; and that, in view of the time 
and effort involved in sample tree selection and tree 
volume measurement, it was worth the relatively small 
extra time and effort to calcul ate the actual 
regress10n if a volume table were required. Otherwise, 
stand volume could be obtained readily by proportion 
from the samplettree information either through number o~ 
tr es or basal a ea. In short, there is little profit 
in the c on ept of tariffs if they are used in this way. 
AlternativelY9 the authors proposed that the volume of 
each sample tree be ead from a standard volume table 
(i.e. , on with at least two independent variables) 
instead of determining it directly, the rest of the 
p 0 edu e being the same as when the volumes of the 
sampl t e s were de ermined by dire ct measurement. 
In this s , sin e little time and effort are 
involved in determining the volumes of the sample trees, 
the c l culation of the tual regression cannot be 
ju if'ed on the grounds that the extra time and effort 
i worthwhile. One an question whether there is any 
point in using a olum table, whi c h has been compiled 
b y harmonising th volumes of sample tre s from 
differ nt st nds by d.b . h.o.b . ( or b . a.o .b . ) and height, 
to estim te volumes 0 a mple t es for a particular 
; 
I, 
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stand, and then to harmonise the m by b.a.o . b. As the 
authors themselves point out (Turnbull, Little and 
Hoyer 1963, p. 7) 'when using this method the accuracy 
of the answer is no better than the accuracy of the 
volume tab le used in obtaining tree volume'. 
The second and mo st avoured method of access 
proposed was through a 'd. b . h.-height access table '. 
A sample tree is selected, its d . b.h.o.b. and height 
me asured , and the tariff number corresponding to this 
d . b.h . o . b . and height read from the access table. This 
is repeated for a number of sample trees and the average 
of these tariff numbers accepted as the tariff applicable 
to the stand. The tariff number of any tree can be 
cal culated , if its volume and basal area are known as 
the authors show by Equation 24 - b (Turnbull and Hoyer , 
1965, p . 24) . These ' access numbers' have been so 
calculated to suit the vo lumes of a particular volume 
table chosen as standard . Each tariff system is geared 
to a particular two-way volume table and there is no 
basic difference bet,een this 'd.b .h.-height access 
table' me thod of access and the method previously 
des cribed involving a standard volume table. The only 
difference is that in the first method the operator 
uses any standard volume table "; in the second method 
h us s the standard volume table to which the tariff 
system is geared . 'The accuracy of the answer' this 
syst m provid s ' is no better than the accuracy of the 
olume t ble ' cho en. The other comments made about 
the previou me hod 1 0 apply to this method. 
h third pro po ed me thod of a ces has generally 
b n onsid r d to b the mos t appropriate to the 
onc pt of t if s - the tari f number applicable to 
a st nd is d termined from stand variables through a 
; 
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pre-determined re lationship of tariff number with 
those stand variabl s. he stand variable proposed 
was 's tand me an height ', defined as the average height 
of domina nt-codominant trees or the average of the 
height of the 100 largest (by d.b.h.o.b.) trees ( 'mean 
height' is onventio n a lly used for the average of the 
height of all the trees or the average of the heights 
of trees of me an d.b . h.o.b. , and the height as defined 
is c onventional l y regard e d as to p height or dominant 
height) . The authors prefer the previously described 
methods of access. They state (Turnbull and Hoyer, 
19659 p.Jl ) 'as is commonly known from the re l ation of 
volume to diamete and height , a high corre l ation 
should exist between stand mean height and tariff 
number'. The reason why there appe ars to be a 
corre l ation (no a lways hi g h) be tween an expression of 
stand height and the statistics of successive vo lume-
basal a ea relationship s for a stand is not understood 
but is ertainly not because of the re l ation of vo lume 
to diameter and height. olume and bas al area for 
tr s of the same height are l inear l y related (if 
form factor is onstant) for purely geometrical or 
arithmetic reasons; the relationshi p of volume to basal 
area in an e en aged stand is a quite different matter 
as di scussed in hapter 5 . 
The re l a t ionshi p of C 4 to basal area having 
been a dop te d as t he 'basi cur e form', Turnbull, Litt le 
a nd Ho er e stab l ished relationships of total volume, and 
volum to s •. d .u.b . limits o the r than 4 " , with C 4 so 
that ny of th se p ressions of volume c ould be 
de i d f om a ta ff onc t was nominated. 
I. 
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Prod a n (West Germa ny) 
Prodan ( 1 965b) accepts the concept of a 'logical 
intercep t ' . He refers to the development of Spiecker ' s 
Einheitsmassenkurven (sta ndardised volume curves) 
(S pi ecker, 1948) as follows :-
'As the diameter limi t of the l arge timber in 
Germany is 7cm we can put d.b . h . 7cm, v = o. This is 
the theoreti ca l rotation point for various volume-
basal lines'. (Spiecker in fact develo p ed the basic 
relationships as curvilinear having related volume to 
d . b.h. and Prodan translated them as linear volume-
basal area re l ationshi p s) . 
Prodan suggests a means of simp l ifying the 
estimation of volume from tariff systems which have a 
c ommon intersection point on the basal area axis by a 
programme for compu ter ca l cul ation based on a general 
formula which follows from the geometry of such tariff 
systems. In the m, the volume for any d.b.h. for any 
p articul ar tariff bears the same rati o to the volume 
for that d . b . h . for any other tari ff as the tariff 
number (or volume equivalent of it) of the former bears 
to l att r . The formula for a particular basic tariff 
having b en determined - for this Prodan suggests the 
highest ( l argest) tariff number and so refers to the 
ratio as a ' factor of reduction ' - the volume for a 
t r of any d . b.h. can be derived by cal cu l ating the 
. ' 01:... I ). -+;:"'~(-'. y" that d. b . h . fro m the formula a nd 
mul tiplying it by the appropriate rat io . The ratio f or 
th tari ff system is det r mined by the p attern of the 
syst m nd th m thod o f a cess . 
Gray (Au tral i a - . 1 
As pr viously indicat d, H.R. Gray pioneered the 
c ompil tion of tari f sy t ms in Australia and during 
:; 
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a period of about thirty years developed a number of 
ideas around the general c oncept of the volume line 
and its behaviour in relation to stands of radiata 
pine. He set out to syn thesise his thoughts in a 
paper ' Principles of Forest Tree and Crop Volume Growth' 
(Gray, 1966) . 
An extensive critical review of this paper is 
made here for several reasons . The main one is that 
the work is very pertinent to the subject of this study 
being, as far as I know, the only attempt to explain 
the behaviour of the volume line and its relation to 
stand conditions, the previous work on tariffs having 
been largely empirical. Much of Gray's argument appears 
to be open to dispute though only after critical 
scrutiny and a working familiarity with the basic 
propositions of his 'ta~r line hypothesis' (Gray 1943,_ 
1944). T hese propositions have proved themselves, 
and will continue to prove themselves, of considerable 
theoretical and practical value to mensuration in this 
country and elsewhere. To maintain their standing, it 
is important t hat their appli cation in the present 
conte t be tested. Some ideas presented by Gray have 
also b en examined in this thesis independently with 
diff rent conclusions . 
The arguments put forward by Gray are primarily in 
terms of 'parabolic elements' (parabolic base and 
parabolic height) which are basic concepts in his taper 
l·ne hypothesis. He extends these arguments to the 
conventional tre basal are a and tree height . In now 
considering Gray's proposals it is assumed that his 
definitions and their implications are both understood 
and accepted; and that, unless otherwi e stated, the 
discus ion is confined to even-aged tands of a 
c onifer such as radiata pine . ; 
I. 
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(i) The re lationship of parabolic height and paraboli c 
base 
Gray argues that the relationship of parabolic 
height h on parabol i c base s is likely to be a 
-p -p 
hyperbola hp = clsp C because ( 1 ) parabolic height is 
shown to be related to h (height) and parabolic base is 
shown to be related to s (basal area), so that whatever 
the kind of relationship between hand s so there could 
be the same relationship between parabolic height and 
paraboli c base, ( 2) observatio n shows that trees of an 
even-aged stand are no t all the same height and the 
relationship of h on d.b .h. o.b. tends to flatten over 
the larger d.b .h. o.b . classes (3) the relationship is 
not an upward sloping straight line since this would 
imply taper was constant over all d.b.h.o.b. classes 
whereas it is not according to his theory that 
F = 11 k i. e. , taper is inversely proportional to wind 
force on the crown. (In previous papers Gray defined 
taper in the conventiona l terms of diameter but used 
it in terms of sectional area to suit his 'paraboloid 
hypo thesis' • In the p aper under discussion he defined 
it 
as 
is 
y 
as s ctional area but has 
th ratio h representing p 
yet another me a ning) • 
Arguing thus , he dra ws 
~ + C (that is, h 
x 
p 
s p 
used it for the most part 
'taper line slope' which 
graphs of the general kind 
+ C ) whi h he calls the 
'p rabolic h ight line' for a 'large number of cases' 
and says ' al l ests c onfirm the assumption ' . 
n effect al l Gray says is that the heights of 
cert in trees t nd 0 be bigger than the heights of 
other tr es if th d.b . h . ' s of those trees are bigger 
th n h d . b. h . ' s of the other tr es; but they are not 
proportionate ly bigg nd the re l ationship of height 
:; 
•• 
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on d.b.h. is curvilinear and looks like a hyperbola. 
His tests a e quite subjective, the one illustrated 
(ref. it., p.1J) for example being based on the 
following argument : - assuming the volume line is true 
for parabolic volume on parabolic base, it follows 
that the relationship of parabolic height and parabolic 
base is a hyperbola ; he then fits to the data the 
particular hyperbola which is appropriate to the 
volume line, says it ' show(s) a good fit ' and this 
'proves' the linearity of volume line. 
As an explanation of the variation around the 
relationship (i.e. , that trees of the same parabolic 
base may have different heights) Gray says this is due 
to their having diffe ent size, shape, and extent of 
their crowns, due to pecularities of growth, to the 
effects of compe tition, a nd variation in shelter. 
This is in accord with his theory that they wou ld have 
the same k value if they experienced the same F 
(whe e ~ is an expression of taper and F an expression 
of wind for c e on the crown). As an explanation of 
different trends from the hyperbola, he maintains 
these are at the lower end of the relationship and 
a e due to smal l living trees which behave rather as 
an understory with a different behaviour pattern to 
th e t . 
(ii) onship of parabo li c volume with 
base 
He then argues 
if h / s + C P P 
nd h s (whi h follows from hls taper line p p p 
theory) 2 
then v c + s P 2 2 P 
I . 
3 
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i.e., the egression of paraboli c vo lume on paraboli c 
base is linea if the relationshi p of p arabolic 
heigh t o n paraboli c base is hyperbolic. 
Substituting the conventional regression 
c oeffi cien t and constant and showing this as 
v a l b l s p p 
where a l whence c = 2al 2 
a nd b l = C whence C = 2b l 
"2 
fro m whi ch it follows that 
Gray thus argues that the p arabolic volume line is 
linear from the assump tion of a hyperboli c relationship 
of parabolic height on parabo li c base; and thenc e that 
arithmetically the r egression constant of the volume 
line equals half the egression coefficient of the 
height line and that arithmetically the regression 
c oeffi cient of the volume line equals half the 
regression c onstant of the height line . 
ince he then makes onsiderable use of this, it 
is e ssential to app reciate that this is only because 
he assumes (impli cit in his formu l a v p 
every tre has a form factor of 1/ 2. 
h x s ) that p p 
2 
Thi way be iewed in the more fami l iar terms 
if V B. H.F. 
and H 
so t hat 
then, taking th v a ious elationships of F with B 
whi h have p oposed pre iously ( p . 63 et . seq . ) . 
:; 
). 
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(1) if is onstant r all the trees in ~he stand 
then the express io n 
V F (b 2 a 2 B) is a linear expression 
viz. b 4 a B 
(2) if F a J b J B 
then V a 2 B ( a J + b J B) + b 2 ( a J + b J ) B 
= b 2 a J ~ ( a 2 a J b 2 b J ) B + a 2 b J 
B2 
which is curv'linear 
(J) 1f 
then V 
whi c h is cu v i linear 
If the linear f orm o f the v a ume line as indicated by 
is expressed in ~he general form 
a l + b l B 
th n F a l + bIB 
b 2 + a 2 B 
It doe not ne c essarily f llow fr o m 
V b 2 F 4 a 2 B F 
and a l + b l B 
that F = a b l 
b 2 a 2 
but Gray can assum it does so in deriving 
a C 
2 
f Gr y ' s d v lopm nt p ralleled the development above 9 
it wou b e folIo : -
if h - c + p 
p 
nd v h 0 01/2 p P 
wh nc h = v = -t P 
-----E s 
s .1/2 p 
P 
:; 
) . 
3 
i . e. v ( c + Csp) 1/2 P 
thus, if v a l + b l s P P 
then (c +Csp) 1 /2 a l + b l s P 
1/2 a l + b l s P 
( c + Csp) 
which is in the form as 
F = a l + b l B developed above . 
b 2 + a 2 B 
Where the indivi dual trees have differen t F v a lues, 
106 
there is no general conne ction between the regression 
constant o f the volume line a nd the regression 
coeffi c ient of the height line , nor between the 
regression coeffici en t of the volume line and the 
regres sion constant of the height line. The value 
a l + b l B will be an F value for a tree which 
b 2 + a 2 B 
corresponds to the estimated V for i ts B; and V divided 
by the product of the estimated H and its B will not 
ne ce ss ari l y g ive the actua l F of the tree . I n Gray 's 
case it will d o so because every tree is assumed to 
have a form fa tor of 1 / 2. 
Gray then argues, in effec t, that if the larges t 
tree hav a parabolic height h with paraboli c base s 
P2 P2 
a nd tees of lesser height have a parabolic height of 
h with p arabolic base s , i t is like l y that s is 
P I PI P2 
gr ater th n s 
P I 
Th n, since h 
PI 
a nd h 
P 2 
if h i g e at 
P 2 
gr t r han C + 
r 
s 
C + 
..£ 
s 
PI 
C + 
..£ 
s 
P 2 
th n h , it fo llows C + 
..£ is 
PI s 
P 2 
PI 
:; 
I. 
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when e is greater than c is greater 
than s 
PI. 
s 
PI 
can be g reater than c 
s 
PI 
only if ..£ is 
negative 
the height line has the form h = C 
P 
-c 
s p 
(Gray might have argued more simply that if taller 
he i ghts are in general associated with larger diameters , 
then the correlation between parabolic height and the 
recip 0 al of parabol c base , which follows from the 
hyperboli relationsh ' p he assumes between parabolic 
height and parabo li c base, mus t be a nega ti ve correlation 
c 0 h 
P 
= C -..£ must be negative). 
s p 
It follows sin e ~ c that the vo l ume line is 
2 
vp = -al That i s , the regression constant of 
th parabolic v olume line is negative. 
( . ii) and b l of the p arabolic 
Conti n i ng to argue on the basis of the assumption 
that all trees ha e a orm factor of 1/2 (though without 
sayi n g this) , 
G 
) wi h r egard to b l 
y s ys hp =-2al + 2 b l 
s 
P 
h + b l 
-E 
2 s 
P 
i . . h b l = -al 
_E 
2 s p 
t h n , o t e s of height H (the a e rage o f the p 
p abol ' h ight 0 th tall st trees whi h i the 
p b o c qui al n o f ' st n d to p h ight ' ) 
) . 
3 
Gray says that , f'or a large number of' crops of' H 
p 
varying f'rom 44 ~o 124 f'eet , b l approximated to 
0.54 Hp and a l 
s 
P H 
v aried f'rom 2 to 5. 
p 
suggest ~his me r e ly f'ollows arithmetically f'or 
1f' Hp - b l = - a l 
2 s 
H 
......E 
2 
PH 
P 
so that if' H = 50 whence H 
p -E 
2 
25 , and if' a l = 2, 
s 
~hen b l 
and if' H 
P 
25 + 2 = 27 = 0.54 H p 
= 125 whenc e H = 6 2.5 , 
--E 
2 
P 
H 
p 
then b l = 62.5 5 = 67.5 = 0.54 H . p 
Fu t he , he suggests that if' b l 
(wh r e h p c 
s p 
c ) the n C 
0.54 Hp ' a nd b l = 
1.08 H , whi c h 
P 
merely 1mplies tha the regression c onstant of' the 
p araboli c h 1 9ht l ine is a l ittle mo e than the 
p a ab o l height of' t he tallest tre es whi c h is what 
108 
5 
2 
woul d b pe ed f'ro m the very nature of' the parabolic 
h ight l i ne. 
Gra 1S related to the slope of' 
he r eg eSS1 0 n o f' .parab oli height on the eciprocal 
of' p r boli b as , th s slope being de te mined by the 
dif'f'er n ce in he ghts o f' the larges t a nd smallest tees. 
). 
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Gray then a gues that in unthinned stands, there 
is a progress i ve differential height growth between 
dominant and dominated trees while ~ increases with age 
so that a l appea s t o be related to H and also to b l 
- --.E 
since b l is related t o H • 
- -E 
In thinned stands, a l 
behaves in a variable way depending on the relative 
growth of height o f va ious d.b . h.o.b. classes and what 
tees are thinned. 
(iv) The inte cept of the basal area axis by the volume 
line 
Gray suggests that any relationship between the 
1nterc ept 0 the basal area axis by the volume line (which 
he refers t o as's' by J olly ' s terminology or iZi by 
Hummels ' te mino logy) and the sectional area of the 
merchantable limit is casual, the ' clearest proof' of 
this being that the ratio of the regression constant 
and coeffi ient ' is variable when the merchantable limit 
is ze 0 i.e ., in the case of parabolic volume'. One can 
say that in the c ase of parabolic v o lume the merchantable 
limit is of course not zero at all , it is total volume 
whi h ha a merchantable limit of zero. Parabolic 
volume or any indi idual tree does have a limit ; it 
is fixed by the slo pe of the taper line and cannot be 
defined in terms of a parti ular s.e.d.u.b. The 
diamet limi t t o olume assessment for the tree 
dep nds on the p ar boli height, its alue cannot be 
determin d from the taper line and is likely to vary 
from tree to tree. 
He argues that the i nterc ept is unlikely to be 
onstant since th eg ession constant and coefficient 
e not ' p o p orti onally' related to each othe that 
th Y ar reI ted 0 ea h othe in the case of unthinned 
sands but n ot p o p ortionally; and that th yare not 
r e t d 11 in thinned rops. 
). 
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(v) The linearity o f the volume line for merchantable 
volume 
G ay shows the amount of non-merchantable volume 
above a parti ular s.e .d .u.b . relative to parabolic 
volume is different for different d.b.h.o.b.'s and says 
' if the volume redu tions are not proportional to 
parabolic volumes .. . the linear regression will not 
hold • .•• ' One an say the linear regression would hold, 
for e ample, if the volume reductions, even though not 
proportional to paraboli c volumes, were linearly 
related thus 
since 1t wou ld then follow that 
However, as I have shown in Chapter 5, the reductions 
are cu vilinearly related to total volume, and so to 
paraboli c volume , and it is for this reason that the 
volume l ine for me rchantable volume is curvi linear if 
the volume line for total volume is linear. 
(vi) The use of paraboli elements in the basic 
investigation 
Regarding Gray ' s attempts (p . 18 ref. cit.) to 
justify the us of a parabolic elements in his basi 
inv stig tion, it can be said that parabolic base is 
de ved by the subje tive fit of a straight line to 
thr e or fou po nt subjective l y chosen as representing 
h tional a a outline of the tree . There is no 
gu rante that the taper line of any tree is a 
r son bl p p roxim tion 0 he shape of the tree and, 
v n if it we both the hoice of points and fitting 
he lin by eye op n to personal bias that 
influ nce th value of p rabolic base . nder hese 
). 
3 
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circumstan es it is unreasonable to say as he does 
that parabol i c base is '£ ee £rom the uncertainties 
commo n to the basal area dimension', 
Again , whereas the corre la tion o£ parabolic volume 
and parabolic base £ o r the trees in a stand is likely 
to be more pre c ise , as he claims , than the corre lation 
between total (or merc hantable) volume and basal area 
over bark, the in rease in precision is quite arti£icially 
induc ed by the i mplicit assumption that all trees have 
the same £orm £actor. There is £urther danger in this 
mistaken assumption that a ll trees have the same £orm 
£a tor because the beha iour o£ £orm £actor is intrinsic 
in the behaviour o f the volume line 9 as shown in Chapter 5. 
(Vii) The ' basal area line' 
Gray proposes that there is a linear relation 
between basal area (~) and parabolic base £or the trees 
in a stand and has called this the 'basa l area line' by 
ana l o gy ith the height line. From this relationship, 
parab o li olume an be regarded as having a linear 
relation wlth basal area. 
have been interested in this elationship o£ 
pa abolic base and basal a ea £or some time. Because 
of inconsisten in the behaviour o£ the relationship 
nd the pr ti al natu e of the expedient, parabolic 
b se a nd bas a e ere assumed to be approximately 
equ I in the development of taper tables (Carron and 
Ja obs 9 1966). The elationships shown by Gray (p.24 
re __ • ito ) o a numbe o f different crops, but 
pa ti ul rly adi ta p ' ne , suggest the exp e d ient as 
ensibl • Fo theo eti al and p ra ti a l reasons , Gray 
might b t~ r h e - h o wn th e l ationshi p as pred i ting 
p arabo l ic base rom basal a ea rather than the other 
way ound. 
). 
3 
(viii) The r elations hip of pa abolic height and 
t ta l height 
Gray demonstrates graphicallY1 for the various 
112 
crops he stud1ed 9 a s 1mple linear relat10nship between 
the paraboli c he Oghts of the individua l trees in a stand 
and the cor esp o nding total heights. 
(ix) T he estimat n o f me r hantable vo lume 
Tn se c ~i ons 24 and 25 u his paper, Gray in effect 
des ibes how a volume line can be compiled for an 
even-aged stand in which the relationship of parabolic 
volume and paraboli base 1S linear and the relationship 
o f me hantable volume and basal area is alternatively 
l1nea (case 1) or is not linear (cas e 2). 
Case 1 Ha lng built up his theory of the volume 
l i ne around paraboli c volume on the g ounds that 
paraboli volume was for practical purposes equal to 
tot 1 volume , hav1ng ignored the buttswell volume of 
his taper line , G ay recognises buttswell volume as 
onvenient ~o balance the truncation of paraboli c 
volume to an s . e . d.u,b , limit and so maintain the 
11nearity of the volume line for me chantable volume . 
n view 0 he further de elopment of the theory) this 
d V1 is doub~fully a c eptable. It is also unnecessary 
fo t a sho n arlier 9 the curvilinearity in the volume 
li ne induc d busing olume to va ious s.e.d.u . b . 
lim s elati ely small even for s.e.d.u.b . limits 
of h 0 der of ten inches. It is p obably acceptable 
as n i mat ion fo practi al purposes and the 
d i used b a ron and Jacobs (1964) to maintain 
th simpl c ity of G y's p rabolic tree in compiling 
a iii 1 t p e ~ bl s for adiata pine us ng an 
s •• d.u.b . limit 0 four in hes. 
). 
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Case 2 Where the e is a parabolic volume line 
but not a mer hantable volume line 9 because the height 
of the merchantable l ' mit varies from tree to tree, or 
there is a constant s . e.d . u.b . limit but it is so large 
that the solution for Case 1 is not acceptable, Gray 
suggests the compilation of a parabolic volume line and 
the estimation of paraboll c merc hantable volume from 
it b y va ious devices. 
In general the recommended pro c edures seem 
impractical and unrealisti c, and in c ertain parts appear 
statisti c ally unsound. Gray recommends the measurement 
of 'repr esentative sample trees' by the "taper line 
method 'refe ing to " broadleaved trees" and including 
reference to " large eucalypts ". ' Climbing such trees 
for the taper line method is out of the question . 
Where the method would have application, for example 
to sample stands , it is unlikely that the populati o n 
could be disturbed by felling or that it would be 
practi al to fell sample trees even if this were 
permissible. If they were felled , it would be much 
more sensible to measure them thoroughly by the 
complete graphical method since the main purpose of the 
taper line method is to give an approximate volume for 
stand ng trees by the minimum measurement to reduce 
the cost and risk of c limbing. Assuming it were 
p a ti al to limb or fell the trees, Gray recommends 
the ompilatio n of a parabolic volume line and a 
basal area line and working from one to the other 
(using basal a ea alternat vel as a dependent and 
th n an independent va iable) to give new 'generalised' 
individual tree tape lines. 
When the h ight to the merc hantable limit varies 
becaus the limit 0 me chantab lit is dete mined by 
) . 
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the c own break 0 each individual t ee in the stand
9 
Gray sugges s the generalised taper line for a diamete r 
c lass be trun ated at the merchantable height of an 
particula individual tree of that diameter for whi h 
an estimate of volume is required. This procedure 
requi es th t the merchantable height of each tree be 
measured. The whole point o f the v olume line is then 
1 st. I f merc h ntable height has to be measured for 
eery tree then the estimate of stand volume will be 
made muc h more satisfa torily from a two-way volume 
table based on basal area and merchantable height as 
separate ' ndependent variables. 
When the merchantable limit is a constant s.e . d. u.b' 9 
the ec ommended pro c edure is to truncate the genera11sed 
taper 11nes at this diameter . Gray suggests a formula 
for this which depends on the geometric properties of . 
the tape line t iangle. A relationship be~ween 
diamet r class and a percentage correction , which Gray 
has pointed out e ists and has been ca l culated by 
Car on and Ja obs (1964), could easily be establ ished 
nd wou d be easie to apply than Gray's formula. 
Then i would be onsiderably simple and statisti cally 
mo e sound to compi le a olume line f om the sample 
tree pa aboli volumes and basal area directly rather 
th n thro gh the b al area l ine. 
n se tion 26 ay says (as he had previously 
shown) th t th r eg s ion coeffi ient of the volume 
lin 0 
(whe e H p 
p 
i 
boli 
th 
olum i appro i mate ly 0.54 H 
P 
c o p paraboli top height). One 
e son for t s h s b n sugg sted (p.l08) . Furthe , 
o llowing y ' s as umption that a ll trees have a 
onst nt orm a t o 0.5, 
then h 
P 
). 
3 
i. e. h 
.J2 
2 
and for rees of height H p 
H 
-E 
2 
= b 1 
I n gene al t he value o f a l is relatively small , a~ 
15 
least muc h smalle than s (~he p arabolic base 0 the 
PH 
tallest t ees) 1 so that a l 
s 
PH 
p 
p 
is ve y small. It f o llows 
that b is app oxima~el equal to H or of the o rder 
--E 
2 
0.54 Hallowing p 
H • 
P 
or to hav e a value of about 0. 0 
He then emphas1ses t ha t for practical use in 
fo est managemen t a relationship i required beLween 
the egress10n o nstant o f the volume line given by 
parabo li c o lume o n basal area , and rop (stand ) t o p 
heigh t B ( t o h ic h rop paraboli top he1ght i linea ly 
re l a ted) ? He e pl ains that variation in thi s r egressi o n 
o ffi c ient (and also i n the r egress10 n c ns tant o f this 
v urn line) fo crops of similar to p height is due t o 
va iation in b ark thickness and butts ell , and also due 
to a i tio n in t he ' tio ' H • 
--E 
H 
Si n c e Gray shows a 
r la tion be tween hand h of the kind h = a + bh he r e 
-E p 
h i e parabolic height a nd h is tre total 
-E 
heigh 9 h value of H equivalent to H for a crop can 
-E 
b d i t h is elatio nship i e tablished f or 
th o p , but it i e c t to talk o f a ati o H 0 
~ 
he b 0.54 H H n e fe c , s ys th t i = P 
and b f v a b s var es p 
rom b l of v = + b l s P P G 
). 
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a 0 ding as the e1ationship of s and ~ is affe c ~ed 
-E 
by buttswell and ba k thi kness , then b l will va y 1 n 
cops of the same H a cording to the variation in 
bark thickness and buttswell. He makes b = b l (where 
b 2 
b 2 s , ~he basal area line). This is not 
correct though ~he gene al tenor 0 the argument is 
orrect. evertheless , it merely follows as a 
mathemati a1 co ollary and is not a biological 
explanation of the behaviour of b. 
At this stage , a has said 
(i) b l is roughly equal to ~ 
2 
(ii) in unthinned stands , a l appears to be related t o 
H and so also to b 1 since b l is related to H ' J? -E ' 
thinned stands, a l 
Fo eight rops he then 
elates b (of 
relates b l to H 
relates b to H 
v p 
behaves in 
= a + b s) 
a ariable 
to H 
P 
rel tes b (of v = a 
m m m 
b s) to H 
m 
wa , 
in 
nd shows inear elation fo each. He comments that 
b l = 0.54 Hp in genera] for all the crops (the reason 
for his has been suggested, P.lO). The val es 0 b 
and b 9 
m 
nd H, follow f om b l to ~ respectively; 
the r 1 tionship b tw en the various regression 
and 
coeffi ient and op p rabolic top height and crop ~op 
h ight m ely foll ow rom the elationship of b l with 
H whi h s sho n pr 
-E 
iously is quit a tifi ial. The 
tent of h 0 rel tion b tween vari bles su h as b 
nd H d P nds on the ion 0 b l with ~. of b 
). 
3 
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with b l (through the basal area line) and of H with H. 
-.E 
Gray is merely illustrating a series of partial 
co relations based on an artificial correlation of b 
on H . 
-E The agreement of predicted values with a tual 
values is in general only c onfirmation that the 
graphical relations hips have been established well by 
hand and the subsequent arithmeti c ca l culations are 
co recto 
I n section 29, Gray attempts to develop a way n 
which the regression coefflcient of the volu me line 
might be estimated. He adJusts helghts of lndivldua 
trees in the crop (i n relating them to the recipro cal 
of basal are a to get a 'height line') by i values and 
b values (where _ is the 'ratio of H for the crop and 
-E 
H 
b is the regression coeffi cient of the 'basal a ea lin~' ). 
As a lready ommented , H is not a ratio; H for the 
--E --E 
crop is derived from a ~egression of the kind 
h = -a b .h a nd each height must be derived p 
a 0 dingly; similarly, ~ is not a ratio of s sin e 
_E 
s 
th relationship between the two is of the kind 
s = -a bs. p 
At t his stage, he does not omment o n the 
behaviour of a (of v = -a + bs). 
- P As regards ~, he say s 
0 .54 H a nd , since Hand Hare related 1 then p p 
0.54 H H using the ratio of H • 
PH -E 
H 
(In any 
re l ationship of a va iabl with H , H can be conve ted p p 
to H by the a tual atio of Hand H as dete r mined fo 
P 
t h o p ; it d oes not need to be n o should it be 
d ete m n d f om egression of h o n h for the t r ees 
--E 
of the ro p ) . He says b = b l (whe r b 2 is o f the basal 
b 2 
G 
). 
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area line sp = a 2 b 2 S)9 but it is no~ as previ ously 
d iscussed. The behav our of b is therefore not 
exp l ained. 
(x) The Volume growth of a single tree 
Gray proposes (p . JJ ref. cit.) a general formu a 
for the volume growt h of a single tree which is meant 
'to lead to co n c epts linking the theory of the volume 
line f or a single crop at a given time with a rational 
theor to account for changes with time in the v o lume 
line of a given rop'. 
He s u ggests that if the parabo lic volume o f an 
individual t ee at various stages of its life is 
plotted graphi cally against parabolic base at those 
times, a curve is formed which he calls 'the parabo li c 
volume : parabolic base growth curve ' and which he 
describes by the formula 
= C s r p p 
He regards this a s a general formula, 'all v ~ s growt h p p 
graphs having the following ommon features 
(i) they ommence at the origin since v = 0 when s p p o 
(ii) they a e urvilinear of the form v = Cs r whe e p p 
C will vary fo individual trees; r also is 
va able but may have the same magnitude for all 
tr e in a 'rop at a given time ' . 
A 'growth cu ve' such as Gray p oposes must arise 
fro m th elation hip of h with s • 
--E -E 
The progress of 
tre total height with t ee basal area is well known . 
f m asu m nts on a yearly basis for example are 
plo t d graphi al ly , the lationship tends to be 
oughl linea in th e rly life of the t ee but s o on 
b o m s u vilin on av to the basal ea a i s , as 
height growth slows do n el tiv to ba a l area growth. 
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The progress of parabo lic he i ght elative to parabo ic 
base is of the same kind since, as Gray has shown ? 
there is a linear relations hip 0 h with t o ta 
.....E height , 
and of s with basal area. The parabolic height 
......E 
parabolic base curve is illus t a ted in Figure 14 f "o 
one of the trees whi c h Gray has used as illustrat'on 
of his proposals (po34, r e . it. ) • 
I suggest that a satis actory fit f or a curve ~ f 
thlS type whi h will suit the trend of parabo li c vo lume 
with pa abolic base is 
If 1 >r 
If 1 <r 
If r 
>0, 
<2, 
h 
P 
h p 
h p 
r-l 
= b s where 1 <r s2 p 
b 1 Whl Ch is unsuitable t o the "trend 
1 
sx of paraboli c height o n parabo i c p 
= b s where x <1 which is a p 
suitable form for the trend 
2, h = b s a linear form which, implying a p p 
onstant taper (by Gray 's 
de inition, taper is giv en by 
k = h ) may be sui tab e f o r "the 
......E 
s p 
ea ly life of a tree but n o t for 
its whole life 
f r >2 , h - b s 
P P where x >1 whi h gives a ell v e 
unsuitable to the trend o f 
p rab olic he ight wi"th parabo c 
base (this is at varian e i"th 
Gray's claim p.37 that r may be 
gr at than 2) . 
b -1 t ollows tha if h = s P P 
nd h p P P 
2 
bas e 
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FIG. 14 
The relationship or h s and v : s ror an p p p p 
individual tree of Pi c ea smithiana (arter Table IV 
p.J4 Gray, 1966) . 
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then, substituting for h , 
P 
v b 
P 2 
121 
r - l 
s s 
P P 
C r (in Gray 's = s p t e r ms) • 
f taper g iven b y h is constant , t he trend o f hand 
--E -E 
s must be linea 
-E 
It follows v p 
C = b 
2 
h p 
s p 
thro 
• s p 
2 
gh 
b 
2 
the o rigin i.e. h b s p P 
2 r s = s where r = 2 and P P 
If C = band b 
2 
h r "then 
-E = 1/2h (Gray p.37). The p 
s p s p 
important p oint about C however is that C = b . That 
2 
C 1/2h o nly follows from the formula f or t he "tape p 
s p 
line and is restricted to the c ase where taper i s 
onstant and so equals h by Gray ' s definiti o n of taper . 
-E 
s p 
The ason ' the magnitude of r is simila f o r a 
samples bet een the a ges of seven and 19 3 / 4 ears and 
that this m gni ud e is about 2 " (Gray , p , 38 ) is 
bec us h = b s for these young radiata p 1 ne tees . p p 
in e is made an e pression 0 taper, the o nl -
information demonst ated by the crop refer ed t o is 
that taper is ast fo dominants and slow f o r dominated 
s, and the alu of do not 0 fer any i ndependent 
e idenc as to whether this is due to crown size and 
expo u e or othe wi e. 
Furth th curv v = C s assumes a smoo th p p 
1 ionship between v nd s over the life o f the 
-E -.E. 
t e and unle s this r lationship is s mooth the c urve 
wi ll not b a smooth it. For empIe , if at an two 
st g of h l if 0 t e the tape lin is a g ood 
fi t, h scion 1 e at ious points al o ng the 
st m rn a h i n r d b twe n tages in ny o ne o f ' 
G 
) . 
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three ways (1) the e may have been equal sect ' ona 
area increment a l ong the stem (2) the se c tional area 
increment may have been progress i vely greater from he 
base upwards (3) the secti onal area inc rement may hav e 
been progressively ess from the base upwards . I n all 
these cases if the ratio of increase in parabo l i c 
height to increase in parabolic base is mai ntalned f r om 
stage to stage (for example , year to year) , the effe c t 
wi 1 be for taper to be constant in the f i rst c ase 
men tioned and to c hange in the other two c ases , b u t th r e 
will be a smooth relationshlp between parabol i c he i ght 
and parabolic base and so a smo o th relati o nship bet een 
parabolic volume and p a abolic base . For s u h c ases 
Gray is correct in saying the formula vp = C spr 
satisfies the requirement ' (of allowing) f o r c hanges n 
taper' • 
However, if the ratio of in rease in par abo l i c 
height to increase in parabolic base is not maintained 
from year to year so that , for example , during o ne 
year the in rease in sectional area is progressively 
gre ater toward the top of the tree than the base . 
during the next year the increase is progressivel 
greater toward the base of the tee . and d u r i ng the 
next year is equal along the stem, with the result 
that h atio of the in rease of paraboli c height t o 
in ease in pa abol i base is ontinually chang ng . 
then th relationship between pa abo li c height and 
paraboli base will not be a smooth cu e and 
onsequently the e1ationship between parabo i c 
volume (being half the p oduc t of p araboli c base and 
p abolic height) nd pa abolic base will not be a 
s moo th cur e. For these c onditions of change of 
t per , Gray is not 0 r ct in suggesting the f or mul a 
G 
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will satisfy t he re q uirement of allowing for c hanges 
in taper . It may still form a satisfactory 
mathematical des cription of the trend but there may be 
c onsiderable variation around the curve and the formu a 
will satisfy c hanges in taper only to the extent that 
one is prepared to accept lack of precision of the fit 
of the curve due to the va iation about it be c ause of 
the effect of changes in taper. These latter 
onditions are much more likely than the former in 
fact, it is well known that radial growth al o ng the 
stem is so episodic that the taper l ine n y 
approximates the actual sectional a ea profile o f the 
stem at any time. 
(xi) The change in the volume line of a crop with time 
In Part III, Gray considers 'the pattern of volume 
growth in an even- aged unthinned coniferous crop' 
using the data 0 his study plot, a 19 3/4 years old 
stand of radiata pine in the A. C.T. in which stem 
analysi had been carried out of 17 sample trees 
c omprising 20 pe r cent of t~ crop. Volume lines for 
p a abo l ic volume on parabolic height viz. v = a l blsp p 
wer compiled for the trees at a ges 7, 9, 11 , 13 ~ 5 1 
17, 19 and 19 3/4 years. Gray uses data from the e 
vo lum lines to suppo t certain hypotheses on the 
c hange in the o lum line of a crop with time. 
( 1 ) Th r el ation hip of b l with parabolic height 
l in 
giv n 
He first demonst at s graphically that b has a 
1 tionship with crop parabolic top height H , 
-E 
0 . 54 H. A re on hy this is 
P 
"nevitable 0 Gr, y ' ' p r bo l ic elem nts ' has been 
ugg st d (see p . lO ) . 
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(2) The rela ti o nsh p o f a 1 w ' th paraboli c height 
He demonstrates gra hi ally a u vi inea 
relationship between a l and ~9 though w' thout defining 
the actual relationship fo the data. 
(3) The relati o nship of a l 
He shows the relationship between a and b
l 
graphi cally and from the curvi inear na~ure o f the a ~ b 
I I 
elatio nship apparently speculates that it may be a 
parabola if a l is l i nearly related t o the square of b l
• 
The fi t by eye of a 1.near regressio n passing thr'ough 
the origin to confirm it is a parabo la is rather 
doubtful in vie of the data shown in Figur e 28 ( b ) 
(Gray, p.43). 
(4) The a l hypothesis 
Gray then proposes a hypothesis f or the behavi our 
emar ing that many previous worke rs had 
proposed as a hypothes i s for the beha i our f z (the 
inte cept made by the volume line with the basal a ea 
ax that it bore a causal ela~ionship w' th the 
sectional area of the s.e . d.u.b . limi~ to the tree 
volume in 01 ed 1.n the compilation 0 the ine, a 
proposal which he had suggested was not alid. 
His hypothesis conce ning the behaviour o f a l 
is in se e al parts. 
Th fi st p rt of the hypothesi is ' aI' in an 
unthinn d even- ged oniferous crop (is) a physi cal 
magn tude co r esponding to the n gati e mathema t1.ca 
qu ntit 0 the volume line; the m gni ture 0 a l at 
diffe stages 0 op t s deve pment (i s) 
con ids appro im ting to the , rage volume o f 
th s m llest trees 9 just on the b rli n o f death by 
suppression , at su h stage f the r o p ' s e v e opment' . 
G 
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The se n part 0 the hyp o the s . s 'the 
magnitude of a of every volume l ' ne corresponds to 
that of a volume wh 'ch aIls on an I envelope ' curve 
to successive volume nes? and this c r e 1S of a 
form cha acteristic of s1ngle t ee vo ume growth 
(p.45) ••• the a l tree must confo r m t o (the) f o rmula 
v = C s r which des cribes the env el p e curve (p.44)o ' p p 
The en e ope urve to whi c h Gray refe s is the c rve 
to whi h su essive volume lines are tangent if the 
regressi o n c onstants and regressio n c0eff icients of 
the sucr SS1ve volume lines bear a paraboli c 
r elationship t o ea h ) ther o 
(G ay efers t o an 'a ' 1 tree whi c h i s confus1ng, 
Though he emphasises 'the en e 1 pe curve .) n hich the 
volumes of successive 'a I I tees all i s n o t the 
con tinuous grow th u ve of a l1ving tree' Q he hyp o thesises 
th t the envelope urve p o n which the a l alue must fa 1 
e ach time. conforms t o the formula = C s p p and this 
is his ormul a for the g owth urve of a Ii ' ng tee. 
The e is less onfusion if u ne rea the te t as the a l 
' t e ' rather than the ' aI' tree. That is , o ne mus t 
hink of a onceptua not a l iving tree .) 
The whole hypo the is an be summarised thus g-
f the a l and b l values 0 suc essi e o ume lines bear 
a pa abolic elation hip t o e h the ? each volume 
line t om poin~ is t ngent t o a c ur e known as the 
env lope 0 th moving l'ne ; nd 
the v lue of e ch olume line epresents the I 
m gnitude of th age olum o f the smallest 
t of the crop 
(b) this olume (w ' th the v l ue 1) Ii s o n the 
en lope u r 
'4G 
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(c) the env elope curve is o f ' the f o rm 
r 
v = p s (whi h ray has p T posed as the c urve of 
v o l u me growth o f an i ndividual tree). 
With regard t o (a) G ay c' alms that a l and b l values of 
the Successi e volume line s for h i s study plot show a 
paraboli c rela~io nship but ~he evi enc e seems d oubtful 
(see his Fig.28(b». Rega d i ng ( b) and ) 9 s i n c e the 
only p o i nt whi h the en e o pe curve and the vo lume line 
have in c ommo n is ~he point at whi h the ine is tangent 
to t he c urve , the a l value must be this poin~ . 
After mathematical dev el pment (p.45 ? r ef. c it . ) 
by whi h G ts t o show that 't ' s a 
mathemati ally s ound hypothes ' s t 
.) n c eive the 
magnitude o f a o f ever o lume I ne correspo nds to 
that of a 0 u me whi h falls o n an ' env el p e l! curve to 
su essive o lume lines ? and that this c u v e is o f a 
form hara teristic of sing e t ee vo u me growth ' 
through i~ ' the d i mens ions ( c harac teristi s) o f the a
l 
tee ' a e derived as folI o s o-
base 2al ; b l 
2 helght ~ b l , = taper 2C; 
b' 2al 
volum (static ) v = h p ~ p - a l ; 0 me { g owth) C s p 
2 
It an be hown hat the height 9 base , taper and o lume 
(static) dim nsi o ns f o low a u omat 'c wi thout the 
ne d 0 ny m thematica deve lopm nt. For the volume 
line 
- I + blsp ' the base ( p) o f the ' tree ' must p 
b 2 viz. if 
- a l blsp - a l then s 2al • The 1 p 
~ b l 
vo l u me s pa boli o lume by de inition viz. v = h s p 
.e E 
2 
rom thi , i foIl ws h t i the par b o li c base is s , 
.....E 
. 
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then h == 2 
p -E b 0 An s i n c e ~ape is given 
s p 
as h 9 then taper = b obI 
-E 
sp 2 a 1 
However 9 the mathema~i c a dev e opment presented 
app ears t o be u ns ?'..lnd and n o t ~o sh ~w what it c aims t o 
do ioeo that a l s :) n the en elo e { r e and that this 
be des e r ' bed C £ Gray ~akes 'a cu ve an as -= s p 
po i nc n the c urve at hieh the u me llne is tangen t, 
say v • co r espo nd ' ng t o s 
-E p ( p. 
is o n the ve v p s ( p o 5 /. P 
) and assumes 
He ~hen derives 
the dimensi o ns o f the a 'tf ee' re err ed t o ab ove and 
regards their der ivation as oof that the a l 'tree ' l ies 
on the c urve and the curve f o 10 s the trend = C p 
I n fact the dimensl o ns referred t o ab o e 9 as shown 
the e , e er t o any stati c vo l u me l One and are 
s p 
independent o f any ass umpti o n ab o t the trend 0 a
l 
or 
r 
the trend o f the envel o p u rve o They p ovide no proof 
that a l lies o n the env el ope cur v e nor that the envelope 
curve has the t r end 
The urthe derivati o n that tape 
(p.45) m e 0 11 w fr o m h i s ass'Um ~ io n that a l d o es 
r As himse f shows follow h trend v C .5 ray p p 
(p.J7) i (stacH) 
-
h s 
~ E 
2 
( growth) r nd v s p p 
then h s p P P 
2 
wh n e h 2 c s 
--E p 
s p 
For his study plo t 9 :cay 'inds 2 (the spe ial 
"G 
-0" 
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circums tan Le s o f Lh ha e a l r e a d y been commen t ed o n ) 
when e h = 2 
J? 
s p 
(s ee h1s F o r mula 3 1 ) . 
Rega r d i n g the hypothesis t ha t t he a
l 
value of eac h 
v o l u me line r epre sents the ma gnitud e of t he average 
v o lume o f the s mallest trees o f the c r op ( proposed on 
h i s p. 44) 9 Gra y me r ely states a g a i n o n p . 4 5 ' t he 
d i mens ions o f s ucc ess ive a l t e es may be rega rded a s t he 
l i mi t1 n g phy si a l dimens ions p o s sible f or t he mos t 
d omi nate d tre e s in a c rop at various stages of t he crop's 
g rowth' • Howe ve 9 he p p o s es that 'it i s re a sona ble 
t a ssu me fro m the hyp o thes is t hat , a t a n y g i ven time , 
the vo l ume growth u rve of t he sma lles t living t ree 
p res en t i n the c r o p wi ll app rox i ma te t o t hat of t he 
hyp othetic a l a l tree ' 9 desp i te his r ei t era tion t h a t ' t he 
curve co nne c ti n g a l ma gnitudes • •• i s no t a volume growth 
cu v e b sed o n phys 'c a l me asuremen t s o f any one tree' . 
Fo r obvious re a s o ns i t is an unreas o n ab le a ssu mp t ion . 
i n c e e v en i nformati o n abou t the smal lest livi ng tree 
as n o t av i l a ble , G a i lustrates t he g r ow t h c u rve 
of the mallest samp e tree f the s tud y p lo t ( see his 
Fi g . 25a) 9 comments tha t this u r v e shows a 's t riking 
simi l a ri ty ' t o a 'mo de r elationshi p of a l t ree growth' 
( se his F1 g , 29 ) 9 and r suma bly o ffers this as supp ort 
for t h hy p o the s i s . The g o t h c ur e fo r t he smalles t 
sampl t e 
ray ' s t e ms , 
ou d natu al l y b e a urve v 
p 
with 2 ( see his p.38 ). 
= C s r in 
p 
I t would be 
su p i s i ng i f it did n o t s how a 'striking similarity ' 
0 th 'model 1 t1 o nshi p ' ( 0 his F ig . 29) sinc e the 
be n t ived C r based l att t a s curve p p 
o n t h f l s e mathem t i 1 deve opmen t ( of his p.4 5 ) . 
h f o e 9 t he c la ' ms f o t he ' a l hypo thesis' ap pear 
n o t to be m t. 
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Summar~ 
This review sh~ws that sever 1 workers have based 
their tariff systems In the notion of a fixed 
i ntercep t 9 of a value resumed to be re l ate d t o the 
upper d.u.b . lim·t to which stem volume is measured. 
Others have established a correlation between the 
regr ssion constants o f the tariff s ystem and stand top 
height or stand mean basal area or both. All have 
e tab11shed a c0rrelation between the regression 
coefficients o f the tariff system and stand top height. 
orne have used these correlations as the method of 
access. Others ha ve prefe red to find the tariff of 
best it to v o lumes of sample trees determined by 
direct measurement r estimated from other tree 
volume tables. 
I t is s uggested that Gray 's expl a nations for the 
behav· our 0 the regression constant and coefficient 
do not s em to be a l id . 
~G 
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Chapter 7 
A TARIFF S Y TEM FOR THE STUDY AREA 
I 
Since the v 1u me o f eery tree in each plot of 
the st dy area had been stimated from the General 
Volume Table (Cromer / McIntyre, Lewis , 1955), it was 
p o ib1e to c alculate the volume line for each plot 
withou t sampling erro r. For he easons discussed in 
hap~e 5 , it was assumed that the relationshi p of 
stem v o ume (under b rk from g round to 4 " d.u.b.) on 
basal area 0 e bark was linear. Dudzinski ( 1960) has 
poi n~ed out that the volume line is characterised by an 
increase o f arra variance of volume with increase in 
basal area and this should be taken into account in 
fitting the li nes by the use o f weights inversely 
p oportion 1 to the array variances . This was considered 
an unne essary refinement here and the regressions were 
c al u lat d by the co n entional least squares method 
ithout weighting . The reg essio n constants and 
coef icients f o the plo ts at various times of 
m su ement are shown in Table 1. 
I n cons ide ri ng what stand parameters might 
in Iu n c e the regressio n constant and coeffi ient of a 
o lum lin s o as t o develop relationshi p s to form the 
bas ' s o f t f y em , it seemed logical to 
in s ig te ir t h t stand parameters influenced 
h s~ nd he ght ur e , A dis usse d in Chapter 5, the 
tionship b teen stem volume nd basal area for the 
es 0 n n - gad stand wil l o nly be 1 near i f 
th r i ul re l ation h ps betwe n tree hei g ht 
nd b s 1 e 9 and b tw n fo m fa tor nd basal area . 
"G 
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Of th va ious orms o f stand height curve which 
have be n s ggested 9 d iscussed in Chapter 4, one which 
is very sui table or present purpos es is a linear form 
(the s o- c alled Gehrhardt e quati o n ) 
where H . tre e t u tal height (fee t) and B = tree basal 
are a over bark (s q. ft). Be cause of the analogy with 
the v~ u me line , it i s o nvenient to refer to it as a 
' height l~ ne' . he conne c tion between this form of the 
stand he "ght cu e and the volume line is as f o llows : -
If H 
since V 
then V 
( i) if F is 
wher 1 
(ii) i F 
I n b o h 
= a 2 = b 2 
B 
B.H . F. 
- B(a2 - b 2 ) F 
B 
onstant (p.63) 
~ B a 2 const. - b 2 const. 
= 
- const. b 2 
- ali b l B 
const . b 2 a nd b l = con st. a 2 
a l t b l B ( p . 66) 
- b 2 .~ a 2 B 
B( 2 - b 2 ) a l b l 
B 
~ -
(B ( a 2 - b 2 
B 
- a l + b l B 
B) 
~ 
eg sion constant of the 
v o lum l One is unc ion 0 the regres ion coeffi ient 
of h h ight line ~ nd th regressi o n coeffi ient of 
'lG 
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the v o lume l i ne is a u n c t · on o f' the regression 
c o ns tan o f' the he i ght i ne. Whatever stand paramete (s) 
inf'luenc ed the slo pe f' the height line would be 
expected a f'e c t the r egression constant of' the 
volume and whatever i nf' luenc ed the regression constant 
of' the height li ne would af'f'e c t the slope of' the vo lume 
line. 
T t as als o s u gge ted in Chapter 4 that this f'orm 
o f' sta nd he i ght c u v e was likely t o be as satisf'actory 
a f'it a s o ther f' o rms. 
T he egress io n 0 t ee height o n the reciproca l 
o f' tree basal a r e a a s cal u 1ated f'or the plots at 
various t i mes o f' measu ement . The regression constants 
and c oef'f'i ients a e shown in Table 1. Like the 
v o lume lines 9 these height lines are wi thout sampling 
er or sin e the height and basal area of' ea h tree 
had been me a s ured. 
The s t and p arameters which would most likely 
inf'luenc e the sta~i stic s o f' the height lines were then 
co nsl.dered . 
THE l-IEIGHT LT 
The 'm c hanic s ' o f' a stand height curve f'or an 
even- aged tand 0 adi a ta pine and of' the development 
o suc essi e stand height curves have a l r e ady been 
dis used (C h . 4 ). Th ma in f'eatu es of' the curve are 
( ) its 0 s p oint i f'i d by the verage of' the 
height o f' the sho test trees whi h are in genera l 
thos 0 m lest di m ter ; (ii) its high st poi n t is 
d by th r g o f' the height of' the tallest 
s whi h in gene 1 r those o f' l argest d i amete 
nd (ii i) it h s throughout its length a positive slope 
d ng with n ~ r ing d i a me ter. t seems well 
"G 
rD. 
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es tablished that at any age the heights of the tallest 
trees are strongly corre lated with factors of the site, 
at least to the extent that, if volume production to 
any age is regarded as a criterion of the quality of 
the site, then the heights of the largest trees are 
strongly positively correlate d with that volume 
production to that age. It is also well established 
that within the limits of the number of trees per unit 
area which are regarded as a reasonable stocking for 
wood production purposes, the height of the tallest 
trees does not reflect that stocking. This being so, 
the regression constant of the height line is likely 
to be most influenced by the heights of the tallest 
trees reflecting the effects of the factors of the site 
at a particular age . 
II 
The rate of decrease of height with diameter from 
the tallest to the shortest, and the total difference 
between the height of the tallest and shortest, are 
likely to be influenced by the effects of competition, 
a reflection of the stocking and tolerance of the 
trees in general as a species and in particular in 
the local environment. The slope of the line would be 
e pected to be more strongly influenced by factors 
related to the stocking of the stand such as total 
I basal area per unit area, number of trees per unit 
area or mean basal area . 
ince the regression constant is not fixed 
compl tely by the height of the tallest trees but is 
aff cted to some extent by the slope of the height 
lin, th regression constant might be partly affected 
by the stocking of the stand or an interaction of site 
and d n i y. imilar l y, the effect of density factors 
~G 
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on the difference in height with difference in 
diameter might well be influenced by site factors. 
On this basis, it was de ided to examine the 
relationships 0 the regression constants and 
coefficients of the height lines with stand top height 
(HST ) and stand me an basal area (B) . Thi s was done 
on the CSIRO compute through a multiple regression 
pro gramme kindly ma de avallable by Dr • Gilber t. The 
independent variables used were as follows: 
2 1 1 1 2 -2 
HST ' II T' HST ' JHST, JHsT , H T ' B, B , HST . il 
After prelimina y theoretical consideration and 
investigation by graphi cal methods of likely 
relationships, this programme was also used to calcula te 
relationships of the regression constants and 
c oefficients of the volume lines with the same stand 
p rameters, as discussed in the next section (p .145). 
Th linea cor elation coefficients of each 
variable in turn on the others were calcul ated (Tab le 
12) and used a s a le ad to likely curvi linear 
egre sions . The programme was such that the best fit 
to any number 0 the independent variables could be 
cal cuI ted and then the best of the remainder added. 
(i) a 2 (the r g ession constant of the height line) 
ndi idual values of a· on H are hown in Figure 2 
----I 
l 5(a) . Th po nt pr s nting the a 2 and equivalent 
H T valu a ious ges for each plot are linked by 
st ight line to show the chrono logi cal trend. The 
plot h simila trend with time whi h is in gene al 
line r, s onfi med b the means of classes H T with 
ten e t in e val (Figur 15 (b)) . 
o s i the a ny ont ibution to the 
v r on 0 a 2 w· thin a H T c l ass by v ri tion in il, 
Le ge nd: 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Ji,--'''' 
w!J(i) 
a 1 
1 
1 . 000 
0 . 809 
0 . 731 
0 · 769 
0 . 714 
0 · 734 
0·725 
-0.659 
0 . 825 
0 . 715 
- 0 . 660 
- 0 . 619 
0 . 748 
0 . 725 
2 
b 1 
2 
1 . 000 
0 . 966 
0 . 804 
0 . 974 
0 . 890 
0 · 973 
- 0 · 928 
0 . 991 
0 . 974 
- 0 . 928 
- 0 . 884 
0 · 920 
0 . 843 
Table 12 
Linear correlation coefficients for the relationships of the volume 
line and hei~ht line constants with various stand variables 
3 4 5 6 27 8 9 10 11 12 13 1~2 a 2 b 2 HST B HST 1 b 1 2 JHST 1 1.2 HST·B B HST 
,jHST HST 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 . 000 
0 . 859 1.000 
0 · 987 0 . 801 1 . 000 
0 · 907 0 . 838 0.908 1 . 000 
0 . 980 0.799 0.992 0.918 1.000 
- 0 . 949 - 0 . 760 
- 0 . 965 - 0 . 841 
- 0 . 926 1 . 000 
0 . 948 0 . 796 0 . 954 0 . 893 0 . 968 
- 0.878 1.000 
0 . 987 0 . 803 1.000 0 · 910 0.992 
- 0 . 965 0 . 954 1 . 000 
- 0 . 950 
- 0 . 762 
-0 . 965 - 0 . 844 
- 0 . 926 1 . 000 
-0.878 
- 0.965 1 . 000 
- 0 . 908 
- 0 . 721 
- 0 . 926 
- 0 . 791 
-0 . 873 0 . 992 - 0 . 823 
- 0.925 0 · 992 1.000 
0 . 924 0 . 817 0 · 928 0 . 985 0 . 951 -0.836 0.934 0 . 931 - 0 . 838 0 . 775 1 . 000 I-' 
w 0 . 837 0 . 762 0 . 840 0.967 0 . 873 
- 0 . 735 0 . 871 0 . 843 
-0 . 737 -0 . 671 0.978 1.000 Vt 
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the data were separated into three B c l asses of 0 . 5sq. 
ft interval (Figure l5(c)). From this there appeared 
to be very little contribution if any from B. 
The linear regression of a 2 on HST was calculated 
as:-
-1.981187 + 1 . 049338 H T (r = . 987, 2 r 
A ALYSIS OF VARIA CE 
. S . D. F . M. S . F. 
Reg ession 41700.4 1 41700.4 4884 
R sidual 113 5 .5 133 8.54 
Total 42835.9 
The va iable B showed itself as best of the 
remainde r and the multiple linear regression of a 2 
H T and B was a l cu lated as:-
a 2 -0 . 322 5 15 + 0 . 984607H T + 4 . 363118 B 
A OF VARIA CE 
D. F . M. S . F . 
Regression on 
H T 4.700.4 1 
S . . due to B 
aft r H T 34.0 1 34.0 4 . 07 
Regre sion on 41734.4 2 H T and B 
R sidual 1101. 5 132 8.34 
Total 42835 . 9 
o oth r variable of those tested contributed 
significantly to th relationship or suggested a 
cu vi l in r r lationship was more ati factory . 
Th r for, it as concluded that the l inear 
. 974) 
Sig . 
+++ 
on 
ig. 
+ 
regr s ion of a 2 on H T was very highl y significant, with 
st nd d ror 0 stimate of 2 . 9 2 ; there was a 
furth r contribution to the it by B at the five p er cent 
1 v 1 but the contribution wa smal l (th standard error 
of stirn t bin g 2 . 9) nd no reg rded as of practical 
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importance; and so the linear regression of a
2 
on H T 
viz. ~2 = -1.981187 + 1.049338 H T (Eqn. 1) 
was accepted as satisfactory. 
From this, b l (the regression coefficient of the 
volume line) woul d also be expected to be related to 
stand top height. 
(ii) b 2 (the regression coefficient of the height line) 
T~ graph of b 2 on HST is shown in Figure 16(a). A 
trend is apparent but there is considerable variation, 
the variance increasing with increasing H
ST
. When the 
data are arranged as me ans for HST c l asses of ten feet 
interval (Figure 16(b)) the general trend is c lear 
through the best fit is not clear. The trend in the 
lower five classes is curvi linear bu t does not fit the 
upper two c l asses . A linear fit to all the classes 
would be reasonab le. To seek the source of the variation 
about this line, the data were arranged in mean basal 
area (8) classes within H T classes and plot ted 
graphically (Figure 1 6(c)) which suggested a strong 
componen t of 8 in the re lationship. This was c onfirmed 
by plotting b 2 a gainst means of 0.2sq. ft classes of B 
(Figur 1 6(d)) where the fit to the means is evidently 
linear with a high correlation. 
Ca l cu l ation of the r gr ssion of b 2 on the various 
ind p ndent variables suggested that a linear trend was 
mor tisf ctory than a curvilinear trend; and that, of 
th qu tion of a lin ar trend, the multiple regression 
of b 2 on H T' Band HS .B had the least residual mean 
squ s as follows:-
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Total s. s ? I ndep. Var. Resid. s . s. r 
149 6 HST+B+HST· B 
B 
HST·B 
HST 
414 
446 
496 
536 
.838 
.817 
.801 
Though the multiple regression of b
2 
on H
ST
' B 
and HST.B was the most satisfactory fit, being 
cal ulated as if the values of b 2 were static , its form 
was not compatible with the dynamic nature of the data 
(Flgure l6( c )) though the fo r m of the equa~ion on the 
ombined variab les alone i.e. HST.B, was compa tible. 
From the evidenc e 0 the residual sum squares , the 
re l ationship of b 2 with B was acce pted as the most 
suitable whilst appreciating a component of H Twas 
involved. That is , the equation 
b2 = -0.45872 + 10.18874 B Eqn.2 
was a c epted for p ediction purposes. 
From this, a l (the regression constant of the 
olume line) mi ght be e pected to be related to stand 
me an basal a ea there being variation within mean basal 
a ea due to stand top height. 
THE VOLUME LINES 
(i) b l (the egression coefficient of the volume 
line) 
From the e peri en with a 2 , ~ was expe ted to 
be related to HST . alues of b l were plotted 
g aphi ally against H T (Figure l 7(a)). The trend 
appe ed to be lin a wi h a limited variation which 
p haps in r sed slightl wi th increasing H T. 
dat was then a anged by H T classes of ten feet 
The 
int Is nd me ns plotted (Figure l7(b)) . There was 
a sugg tion of slight c u ilinea ity though a linear 
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fit would be reasonable . To see if there was any 
contribution to the variati on Of .b l within HST by 
variation f B within HST ' t he data were arranged b y 
c lasses of B (Figure l7( c )) whi c h suggested t hat 
148 
I: variation of B d o es not contribute to the variation of 
I 
I: .b l · 
The linear re g r ess ion of b l on HST was alculated 
as : -
b l 1.35 989 5 0 . 339008 HST (r = . 974, 2 . 949 ) = r 
A ALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
S . . D. F. M. S . F. Si g . 
Reg essio n 4352.4 1 4352 .4 2445 
Res i dua l 236 . 5 133 1. 78 
Tota l 4588.9 
2 The reg essi o n of b l on H T was very similar to 
2 T he regression of l on HST and HST 
showed a slight i mprovement , cal culated as : -
b l = 7. 153700 
2 0.182440 H T + 0.001006H T 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
. S . D.F . M. . F. 
Regression on H T 4352 .4 1 
to H 2 after H T 14 . 9 1 14.9 8.8 due T 
Regre ss i on on HST and H T 
2 4367.3 2 
Residu 1 221. 6 132 1. 68 
Tot 1 4588 . 9 
Th eg ession of b l on H T is very highl y 
Sig . 
+ 
signifi n t ith a standa d e ror of estimate of 1.33 . 
The is a ontribution of H T2 to the fit (significant 
at the on p r c ent lev 1) but its practi al effect is 
v y s m 11 : the standa d e ror o f estima te is 1.29. 
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o other v ariable o f those tested contributed t o 
imp ovement i n the it , When mean basal area was 
inc luded in the fo m 
the residual sUITlsquares as the same as when B was not 
in luded . 
As expe cted 9 there was a strong l inea c orre l ati o n 
between b l and a 2 9 wi th r = 
It is also of i n t eres t to note that the regressi o n 
of ,b l on HST f or the 135 values of the presen t study 
when HST was a max imum at 113 feet 
viz . b l = 1 . 360 0.339 HST 
was not signif1 ~antly differen t from the regression of 
b l on H T whi h was establ ished by Cromer and Carron 
(1957) for 50 values of the study area when the maximum 
HST was 98 feet 
v iz. b l = 1.632 
Indeed, the agreemen t of the t wo equations is remarkable 
c onsid ri ng the g r e at l y increased data of the p r esent 
study . 
For p re d i tion purposes the equation 
b l = 1.359895 0 . 339008 HST 0 •• • Eqn . 3 
was accepted. 
( ii) a l (the r egr ess ion onstant of the volume line ) 
Wh n p obable relationships between a l and stand 
pa ameters were onside ed , it seemed there we e three 
p ast expe i enc es t o d aw f om . The c ommon expe ien e 
in Que nsl a nd and ew outh Wales was that a l b ore a 
linea relation to stand top height . I n Aus t alia, 
Get B i ain, Western Europe and orth America, there 
was th no tion that th volum line ma de a 'fixed 
( const nt) nterc ept' o n he basal a ea a is and that 
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there was a linear elationship of b l with stand top 
height , imply ' ng a linear relationship between a
l 
and 
stand top height sin e 
a l = b l • intercept - b l , constant. 
C o rne and Carro n (1957) suggested that a l was related 
to both stand top height and mean basal area. 
Values 0 
(Figure l8(a)) 
a we .c e therefore plo t ted agains t HST 
om which it could be surmised that the 
fit was probably linear but possibly slightly 
u vi11near, w1 th considerable variation which increased 
with in reas1ng H TO When means of c l asses of HST of 
ten feet ' nterval were plotted (Figure l8(b)) , the 
c rvilinear trend was lear and , in view of the 
va iation shown in Figure 18(a) , the fit to the means 
was remarkably good. 
To test if there was variation in a l d ue to 
va iati n in Ii within H T classes, appro priate means 
were d rived and plot ted graphically (Figure l8(c))o The 
e id nce was ather c nfli ting . Means of a l values 
within B classes of 0 .50 sq. ft intervals, (Figure l8 (d)) 
showed a lear cur i linea trend of a l on B though the 
limi d number of point could be mislea~ing . 
' a l ulation of the regression of a l on the various 
ind pend nt v riables gave residual mean squares as 
ollows :-
Tot I s . s . Ind p. va . Resid. s.s. 
157 H T 77 
H 2 74 H T + T 
H T + H T oi3 69 
2 B - 2 68 H T H T + B 
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Clearly , relating a l to stand top height 7 mean 
basal a ea 9 singly ] powers of them, or in ombination 1 
was not very satisfa tory. 
Gay ' s hypothes is (Gray 1966 ), that a l represents 
a t ee with a growth curve described by 'the envelope 
of the moving line' generated by successive volume lines 
the a l values of whi h b ore a urvilinear relationship 
to the equiva ent b l va l u es . was unac eptable (as 
dis ussed p.124) . A curvi l i near r elationship of a l on 
b l was acceptable S1nce s o me o f the plots of the study 
area early showed · t (as had Gray 's study plot). This 
was als i n keep1ng w1th the noti n of the 'fixed 
interc ep t' , sin e 1n that c ase , 
It seemed possible 
a l and b l mi ght be correlated directly , rather than 
pa tially orrelated be ause each was correlated with 
stand t o p he1ght , 
Values o f a l e e the efore plotted against 
equivalent b (Figure 19 (a) . There was a general 
line or slightly u vilinea trend but with considerable 
va iation whi c h appeared to increase onsiderably with 
in r i ng b l • When means of c lasses of b l were plotted 
( 19u e 19(b)) there as lea evidenc e of a 
cu vi l in a trend , th fit to the means being remarkably 
g ood co ns idering the e tent of the var1ation . (This 
mi ght b pected , of course , in view of the fit t o the 
m ns 0 H 
--L lass s (Figure 18(b)) and the high 
cor el ti o n of b l ·th H T). 
To e t if va ia i o n in mean basal a ea in stands 
having olum lin s f the same slop might be 
o nt ibut ng 0 th · ation in aI' appropriate means 
w · thin m n ba lass s within b l 1 sses were 
c lcul t d and plotted (Figu e 19( c )) from whi c h it 
se me d th t B d i d n o t ont ibut to th ar ia ti o n. 
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The reg ession 0 a 1 on b l , and on combinations of 
b l with stand paramete s, were then c alculated. 
The linear egres sion of a l on b l was calculated as:-
2 
= .809, r = .654) 
A ALY IS OF VARIA E 
S.S . D. F. M.S. F. Sig. 
Regression 02.7 1 102 ·7 257 + of 
Resid al 54.1 133 0.4 
Total 156.8 
Adding b 1
2 
which gave the equation 
a 1 = 1.451824 - 0.081596 0.004045 b 1
2 
improved the fit as fo llows ~-
A OF VARIA CE 
. S . D. F. M. . F Sig 
Regression on b l 102.7 1 
due to b l 
2 
. 
after b l 4.6 1 4.6 12.3 +T 
Regression o n b l 
nd b l 
2 
107 . 3 2 
Residual 9.5 132 0.37 
01; 1 156 . 8 
in e the elationship seemed curvi linear (Figure 
19(b)) 9 and the ont ibution of b 1
2 
was significant at 
th ne pe nt Ie el . this equation was a cepted as 
p e bl to the linear regression on b 1 " 
When the t m ~ or H 2 was included as a further 
-::; --I. 
ind pend nt ble 9 fu the signifi ant r eduction in 
th r idu 1 va i o cu red. The fo m of the 
equation was however not ompat ble w ' th the chronologi al 
tr nd of th data nd as una cept ble. 
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The e or e , f o p r e i tion purp ses 9 the equat io n 
~1 = 1. 451824 0 .081 596 h1 0 , 004045 b1
2 
••• Eqn.4 
was accepted. 
From this equation 9 values of ~1 were predicted for 
ea h me a s uremen t a nd an effort made to relate d i fferenc es 
between a tua1 and predicted va l ues of a 1 to stand 
p aramete s and stand c haracteristics. The deviates were 
plotted graphical ly a g ainst mean basal area and tota l 
b asal a ea. o orre1 ation was appar en t9 the pattern was 
o f in reas "ng de iates 9 bo th positive a nd negative, with 
both me an and to~a basal area which merely reflected 
the p atte n o f ~he ariation o f a 1 with i ncreasing b 1 
( igure 19(a)). inc e the latter was a n effect of a ge 
and site q uality, total basal area was plotted graphically 
a ga1ns t age to see 1f an association of deviates with 
basal a ea was being masked by age effects. As would be 
e pe ted 9 the e was a trend of total b a sal a ea with 
age bu t with consi de rabl e variation around it9 greates t 
at the young r age (up to 5 0 per c ent ) where the 
ariatio n of a 1 1S least. The deviates were then so ted 
into s ize lasses and qual ifi ed by t he thinning history 
o t he p10t J repr sented b y years between thinning and 
tim of me a su ement 9 and b the number of tees and basal 
ea removed as a per en tage of the crop before thinning . 
Again 9 th e seemed no as s oc iation between the devi a tes 
and the thinning h i sto y. 
The reason for the va iation and erratic ' progress ' 
of 1 f or b l thus b omes d i ffi u1t to explain , a s does 
the ason why the ges of a 1 for c lasses f b l fit 
su h smooth ur e ( igure19(b)) which is much better 
th n the g r phi 1 plotting of the indivi dual values 
sugg ts ou ld be 
na u o and the 1 
p ted. The cau e of th errati 
s on for t h smooth fit of th 
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averages may be connected, for in many cases it app ears 
from the data as if the sharp redu tion in the value of 
a l is b ought about by thinning and the subsequent sharp 
rise in a l is the result of the stand ' correcting' the 
e ffect of the thinning . The net effect of this 
correcting is for t he averages of the a l values after 
thinning and before subsequent thinning to give a 
s mooth trend. There is also very likely an effect of 
weather . The hange in the statisti c s of the volume line 
of a plot between measurements results from the relative 
g owt h in v lume of ea h tree in the plot over the 
period and this elative gr owth is strongly influenced 
by the weathe 0 There is a strong correlation of b l 
with a 2 which is strongly 0 related with stand top 
height . The c hange in s tand top height with time does 
not seem to be affe t ed m c h by variation in annual 
rain all at le a s t f om the evidenc e o f top height - age 
trends for the area (Ca ron, 1967) . This suggests 
that b l does not vary much be ause of errati rainfal l. 
The c hange of b 2 with time is mu h mo r e errati c due to 
the effe ts of va iation i n weather on the relative 
g owth of the sho ter trees, and this erratic 
behaviour is r eflected in the variation of a l " 
Th o c urren e of ' wolf ' tree in a p l ot 
ont ibut d to an i n c ease in the ariation of a l for 
a pa ti ular a u of b l , as Cromer and Carro n ( 1957) 
ound. This is on source of the va iation here, but 
a mino on. 
THE TARIFF SYSTEM FOR ~'I'HE STUDY AREA 
(1) quations for the es i mate of ~ and ~ 
Assum ng th t the most ef i ient equation s for 
p r ed i ti n g b l and h d b en obtained f om the d ata viz. 1 
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(Eqn .3) 
f1l == 1. 45182 " 
- 0.081596 b l 0.004045 b1
2 
••• (Eqn.4) 
t he volumes fo the po ts were c al culated through 
v = f1l + b B 
here V pred i ted plot volume (u. b. to 4 " d.u .b., 
cu. ft) 
-
number of trees 
and B plot basal area ove bark (i n sq. ft). 
The a tual plot volumes, the predicted values and 
the deviates ) are listed in ab le 1. 
The predi , ted volumes were also plo tte d graphically 
against the a tua l volumes (Figure 20). If they 
o r espo nded e actly the e would be a linear relation 
between them,wi~h a slope of unit~ passing through the 
origin . The orrespondence is not exa t but is 
nevertheless very good , Three p oints (p lots 2A/70 / l 9 
16/80/1 and 18/ 80/2 emphasised by i cles on Figure 20 ) 
appeared to be abe rant elative to the others so they 
were hecked. There are no errors in the individual 
trees and the v o lume lines a e a very good fit without 
any individual tees ha ing large deviates from the line. 
How ve , all three plots have a long history of dead -
topping and the top heights are less than would be 
exp ct d rom thei ages and site index lassifi cation. 
When a nd b I are p edi ted using a top height of the 
middl of the r nge for the site index classifi ation 
of the a (c ron 1967), the predi ted volumes for 
he plots a e mu h c l o e to the a tual volumes. 
Th eg ssion f pr dict d olume on actua l vo l ume 
w al ul ed for a ll the obse vations (135) as follows : -
12 . 1 5 + 0 . 9846 
2 0.9 9) 
(Reg ession 0. 1) 
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If the three aberrant observations referred to 
above are omitted , the regression for 132 observations 
becomes 
~ = -0.6708 + 0.9965 y (r 2 0.996, r = 0.993) 
(Regression 0.2) 
Considering that stand volume is predicted through 
the prediction of b l from stand top height and the 
prediction of a l from b l , this fit of predi cted volume 
on actual volume is very good indeed for the 135 
observations and excellent for the 132 observations. The 
variance of 1 hardly increases with increasing ~ (Figure 
20) • 
The analysis of variance for the two regressions 
respectively is as follows:-
RegressionN"o.l 
Source D. F. S.S. M. S . F. ~ 
Linear regression 1 10967958 +++ 
Error 133 114076 857.71 
Total 134 11082034 
The standard error of estimate of the me an (650 cu. 
ft) is 29.3 cu. ft representing 4.5 per cent of the mean 
Regression No.2 
Source D.F. . S . M.S • F . ~ 
Linear regression 1 9970051 +++ 
Error 130 69968 538.21 
Total 131 1'0040019 
The standard error of estimate of the mean (65 0 cu. 
ft) is 23.2 cu.ft representing 3.6 per cent of the mean 
The dist ibution of the 135 deviates of predicted stand 
volume f om actual volume, as per cent of actual volume, 
is as foll ows:-
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egative devi ates Positive devi ates 
>10 5-10 1-5 0-1 0-1 1- 5 5-10 >10 
o 10 41 16 18 35 13 2 
The test, of course, refers to the data from which 
the tariff system was compiled. For maximum efficiency 
in compilation, a ll the available data were used. 
There are no independent data available to test the 
system, this must await a further measurement. 
A major advantage of the volume line as a means 
of deriving the volume of a stand is that it is a one 
way volume tab le and wi ll provide an estimate of the 
volume of an individual tree of the stand. So tha t~ for 
a satisfactory tariff system, a tariff predic ted for a 
stand must not only give a reliable estimate of the 
volume of the stand but a reliable estimate of the 
volume of a tree of any particular basal area in the 
stand. Considerable practical experience has shown 
that volume lines are often obtained which give a 
correct estimate of stand volume from an incorrect 
volume line because the product of the number of trees 
in the stand and the error in a I ' which is a negative 
product,is balanced by the product of the basal area of 
the stand and the error in bl,which is a positive 
produc t. Su h a volume line will of course give a false 
estimate of individual tree volume. 
As a guid to the fficiency of the predicted 
volume lines in estimating individual tree volume, 
the difference between individual tree volumes estimated 
from the a tual volum lines a nd estima t ed from the 
predi ted volume lines over the range of basal area were 
det rmined for ea h plot of the study area by the same 
pro edure as r c omm nded by G.A. McI~tyre in a previous 
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investigation (Cromer and Carron, 1957). In this 
procedure individual tree volumes are estimated for 
amounts of basal area at various intervals from the mean 
basal area of the plot, fo r both actual and predicted 
volume lines for the plot, and the difference between 
each pair is c alcul a ted. Five amounts of basal area 
are chosen viz. 
mean - 1.64 0, mean -0.84 0 , mean, mean + 0.84 0 , 
mean + 1 . 64 ° 
where 'mean' represents the mean basal area of the plot 
and ° repr esents the standard deviation of the basal 
area of the plot . I f t he tree basal areas are normally 
distributed , the percentage of trees having basal 
areas less than the defined values is respectively 5, 
20 , 50 , 80 a nd 95 per cent . The distribution of basal 
area for these stands, as discussed elsewhere ( Carron, 
1964), approxima tes sufficiently to normality for these 
percentages to be sufficiently close to the truth for 
present purposes. 
The deviates of the tree volumes of the predicted 
tariff from those of the actua l volume line at the 
five bas a l area levels for each plot are shown in Table 
13. I f these deviates are expressed as per cent of 
actual volume, most of them are seen to be l ess than 
ten per cent , the majority l ess than five per cent. 
For a few plots the deviates were greater than ten per 
cent p arti ularly fo small basal area values when a 
small deviate of volume may represent a relative l y high 
percentage of actual volume. In general, the test shows 
that th predicted volume l ines estimate the individual 
tree volume well , certainly for any practical purpose . 
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(ii) Other sour es of error in the estimate of ~ 
and ~ 
Stand top height . Since b l is predicted from stand 
to p height directly and a l is predicted from stand top 
height indirectly from the predicted value of b l , errors 
in stand top height have a direct effect on the 
prediction of stand volume . The extent of the error in 
stand volume for various errors in stand top height at 
various stand top heights , for average values of stand 
basal area and number of trees c orresponding to such 
stand top heights on the study area, is shown in Table 
14. 
Table 14 
Error in the estimate of predicted vo l ume for various 
errors in stand top height, as per cent 
Stand o . of Basal area Error in stand to p height 
top trees per acre ( ft) 
height per (sq. ft) 
(ft) acre ± l ±J ±5 
50 400 120 2 6 1 0 
80 200 150 1 J 5 
110 120 180 0 . 8 2 4 
Exp ien e suggests that error in the measurement 
of height of radiata pine is likely to be of the order 
of ±l foot for trees about 50 feet high and ±2 feet for 
tre about 100 feet high, so that the bias from this 
sour e in the estimate of stand volume should have a 
rna imum of the order of six pe ent . 
E n though he a tual measurement of height is 
fre of e ro , the e is the possibility of error in the 
estimat of stand top h ight be cause in practice the 
tall st tees are nominated subjectively and s~me of 
th t 1 1 st may be missed . Stand to p height being 
defin d as he average of th 25-JO tal lest trees per 
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a re, one can reasonably ensure that the tallest have 
been m asu ed by nominating and measuring more than 
this and selecting the 25-30 tallest from them . F or 
the plots of the study area which are about 0.2 acre in 
area, about eight trees are usually nominated 
subjectively and me asured a nd the average taken of the 
six talles t. This source of e ror is generally not 
serious. Er ors in the a tual measurement of height 
are more important, p articularly due to measuring a 
leaning tree as if it were vertical. This problem and 
its solution have been dis ussed elsewhere (Carron, 
1968). 
The mos t serious source of error in the estimate of 
stand to p height in the study area is the effect on tree 
he i gh t of the dead-top c ondition , particularly since 
frequen t l y the largest trees suffer most from it . It 
is often possib le to dete ct from the appearance of a 
tr e e that it has suffered f rom dead-top, that its 
present height will be less than it would otherwise 
have been, a nd so t o avo id it. If many of the tallest 
tre s have been a ffe cted it may be difficult to find 
enough unaffected trees for a representative estimate. 
I f the effect of de ad-top is not detected, under-
estimates will result. If top height - age curves have 
been compiled , as is the case for the study area, these 
can b us d as a ommonsense check on the measurement at 
a ny tim . 
t nd top height may be es~imated from stand mean 
height . n a n a ssessment of the study area (Carron, 
1955) , there appear d to be a difference of 6-7 feet 
b twe n st nd top height ( defined as the m an of the 
tall st 25-30 t es P r acre) and stand mean height 
(d fOn d as the m an of th height of 25-30 trees with 
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d.b . h . equal 0 nearly equal to the mean dob . h . of the 
stand), ir spe tive of age (from about 12 to 27 y e a rs) 
or site qua lity of the stand. The c onstant nature of 
this diffe en e h as als o been found to be characteristi c 
of certain oniferous plantations i n Great Britain 
(Christie, pr ivate communication) . It has c onsiderable 
pra tical value in mensuration work on the study area 
be cause of the easy conversion fro m one expressi on of 
stand height to another. I f the talles t trees have been 
affected by dead-top but n ot the trees of average size, 
o r if a c he c k of t o p he i ght is needed , the r ela tion 
between the two expressl o ns is of value fo r definlng the 
tariff a nd has been cal culated for the present da ta as 
HST = 9.3105 
where HST is stand to p height in feet a nd HSM is stand 
me an height in feet . orrespondence be tween t he two 
exp essions is as follows : -
HSM 5 0 70 90 110 
H T 57 77 96 106 
Diff. 7 7 6 6 
Keeves (pe s o nal ommunication) has established a 
similar re l ationship between stand to p height (PH) and 
~he average of ~he heights of the 30 largest trees by 
diame ter (H30L ) as fol10ws : -
PH = 1.0317 H30L - 0 , 284 
t his stand t o p he i ght being use d a s a n i ndex for tariffs 
o f radi ata pine in ou th Austra l ia . The main reason for 
so deriving stand top height is to avoid the problem of 
nsuring that the tallest t ees are me a sured , it being a 
relati ly simple matter to nominate the largest trees by 
d a mete . The same gument may be put fo rward to 
justify th use of t he r elationship above for the study 
-
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area sin e it is a simpler matte r to nominate tees of 
ave age d iame ter in t he stand than the tallest trees. 
umbe r of trees and basal area. The only other 
sources of er or are counting t he number of trees and 
the dete minati on o f stand basal area. The ormer is 
an unlike y sou ce of error espe cially i n permanent 
units where the reco ds assist in identification and 
enume ation of every tree. Provided diameter i s 
me asured proper y and subsequent alculations of basal 
area a e corre ct y carri ed out, there should also be no 
e rror from the latter s urce other than the inevitable 
lack of e a tness in the eS~1mate due to the fact that 
tree s are usual y irregu l ar in sectiona l outline but 
in practice are accepted as c1rcular . 
(iii) The tariff system acce p te d 
Since t he method of access, being through stand top 
he ight alone? c uld not be simplerr since the standard 
error 0 estimate of the mean was onl y of the order of 
fou per cent; and since the other sources of error 
were f wand could be kep t und e r reasonable control , it 
was de cided to accept Equations (3) a nd (4) ( p.163 ) 
as th basis of a tarif system for ~he study area . 
in ~l is estimated from 
in terms of II T as follow g-
hI 1. 3560 I- 0.3390 H T 
~l = 1.4518 - 0.0816 b l + 
i. ~l = 1 .3480 - 0.0241 H T 
For n i nd i idual tre 
" ~l ~ b b 
= -( .3480 0.0241 H T 
b l , ~l can be 
0 . 0040 b l 
2 
0.0005 H T 
2 
2) 0 . 0005 H T 
expr essed 
(Eqn.3 ) 
(Eqn.4) 
(Eqn.5) 
(1.3560 0.3390 H T) b 
-1. 3480 0 .024 1 H T - 0.005 H T2 1. 3560 b 
(Eqn .6) + 0 .33 0 b H T 
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where ~ = estimated ind ividual tree volume (u.b. to 4 " 
d. u . b . 9 cu. f't) 
HST stand top height , being t he average height of' 
the tallest 25 30 tees per acre (f't) 
b = tree basal area over bark (sq. f't). 
For a stand 
" 1\ V ~l B 
= (1.45 1 8 0.0816 hI + 0 .0040 i\ 2) 
(1. 3560 + 0.3390 HST)B 
(1. 3480 - 0.0241 2 = HST 0.0005 HST ) 
( 1. 3560 0.3390 HST)B 
- 1.3480 0.0241 HST 0.0005 HST 
2 
+ -
1. 35600 B 0.3390 B HST 
• 0 0 0 (Eqn.7) 
" (cu. f' t) where V estimated stand volume 
= number of' trees in the stand 
HST stand top height, being the average height of' 
the tallest 25 - 30 trees per acre (f't) 
B stand basal area over bark (sq. f't) 
(iv) P a tical application of' the tarif'f' system 
To nominate a n app opriate tarif'f' f'or a stand of' 
the study a e a, all that is needed is the determination 
of' stand top height. The tarif'f' is then derived as an 
equation of' the f'orm 
y 1 
where y rep es nts volume, ~ represents basal area, b l 
can b stirn ted as hI f'rom Equation 3 and a l can be 
estimat d as ~l f'rom Equation 4. 
Th olum 0 an individual tree in a stand can be 
stirn t d f' om Equat10n 6. The only information needed 
is th top h ight of' th stand and the tr e basal area 
ov r b rk. 
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The v olu me o f a stand an be e stimated from 
Equati on 7. The on y information needed is the top 
height of "the stand , the number of trees in the stand 
and thei r combi ned basal area over bark. 
The procedure can readi l y be prog ammed for 
automatic ca l cu lation ? 
(v) Appl icabi lity of the tariff system 
Ac c eptan e o f a tariff system compi led as this one 
fo th study area implies "the assumption that the stands 
have t he same pattern of de elopment ; that is , a stand 
will ha e a ertain volume-basal are a relationship when 
it reaches a c ertain "top height irrespe ctive of any 
effect of site quality o n the time taken to reach that 
height This assumption is questionable but apart from 
the suggestion by Hummel ( 19 55) from his data that 
t h inni ng , age and site had l ittle affect on the tariff 
system 1 the va l idity o f the assumpt ion has not been 
critical l y investigated. Insuffi ient data were 
available in this study to test it , apart f om the 
investigatlon n p.16 l , so it was accepted . The 
appli cability of the system an be judged to a large 
e tent by how well it meets practical requirements of 
reliability of estimate . 
I n outh Au stralia where considerable attention 
h s been paid over a long period to e olving methods 
of m asuremen t of adi ta pine which are precise and 
fr from bias and to the derivation of reliab le 
estim t s of olume f o m them, a n a tempt has been made 
to r st ict total rror to the order of five pe c ent. 
As further guide, the a c ep tab le error should no t 
b mo t h n bout o ne year ' s in remen t in the v olume 
o th stand. On thl b sis , calculating from the 
1 t st yi ld table fo South Australi a n adiata pine 
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(Lewis, private communi ation), the limits to erro 
during the period f om ag 20 to age 40 (when results of 
measurement a e llkely to be the most important in the 
managem nt of the stand) for Site Quality I vary from 
about four per cent to about two per c ent ] and for Site 
Quality V from about five per ce nt to about three per 
cent . Fo the study a ea , taking representative values 
from the ariable density yield table (Carron, 1967), 
the limits calculated on the same basis are a little 
higher and the error of the tariff system seems to fit 
these equirements reasonably well. For management 
invento purposes , whi h is the most likely use of the 
ta iff system , the limi s of error can be greater still 
and the system should be very suitable. 
There is sometimes a tendency to fix unrealistic 
limits of error in volume estimation. Y.P. 35/60/1 of 
the study a ea , measured in 1965 at age 22 y ears , may be 
taken as an illustration , The vo lume of each of the 120 
tees were estimated by the General Volume Table (Cromer; 
M Intyre and Lewis , 1955) , the basis fo this study ; 
also b the ectional Metho d ( arron, 1968); and by 
G ay 1s Tape Line Method (G ay 1943 , 1944 , 1956 ). 
Using the sum of the individual tree volumes from the 
General Volume Table as the base, the differences between 
the estimates are as folIo S g -
Method of est.l.mate TARIFF G.V . T. T.L. • M. 
Estimat 550 563 580 600 
Diff. from s tima te 
by G.V.T. -13 +17 +37 
Diff. as pe cent ~2 , 3 +3.2 6.6 
n ce differen es of this order, due to different 
methods 0 t mating individual trees , commonly occur, 
it is hardly realisti 0 set l i mits t o th error of 
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esti mate rom a tar ' f system whi h d o not take this 
into ac ount. 
This tar "ff system i s i ntended o nly for estimating 
the volume of the wh le standing crop and is not 
intended for estimating the volume o f thinnings . The 
practical and economic advantages o f a tariff system for 
estimating the volumes of trees marked for thinning have 
been pOlnted out but it can provi de reliable estimates 
for b o th a p opulatl0 n (the whole crop) and a sub-
population (th innings ) o nly if the latter is a 
rep esentative sample of the former. Alternatively , the 
esti mate of the ma i n c op c an be corrected appropriately 
depend i ng on the kind of trees removed in thinning. 
The Queensland Forestry Department has been able to 
apply a tariff system successfully to estimating the 
volume of thinnings because the type of thinning is such 
that the thinnings d o form a representative sample of the 
crop. I n South Aust alia , ' c orrections' are incorporated 
by the use further independent variables such as age 
and pe c ent nu mbe r of trees removed as thinnings 
(Keeves, pr lvate c mmunl c ation, 1967) . 
Finch ( 1957) dlscussed the relationship between 
' tar " f numbers ' fo ~hlnnings and main crop f or Hummel ' s 
tariff system (Hummel, 1955). 
The m thod of thinning for c ed on the owner of the 
ar a of the resent study be cause of er ati 
fluctuations in demand and of the capricious effects of 
dead- opping is such that the thinnings a e not a 
epresent ti e sample of the crop . Whether ' co rections ' 
can be in orporated by furth r independent variables 
would b orthwhil study when sufficient information 
be om s i labl . 
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(vi) Volume to limits other than 4 " s.e.d.u.b . 
The extent to whi h a volume line for tree volumes 
to s.e.d.u.b . limi ts la ger than 4" can be regarded as 
line ar has been dls cussed previously. It was stated on 
p. 73 that ' for practi c al pu poses the relationship of 
merchantable volume on basal a e a can be regarded as 
linear even with s.e.d.u . b . limits of the order of 11 
inches ' • On this basis? tariff systems could be 
c ompiled for v o lume to various s . e . d.u . b. limits in a 
way similar to the present one. 
Carron and Ja obs (1964) provided a table and graph 
whereby 'the pr o po tion o f the merchantab le volume (i.e. 
volume u . b. to 4 in.) in trees of various d .b.h.o.b. up 
to certai n d.u .b . limits' c ould be read in the cas e of a 
tariff system based only on stand to p height and assuming 
that a radiata pine tree could be represented wholly by 
a Gray taper lin • The same principle cou ld be app l ied 
for the tariff system of the presen t study . For rough 
estimation, the table (Table 4, ref. cit.) and graph 
(Figure 6, ref. cit.) referred to could be used with the 
p resent tariffs . 
In time , suffi ient information will be o rne 
available from the stu dy area for tables to be p re p ared 
showing the proportion of total volume up to various 
s.e.d.u . b . l i mits for trees of various d.b.h . o .b. The 
South Austra li an Department has compi led su h a table 
from mpi i .a l data a nd i n 0 porated it into a p ogrammed 
pro cedure in ass o ciation with the tariff system to give 
stimates of va ious assortments . 
(vii) Extensions of the tariff system 
The ' n cr m n i n volume for an i n cremen t in d.b . h.o.b. / 
over a pe iod , of a tree of a ny pa ti ular d.b .h.o.b . can 
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readily be determined if conventional curves of stand top 
height-age a e available , as they are available for the 
study area (Ca ron, 1967). The volume for a tree of any 
particular d.b . h .o .b. at a present time in a stand whose 
top height is known , b y measurement or by reference to a 
map of site index based on the stand top height-age 
relationship , can be determined from the tariff system. 
Future d.b . h .o .b. can be projected from the present 
d.b .h. o.b. and increment over the period; the appropriate 
tariff can be determined from the projected stand top 
height at that age and from it the volume corresponding 
to the proje ted d.b . h . o.b. The difference in the two 
vo1um s will be an estimate of increment in volume. 
If the stand table can be projected, as discussed 
by Carron (1968), stand volume can readily be projected 
from Equation 7. 
A forecast of stand volume by log size assortments 
may be made in the way described by Carron and Jacobs 
( 19 64). 
The pres nt tariff system could a lso be extended 
to uses referred to by Prodan (1965b) viz . to 'value 
tariffs ' where differential values apply to trees by 
size, and to ~utting time curve~ in utilisation time 
studies. 
(viii) Predi ting the stand height curve 
The stand height curv , in the form 
(wh re H repr sents t ee height in feet and B represents 
tree basal area 0 er bark in square feet) can be 
pr di ct d f om th elation hips developed viz. 
~2 -1.98118 1. 04933 H T (Eqn.1 p . 140) 
-0.45872 10 .1 874 B (Eqn.2 p . 14 5) 
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(where HST represents stand top height in feet and B 
represents stand mean basal area in square feet). 
Stand volume an then be determined in the 
conventional way f om a two-way tree volume table 
through the d.b.h.o.b . of each individual tree (or means 
of d.b.h.o.b. classes) and equivalent height from the 
stand height urve. 
This has n o t been done for the study area because 
repeated tests of the two-way volume table compiled for 
the area ( Carron, 1955) have shown it leads to 
considerable e ror. The reasons for this are not clear 
but are likely to be that the sample from which the table 
was compiled wa s too small in view of the apparent 
variation in tree taper with age, site and density. In 
any case, the volume tariff system is likely to give 
estimates whi h are more quickly obtained and are more 
consistent than those through a stand height curve and 
a two-way tree volume table, and is preferred for those 
reasons . 
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Chapter 8 
RATIO ALE OF TARIFF SYSTEMS 
If a se ies o f linear regr essions of the form 
y = a + bx a e successive to each other such that the 
values of b be c ome progressively larger and the values 
of a be c ome prog esslvely smaller, there is a 
relationship between ~ and ~ which can be expressed in 
general terms as a quadratic 
a = 1 + mb + nb 2 
The volume lines representing the development of a 
coniferous stand appear to be of this kind. It has been 
shown ( Chapter 7) the relationship for the study area is 
2 a l = 1.451824 - 0.081596 b l + 0 . 004045 b l . 
Gray (1966) has pointed out 'if a and b of successive 
volume lines are related to each other by a parabolic 
type of curve .•• a ll of these lines, at some point, are 
tangent to a cur e known mathematically as the 
"envelope of the moving line"'. His development of this 
them has been discussed (p.125). 
her is no obvious reason why successive volume 
lines hould b have in the regular way they appear to do. 
ndividual tre s a known to grow in a n episodic way 
and, sin they g ow as indep ndent units even though in 
omp tition w"th ea h other, irregularity in the 
succession of volume lines might be expected rather than 
regu1ar · ty f om yea to year ven if there were a 
sonab1 lation betw en tree volum and tree 
b sal n y tim • Howe er, as dis ussed in 
Chapt rs 4 nd 5, 0 p riod the e irregularities of 
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individual tr growth appear to smooth out so that with 
time th r s smooth progression of the heights of the 
tall st trees and a smooth progression of differences in 
height of su cessive diameters which makes the 
progression f the relationship of tree height and tree 
diamet r regular. This, combined with the regular 
behaviour of stem orm factor, induces a regular 
progression of the relationship between stem volume and 
basal area . 
A r gul r progression of this kind might therefore 
be considered to take place in every even-aged 
onif rous tand but there is no reason to expect that 
the pattern of the progression should be the same 
everywh r ince this is a function of the growth habits 
of the particular species and the effects of the 
nvironmental and silvicultural conditions of a 
p rti ular stand superimposed on these growth habits. 
Th se habits and conditions wi ll determine the pattern 
of growth in height, diameter a d form factor which in 
turn determine the pattern of the successive volume 
lines. However, this pattern may everywhere be such that 
the general relationship of a l and b l is a quadratic with 
th v lues of the constants of the quadratic varying 
a cording to sp ci s and locality, because the basic 
relation hip und rlying 11 th tariff syst ms reviewed 
previou ly xpli able in these terms . 
I h d pr usly on luded this by graphical 
nv stig "Lion 0 th various tarif s but I a m indebt d 
to D n y for the more satisfactory math matical 
pI n tion s t out below, of the deriv tion of the 
co-ordin t s 0 th P int of int rsection of su cessive 
lin s in sys t m wher th is quadratic r lationship 
b tw n 1 nd b l · 
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Assum two su essive v lume lines 
a nd V 2 
interse c t at a p o int the o - ordinates of which are V, A 
(where V = an express i on o f vo lume a nd A = a n expression 
of basal are a ) . 
Assume th re i s a ge neral e l ationshi p between the 
regression o nstants and coefficient , of such successive 
volume lines, of the kind 
a = 1 + m b + n b 2 
Subs tituting fo a in the two vo lume lines at their 
point of intersection the o-ordinates of which are V, A 
-
( 1 + m b l n 
V 
-
( 1 + m b 2 + n 
when -1 b l b l 
2 
e 
-
m 
-
n + b l A - 1 m b 2 b 2 
2 b 2A = - - n + 
b l 
2 b 2 
2 
-
n + n 
b 2 A - b l A 
- m ( b 1 b 2 ) - n (b1
2 _ b 2 (b 2 - b ) A 2 1 
that is, A = - m ( b l - b 2) - n [ (b 2 
_ b 2) ] 
1 2 
- (b l - b 2 ) 
= - m ( b l - b 2 ) - n [ (b l - b 2 ) (b l + b 2 ) ] 
-(b l - b 2 ) 
= -m (b l - b 2 ) - [ n(b l - b 2 ) (b l + b 2 ) ] 
-(b l - b 2 ) -(b l - b 2 ) 
Sub tituting fo A and a l in 
= - ( 1 + m b l 
n b l 
2 b l b l 
2 
n b l b 2 = -1 - m b l - + m + n + 
= - [ 1 - n b l b 2 ] 
T h t is, m + n (b l + b 2 ) 
a nd - [ 1 - n b l b 2 J 
f the two volum l ines a a s umed to be very c lo e 
oge ther s o h t 
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A m + 2nb 
a nd V 
For the gen ral case, then, 
a = 1 + mb + n A = m + 2nb, V = -(1 - n b 2 ) 
where a and b a e the regression constant and 
regression co f i ient respectively of successive volume 
lines V = -a + b A (where V represents volume and A 
r presents b asal area) a nd V, A represents the 
o-ordinates of the point of intersection of successive 
line s (E being a c lo se approximation to the regression 
coeffi ients of the two lines assumed to be very close 
toge ther) . 
PECIAL CA E OF THE QUADRATIC RELATIO HIP OF a l A D b l 
T he va l ues of the co-ordinates of the points of 
int rsection of uccessive volume lines of which a and 
~ values have relationships which are special cases of 
the g nera l form 
2 
a = 1 + mb + nb 
are now onsidered :-
Cas e ( 1) 
f 1 = 0 , 
2 2 
then a = mb + nb , A = m + 2nb, V = nb 
i.e . the inters c tions of successive volume lines lie on 
u ve . 
Cas { 2} 
2 A 2nb, V nb2 f 1 = 0 a nd m = 0, then a = nb , = = 
. e . h Int rs ions of suc essi e volume lines lie on 
urv . 
his w s th c s fo Gray 's study rea ( Gray, 1966 
p.4J) whe a = 0 . 0076 b 2 . Gray ' s hypoth sis that this 
urv r pr sent d a 'tree g owth urve ' has been r viewed 
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previously (p.118). That this is a fortuitous rather 
than a fundamental re l ationshi p is suggested by the fact 
that several 0 the pI ts of the area of the present 
study display a similar relationship. The behaviour of 
Y. P . 2 6A.60 for example, is illustrated in Figure 21(a), 
for whi h the relationship is a = O.OOJb2 . I t is of 
interest that this stand, though thinned light l y prior 
to 1955, was not thinned over the period 1955-66 
illustrated and Gray ' s study plot was also unthinned. 
Case (J) 
If m = 0, then a = 1 + nb 2 , A = 2nb, V = -(1_nb2 ) 
i. the intersections of successive volume lines lie on 
a urve. 
Case (4) 
If m o and n = 0, then a = 1, A = 0, V 1 
i. the su cessi ve volume lines in tersec tat a common 
point on the y (volume) axis . 
Case (5) 
f n = 0, a = 1 + mb, A = m, V = -1 
i.e. the successive volume lines intersect at a common 
point which will lie in a particular quadrant (Figure 21 
(b)) depending on the algebraic signs of l and ~ in the 
r lationship a 1 + mb. 
Assum for ample, that both a l and b l have a 
simple lin ar elationship with stand top height which 
an b shown a 
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Fig. 21 (a) 
) 
P. radiata, study area, Kowen, A.C.T. 
Y. P. 26A/60/1 1966 
2 
/' 
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(See Table 7) 
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substituting, a l a J + b J [ b l - a4 ] 
bl.j 
a 4 ) + (bJ ) 
b 4 
which is of the kind a 1 = 1 + mb l 
where 1 = a J b 4 - b J a4 and m 
b 
m 
The algebraic sign of 1 and m will depend on the 
190 
a lgebrai c signs and r lative values of the constants in 
the relationships of a l and b l with stand top height. 
Case (5) 
(i) . S . W. Forestry Commission Tariff System for 
Pinus radiata 
The .W. Forestry Commission has three tariff 
systems for radiata pine in the State ( . W. For . Comm . 
1966), as follows : -
(1) The Tumut - Bomba1a group of plantations 
v = 9 . 0760l.jl B - 0.009267 H + 0 . 24507l.j B H - 1 . 187873 
(2) The Batlow-Oberon group of plantations 
= 1. J264 13 - 0 . oJ60 II + . o . J290 BH + 0 . 8915 
(3) Low site qu lity group 
v = 6 . 10261l.j B - 0 . 009240 H + 0 . 24829l.j B H - 1 . 108402 
wh re tre para bolic volume, u . b . to 4" d . u . b . 
excluding buttswel1 and ignoring stump, cu . ft . 
tr bas a l ar a over bark, in sq . ft . 
H m n of th heights of the tallest trees of the 
t nd at th rate of four per 0 .1 25 acre, in 
ft (i .. stand top height) . 
A discuss d on p . 87, the structure of the ystems 
is base d on the assumption that both a 1 and b l ar 
li n rly 1 t d to stand top height which i mplies a 
l'n ar r 1ationship b twe n a l and b l viz . 
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the o-ordinates of the ommon point of intersection 
being given b y A = m and V = -1 . 
F om th above equations for the systems, these 
o-ordinat s have been ca l cu lated as 
A V 
(1) 
-0 . 037813 
-1. 531066 
(2) 
-0 .1094 22 
-1.036638 
(3) -0 . 037214 
-1. 335504 
Case (5) 
(ii) Queens l a nd Forestry Department Tariff Systems 
The Queensland Forestry Department has tariff 
systems for the major plantation co nifers such as hoop 
pine (Araucaria cunninghamii), slash pine (Pi nus 
e liottii) , loblolly pine (P . taeda) and radiata pine 
(P . radiata) (Q'ld . For. Dept., private communication). 
They have been compiled on a similar pattern. The mos t 
comprehensive is for ' Hoop pine, Yarraman, 1964', so it 
has been chose n for a n a lysis here . 
The ' Hoop Pi ne Vo lume Table - Yarraman, 19 64 ' is 
in fa t four sub-systems , each for a different limit of 
volume, as follows:-
( 1) 1.049 - 0 . 03012 H - 3.7852 A + 0.4360 A H T 
(2) 4 0.2523 - 0 . 03402 I-I - 2 . 7694 + 0.4288 A H 
(3) 6 -3 . 432 - 0.04294 H + 6 .3204 A + 0.J676 A H 
( lj ) 
-0.8078 + 0.01214 p H + 11. 277 A 0.05566 A H 
wh re tree total volume under bark, in cu . ft. 
lj tr olume u.b. to 4" d.u . b . less 6" high 
stump, in c u. ft. 
6 tr olume u .b . to 6" d . u . b. les 6" stump, 
in u. ft. 
Ate basal re 0 er bark 
H m an of th heights of the tallest trees at 
thp. ate of 25-30 per a re (predominant 
h ight, st nd top height) . NCfNG 
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The system fo whi h is based on a specific log p 
length, will not b considered h re, only those to 
various s . e .d .u . b. limits. 
As dis ussed on p . 87, the structure of th system 
is based on the assump tio n that both a l and b l are 
li n ear l y relat d to stand top height so that within each 
sub-system 
If the values of a l and b l for a particular stand 
top height for each sub-system are plotted graphical l y 
again t the s.e.d.u.b. limit for the sub-system, there 
is a urvilinear relationship. This is in keeping with 
the curvilinear relationship of a l and b l for the 
eries of olume lines for vo l ume to various s . e.d . u . b . 
limits of Table 7, (Figure 2l(c)), (this being d ue to 
the curvilinea nature of M/ T with tree d . b.h . o . b . ). 
Therefore, in each sUb-system 
2 2 
a l = f (0 ) and b l = f (D ) 
where D repres nts an s.e . d . u . b. l imit . 
The ff' t of this is that A and V, the co-ordinates 
01 the point of inter ection of the volume line , differ 
:for h sub-system . From the above equations for the 
sub-syst ms, th o-ordin tes have been ca l culated as: -
A V 
( 1) T + 0.069 + 0 . 788 
( 2) 4 + 0.079 + 0 . 472 
( J) 6 + 0 . 117 - 2 . 694 
For h' Y t m of tar'ff for ho op pi n e , the 
o l um -b s 1 1 . o n shi p was ass um d t o be l i n ear 
or to a l olum and 0 o l u m to s . e .d . u . b . l i mits o f 
4 " nd 6" . Lin r r l ationships w re a sum d between a l 
7NC rNG 
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a nd stand top height, and between b l and stand to p 
height, fo a h kind of volume . A separate sub-
system of tariffs was th n compiled for each kind of 
volum , th olume lin in each sub-system having a 
common inters ction pOlnt. From the co-ordinates of 
these interse tlon points it is seen that, in terms of 
Figure 2l(b), the lnte section point 'moves ' so that 
both A and V increase in value, the amount of increase 
the depending on the way a 3 
and b
3
, and a
4 
and b
4
, 
constants of the linear relationShips of a
l 
and b
l 
espe tively with stand top height, increase with 
increasing s.e.d .u. b. limit . 
It is of interest to note , in connection with the 
' fixed lntercept' concept , that the common intersection 
point for the 4 " s.e .d.u .b. limit sub-system does not 
have co-ordinates A = .087 V = 0 but has A = .079 
V = .4 72, though the difference is not great. However, 
for the 6" s . e.d.u.b . limit sub-system, the co-ordinates 
r A = .117 V = -2 . 694 which is rather different from 
A = .196 o for the fixed intercept concept . 
Case (5) 
(iii) The Tariff system of Turnbull , Little and 
Hoyer (1963). 
This tariff system, discussed on p . 93, was 
ompiled on the ' i ed intercept' concept . The va lues 
the volume lines on which the system 
w s b s d ar listed in ols 5 and 6 of Tab le 6, p . 44 
or th r f r n e . The lationship of a l on b l fro m 
hes a lu s has b en calculated a 
a l = - 1.0458 + 0.1314 b l (r 0 . 867) 
which sugg t th t the ommon point of intersection of 
th volum Iln s h s o-ordin e of 
A = 0 .1314 = 1. 045 
fNCrNG 
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assumed by the ' fixed intercept' concept . 
Case (5) 
(iv) Tariff system for South Australian radiata 
pine - Keeves (1961) 
194 
The investigation by Keeves (1961) into tariffs for 
radiata pine in South Australia has been discussed 
previously (p. 86). If one plot at the extreme of the 
range of his data is excluded, there is for both thinned 
and unthinned stands a linear relationship between a l and 
b l , thus 
for thinned stands, a l = -5.1057 + 0 . 22J2 b l (r 
whence A = 0 . 22J2 v = 5.1057 
for unthinn cl stands, a l -2 . J21J + 0 .17 1J b l (r 
whence A 0 . 171 
Case (5) 
(v) Tariff s stem for 
Cromer and Carro n 
v = 2.J2l 
.8J5) 
.977) 
This tariff system has been discussed previously 
( p. 92) . The basic structure of the system is given by 
the relationships 
whence H T = (b l - a 4) 
b 4 
and a l = a J + b J H T + c J B 
(where B = stand mean basal ar a and HST 
h . ght) so th t, ubstituting for H T' 
= ( a J b 4 - b J a4) + (bJ ) b l + 1 
b 4 b 4 
which in t r m 0 the g n ral quadratic 
= 1 + m b + P B 
stand to p 
c J 
B 
is 
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By a development similar to that on p . 186, the 
co-ordinates of the ommon point of intersection of the 
volume lines can be shown to be 
A m v = -1 + p Bl 
where Bl is a particular stand mean basal area. 
That is, this ta iff system is composed of a number 
of sub-systems each with a common A (basal area) 
co-ordinate equal to ~ but with a different V (volume ) 
co-ordinate depending on stand mean basal area being 
given by -1 p B. 
Case (6) 
If n = 0 and 1 = 0, then a = mb, A = m, V = o. 
i.e . the su cessive volume lines intersect at a common 
point on the ~ (basal area axis) . This is the 'fixed 
intercept' concept which was the basis for the tariff 
systems of 
(a) Jolly (1950) and later Douglas (Keeves, 1961) for 
radiata pine in ou t h Australia in which it was 
assumed 
A = .087 sq. ft (for volume u.b. to 4 ins . 
s.e.d.u.b.) 
(b) Hummel (1955) for various coniferous species in Great 
Britain in which it was assumed 
A = .OJ Hoppus sq. ft (for volume o . b. to J ins. 
s .. d.o.b.) 
(c) Tu nbull, Litt l e and Hoyer (196J) for various 
onif rous sp ies in orth America in which it was 
assum d 
A = .0 7 sq. ft (for volume w.b . to 4 ins. s.e.d . u.b . ) 
Th a tu 1 el tionship a l = 1 + mb l for the data 
of Turnbull, Littl nd Hoyer h s been discussed above 
as Cas (5) (iii). o data are availabl in the works 
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of Jolly or Hummel for a similar investigation to be 
made of th validity of their assumption of a 'fixed 
intercept' • 
Other cases of the general form of the quadratic 
Keeves (personal communication, 1967) has advised, 
with regard to radiata pine in South Australia 
(i) predominant height tariffs are being used to 
estimate volume lines in clear felling plots, the 
relationships being of the form 
2 
a l a J + b J HST + c J HST 
If these equations are combined, a l can be 
expressed in terms of b l as 
which is the form of the general quadratic 
+ mb 2 + nb 
(ii) predominant height tariffs are being used to 
estimate volume lines for thinnings (onl y) in thinning 
plots, the relationships being of the form 
from which H T= [ b l -(a4 + c4A + d 4 )] 
b 4 
which, on substituting for H T' takes the form 
= 1 + mb + nb 2 + pA + qA2 + r + s 
2 
where A = ag in years a nd per cent numbe of trees 
remov d in thinning. 
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n this ase, for each stand top height there are 
sub-systems for different values of A, and within each 
sub-system th r are further sub-systems for different 
values of For each of these latter sub-systems, the 
intersections of su cessive volume lines form a curve 
with co-ordinates A = m + 2 rib , V = _(1_nb 2 ) as in the 
general cas . 
COMME TS 
Thus, the structure of these various tariff 
systems has been shown to be governed by the relationship 
between the regression constants and coefficients of the 
successiv tariffs (volume lines). The general 
relationships may be a quadratic, the structure of a 
particular tariff system being anyone of various forms 
of this quadratic. 
From those systems considered where the general 
quadratic 
2 
a = 1 + mb + nb 
takes the form 
a = mb 
so that the su cessive tariffs intersect at a common 
point, the e does not seem to be any support for the 
idea that the value of this ' fixed intercept' (common 
point) repres nted by the value of m reflects the 
s ction 1 area limit to which stem volume is estimated . 
or does th r seem to be support for the necessary 
orollary that, if volume is estimated to a parti cular 
upp r limit, the tariff syst m can be anticip ated to be 
r pr s nted by this form of the quadratic. 
The influen es which give a parti ular form of th 
g ra l qu drati are not pparent from this study. 
Howev r, . t se ms e sential that, in compiling a tariff 
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syst m, th nature of the re lationship between a and b 
should be investigated because this is the logical 
basis of the system. If this is done for tariff systems 
for forests of va ious environmental and silvicultural 
conditions , the nature of the influences affecting the 
relationship between a and b wi ll probably become 
apparent. 
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